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Once Upon a Time
A Word about the Project

the universe is made of stories, not atoms, said American poet Muriel Rukeyser. we live; we die. 
But our stories, once unleashed, live on forever.  Stories have played a key role in human develop-
ment.  In earlier oral culture, storytelling was one of the important ways that human beings taught 
and learned; a way of passing down the history since there were no libraries and newspapers back 
then. Storytelling may very well have begun with the first hunter who decided to tell those gathered 
around the bonfire about all the trouble he went through to bring home his kill. Stories are our way 
of connecting with one another, of sharing a particular life experience— a cultural tradition, an 
embarrassing moment, a brush with death.

we are shaped by circumstance, the many things that have happened to us along the way. the pre-
sent and future don’t really exist, one being constantly elusive and the other, a projection forward 
into what hasn’t yet occurred. In some ways, only the past is real— that which memory digs up and 
weaves into a story where even place teems with life and becomes a character in its own right.

In 2011, Blue Metropolis Foundation received funding to pilot a project granting Anglophone adults 
from across Quebec an opportunity to explore their identity by developing their own original story 
with the guidance of a professional storyteller. the project, once Upon a time, was intended to fos-
ter an understanding of the many contributions that Quebec’s linguistic minority have made to the 
cultural diversity of the province and to showcase this heritage to the wider Canadian community.
Some 50 Anglophones from five regions of Quebec took part in a two-day intensive workshop led by 
one of two dynamic teachers, laura teasdale and taylor tower, who walked participants through 
the process of getting their story down on paper and, in some cases, recording them. workshops 
were held in five communities— Montreal, Quebec City, wakefield, Knowlton, and St. lambert— 
with the idea that representatives from each group would later perform their story live at the 14th 
Blue Metropolis literary Festival.  Meanwhile, the written texts would be collected in an anthology 
as a way of documenting the rich tapestry that is Quebec. Something to transmit to future gene-
rations. 

what you hold in your hands is the fruit of their labour. Enjoy.

Carolyn Marie Souaid
Project Coordinator
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BoX oF DotS 

My Québécois grandmothers were so different, yet both have played a part in who I am today. Margaret tock was, sadly, 
twice widowed, of English/ Scottish decent, and a Protestant who lived in Verdun. She was nanny tock to me.  Beatrice 
Paquin, nanny Bea, was French Canadian, a mix of Irish, French and some native Indian. A Catholic who lived on the 
other side of the canal, in Cote St-Paul. 

My nanny tock looked like the Queen of England. She was very soft spoken, and she rarely wore makeup. on special oc-
casions she would wear some lipstick and sometimes put curlers in her hair to enhance her natural soft dark grey curls. 
At nanny tock’s, we often had Sunday roast. we would sit in the dining room, and the adults would quietly converse. 
My great grandfather would sit at one end— he had been in two world wars— and my grandmother on the other end.  
In between would sit some of her siblings: her sister norah and husband Alan, her brother Georgie and his wife Joyce, 
and sometimes her youngest brother Brucie.  Brucie was the joker of the family. I can remember him leaning over and 
teaching me how to use a Kleenex. He would say, “You know how to use one of these don’t you?” Intimidated by him 
towering over me with his big red nose and jovial snicker, I would shrug my shoulders, nod and slightly shake my head 
side to side, not knowing what to answer, even though I knew how to use a Kleenex. “well let me show you then.” He 
would then take his time folding the Kleenex in four, rip off the center corner so that when he opened it up, there was a 
hole in the center on the Kleenex. He would then stick his finger through that hole, lift the whole contraption up towards 
his nose and proceed in digging away. At this point, his whole body would be convulsing uncontrollably with bouncing 
sinister wheezes of laughter, as the rest of the table moaned with disgust, “oh Brucie!” this happened pretty much every 
time Brucie came for a visit. I was always slightly embarrassed but had to play along. It gave him such joy, and all I could 
think about were those delicious Humbug candies sitting on the buffet hutch just waiting to be eaten.

later in life, while traveling with the circus, one of the only people who wrote to me by hand was my grandmother, my 
nanny tock. She would send a letter along with a little piece of fabric through the mail, fabric that she had been using for 
her latest sewing project. It made me feel close to her, touching that same piece of textile that I knew she had touched. 
She was always working on some kind of project, whether it be crocheting a tablecloth, knitting an afghan, or sewing 
a patchwork quilt. Just last night I was looking at her handwritten cookbook. I was looking for her baked rice pudding 
recipe. It was not indexed like a published recipe book. I had to fish through each page, looking at all the recipes she’d 
enjoyed over her lifetime. Some of the recipes had former neighbours’ names on them, others had her sister norah’s 
name, and some even had my little sister Michelle’s name on them. In the end, I never found the rice pudding recipe and 
ended up calling my mother and asking her. only for her to tell me that she does it by “feel.” that was probably what my 
grandmother did, too.

She is part of who I am today. Always looking for new projects, with a love for cooking, and a love of life.

My nanny Bea was quite opposite. She had blonde hair, often fresh from the hairdresser’s. Her makeup was always 
perfect. She always enjoyed a good party and she smoked. nanny Bea and Papa Paquin often hosted the major holiday 
events such as Christmas and Easter. All would attend— our family and my mother’s two brothers with their children. 
we were nine cousins in all. nanny tock and Papa Bruce would often be invited as well. It would all take place in her big 
kitchen; there was no dining room. Parties at nanny Bea’s could get quite noisy with all the children. But the children 
were not all of the noise. My two French Canadian uncles, Richard and Raymond, were a little on the loud side and always 
joking around with one-upmanship energy.

I did not like going to the washroom during parties at my nanny Bea’s, because the bathroom door had a huge keyhole 
in it and I always felt that at any second I would see someone, like one of my boy cousins, peeking into it, and this made 
me nervous. on one occasion, before sitting down, I took some toilet paper, crunched it up and stuck it in the hole. Fi-
nally, I felt at ease. later that evening, someone noticed the ragged piece of toilet paper oddly protruding out of the door 
and decided to share his or her findings with everyone. the whole family got involved in the hunt, looking for the keyhole 
stuffer…. eventually everyone found out it was me. I can still hear both my uncles laughing like howling hyenas, the sound 
echoing throughout the bottom floor of the brick triplex that stood on Emard Street.

My favourite part of these parties, was, by far, the after-party. My cousin lorraine and I would both beg our parents to 
stay with my grandmother for an extra day that sometimes turned into two. this would often include missing school. It 
was the best feeling in the world. At nanny Bea’s, we were allowed to play her records in the front parlour. we would clear 
the coffee table, and climb on top of it. Standing on the coffee table made us just the right height to see ourselves in the 
mirrors that hung just above the couch. Suddenly we were famous performers, on some stage somewhere in the world. 
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we would play trini lopez over and over. “If I had a Hammer” probably never had so such airtime. we would then prepare 
intricate choreography until it was show time. My nanny Bea would sit on the sofa chair, watch our little performance 
and applaud with enthusiasm even though she had been listening to the same song non-stop for two hours.

Even better were the times I got to spend alone with my nanny Bea, when I had her all to my self. She made even the 
most simple games fun. At the kitchen table, she would sit in her rocking chair with me by her side, take a pencil and 
a piece of paper and start making little dots in a line about seven across and seven down until it formed a box of dots. 
we would take turns making a line connecting one dot to another. Eventually the lines would form a box. the object of 
the game was to be the last person to complete a box, and then you could put your initial in it. the person with the most 
boxes won. I loved this game. I can remember one time in particular there was a fly that would not stop buzzing around. 
Finally he landed within reach. I slammed down my hand and missed. My grandmother responded by saying “that’s a 
good thing you missed, I don’t think Charlie would have liked that.” I responded: “what do you mean?”   “that’s Charlie, 
my pet fly,” she replied.

At night, after dinner, I would cuddle with her in her wooden rocking chair, as we watched Benny Hill. on occasion we 
would watch lawrence welk, mostly for the dancing and variety acts, and sometimes even a scary movie. I think one of 
those movies was “the Fly.” 

nanny Bea always nurtured my imagination, my love for dance and comedy. I have been performing professionally for 
the past 21 years.

Andrea Conway
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GloUCEStER RoAD 

Agnes Barbara Holland – that’s one hell of a name to be loaded with, not as bad as Agnes Barbara Dilwyn Venables 
llewelyn before she married, but still! She dropped the Agnes.

to us she was just Granny, the only grandparent I ever knew. Her long, dark apartment on the top floor of a block in 
Kensington, was painted a depressing but memorable shade of ancient peach. Exiting the old- fashioned elevator with 
a loud metal clang of the hand-operated gates, my nose would be instantly greeted by the gentle odour of stale turkish 
tobacco emanating from the faded oriental rugs that lined the passageway to her massive oak door.

tall and reed thin, straight-backed and immaculately dressed (apart from her truly frightful tawny wig, inevitably slightly 
askew), she would greet me, cigarette holder smoking away in her hand, hearing aid screeching, and immediately ask 
me to “Pour the sherry darling.” Always dry Amontillado, always chilled, deliciously sour, pale nectar.

the card table would be ready: green baize set with a bowl of salted peanuts, Chinese crackers and two packs of cards. 
we would sit, or rather sink, into one of her huge sofas, engulfed by tasseled silk cushions and I would sing for my supper 
by recounting the gossip of my london social week. By the third glass or so it would be time – Canasta time. this was 
not just a mere card game, but a ritual battle of wits that we carried on over nine years; tactical, psychological, each 
constantly changing our angle– leading, bluffing, distracting, whatever it took to entice the other into believing we had 
no interest in those particular cards we desperately needed to turn our black canastas red. twos are wild, joker blocks 
the pack.

Hours and hours spent in the utter joy and absorption of wit, trickery and deadly competition, as the ashtray filled and 
the bottle emptied. Surrounded by decorative lacquer boxes, sculptures and furniture from India and China of the 1920s 
and 30s; her life of travel and adventure laid to rest in london. only I knew of drawers filled with hand embroidered slips 
and underwear in pale pink silks and peachy satins…her starchy, brisk exterior belay nothing of the sensuality beneath.

But oh, how she loved to joke! I still have, to this day, beside my woodstove in the forests of Eastern Quebec, the small 
carved mahogany and rust velvet armchair I used to sit on in her bedroom, when I was just a little girl and she had me 
absolutely convinced that spaghetti grew on trees.

Mary Harvey
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tHE nEw KID

Iron Hill School, 1902

"line up!" called Mrs. Baker. "Shorter children in front, taller children in the back."

Daniel sneered, smoothing down his brand new tweed jacket that his parents had just bought for picture day. why 
should he be in the back row, he wondered. He was the only one who looked half decent. He couldn't believe the way kids 
dressed for school here in Quebec – dirty pants and scuffed shoes, dresses with patches and rumpled aprons. there 
were even a few kids in bare feet. this would never have been acceptable in his school back home in England.

Pauline, a third-grader with yellow braids, stood right in front of him, grinning proudly at the camera with her missing 
teeth and spotty freckles. Daniel looked at her stained dress. She looked like a wreck and she was going to ruin the 
picture. He should be standing in front of her. Making sure no one was looking, he gave Pauline a good shove. She was 
lighter than he had expected and flew out of the line-up, knocking into Mrs. Baker.

"Pauline!" shouted Mrs. Baker. "what are you doing?"

"Daniel pushed me!" cried Pauline, two tears rolling down her cheeks.

"Daniel Anderson!" shouted Mrs. Baker.

"It's not true," said Daniel. "I didn't do anything." It was great being the new student. nobody knew anything about him 
and Mrs. Baker was still being extra nice to help him fit in, not that he ever would. But since his Dad now owned the only 
store in Iron Hill, he was pretty sure that Mrs. Baker would be putty in his hands even once she did get to know him. 

Mrs. Baker turned away and this time, Daniel reached out and yanked one of Pauline's braids. Hard. "let me stand in 
front of you," he told her.

"ow!" yelled Pauline, stomping her foot. "no! I'm not moving."

"Shut up, you little farm girl," hissed Daniel. 

John Schweizer was the oldest student at Iron Hill School. He was a farmer's boy. tough as nails. He barely ever came to 
school but when he did, nobody messed with him.  John tapped Daniel on the shoulder. "leave ’er alone," he muttered.

"Get your paws off me you filthy Farm Boy," said Daniel as he wiped the imaginary spot where John had left his filth. 

John straightened and stood back. He didn't say a word. what Daniel didn't see was the bulge of muscles tightening 
under John's t-shirt, or his arm moving back or his hand clenched into a fist. He didn't see it until the fist connected 
with his jaw and he felt himself flying through the group of kids and landing with a splash into the puddle left by that 
week's endless rain.

"Mrs. Baker! Mrs. Baker! Did you see that?" Daniel shouted as he leaped from the mud and began to furiously rub the 
dirty spot on the back of his pants. Blood dribbled from his perfect nose and splashed onto his shirt and tie. 

Mrs. Baker turned slowly and looked at John who stood quietly in line. the class waited in silence. Mrs. Baker turned 
to Daniel, glanced from the tip of his bloody nose, down to his muddy shoes and said sweetly, "Goodness Daniel. You've 
got to be more careful not to trip. It's awfully muddy with all the rain we've had. now clean up your nose and shirt and 
step back into line."

Daniel could have sworn he saw a little wink pass between his new teacher and the farm boy. But that was impossible. 
After all, he was an important person in this town. Daniel reached up to swipe at the blood with his muddy sleeve. 

Click, went the camera, capturing the moment forever.

Catherine Canzani
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MRS. RoGERS’ PoISon PICKlES

Jane let the syrup trickle down the back of her throat. Her cold tongue dissolved the frozen snow crystals with a sense 
of wonder.
 
“weird”, she said, “and delicious.” She went back for another lollipop stick full, winding it round and round picking up 
the taffy on the snow, yellow splotches dribbled on the high snow bank along the porch. “wow,” she laughed. “How many 
gallons of this stuff did we find? this is amazing!”

the dusty carboy stood on the farmhouse table, full almost to the top with 30-year-old maple syrup. “try this; it cuts the 
sugar,” said Rick, handing around a dish of Mrs. Rogers’ pickled gherkins.

All she knew about Mrs. Rogers, Jane had picked up from Robbie, the farm-hand who grew up on Roger’s Road. She 
was the previous owner before Rick bought the farm with all her stuff in it. For the last fifty years Mrs. Rogers had taught 
at tibbett’s Hill in the stone schoolhouse five kilometres down Centre Road. Jane imagined her serving up sugar on the 
snow to the kids, along with a pickle or two, to celebrate the end of the long winter trying to keep warm by the pot bellied 
stove.

It was a bit of a recurring theme that winter: what would Mrs. Rogers have done? they had to learn about all the chores 
on the farm. the deal was that the Brits, the twins Mark and Steve and their girlfriends, would prolong their stay in the 
Eastern townships to discover what winter was all about. Rick, their Canadian half-brother, had invited them to stop in 
en route across Canada.

of the two, Mark’s girl, Fiona, knew all about chores having grown up the eldest daughter on a dairy farm in England, 
and she was mad about the idea of a working winter in Quebec.  Jane was the youngest and at twenty-eight she certainly 
had no work ethic. Jane and Steve had motorcycled across Canada all summer with no thought of what came next, and 
now the bike sat in the horse barn, useless. But here they were, thought Jane, with bloody chores from the last century. 
this was 1981, for God’s sake. She would have to buckle down.

“So, what do we do with that?” She asked Rick, when the boys plunked down a dead Canada goose on the table. 

“well, we shot it, so you girls pluck it.” Rick’s chauvinism was vicious.

After a debate about the legality of killing a goose and how it had been already wounded, and how they shot it to put it out 
of its misery… per se… etcetera, Jane came up with a recipe for jugged goose. 

“Stick it in the oven with a bottle of wine and some stock and it will be delicious,” she said. And it was.

they ate well that winter even though they lived cheaply. Home-grown beef was left all day to slow-cook in the oven. Mrs. 
Rogers’ old l’Islet glowed in the kitchen with its polished chrome and smoky smell of maple logs burning. they baked 
pies and put them on top of the stove to keep warm, all kinds of pie: blueberry, hand-picked apples, raisin pies and pies 
made with rhubarb and strawberries from the freezer. 

As soon as it started to thaw, the patchy snow-shoe hares showed up against the background, their fur turning to brown 
by fits and starts. they were hunted, shot and jugged. Fiona even tried to cure a pelt or two for the hell of it. the main 
chore was Rick’s renovation. He left for the city with instructions for the next phase of major basement demolition. that 
is when they discovered Mrs. Rogers’ pickle cupboard. 

“Get one end of that tongue and groove there,’’ said Steve. Mark got the crowbar inserted in one side and levered. the 
whole thing toppled down with a crash and a mountain of dust went up. “Aaaarrr, that is bloody disgusting,” he coughed 
as the lathe and plaster went up his nose. 

“Full of mouse shit,” said Mark, laughing and choking.

 "Hey Fi, Jane, come and have a look at this," called Steve as the dust cleared and the door of the old cupboard swung 
open. 
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“Blimey! It’s full of jars, and they have got stuff in them,” said Mark. 

the girls came down the basement steps. “oh my God! what’s in there…dead things?” asked Jane. She hated spiders 
and so did Steve. 

“wow! Amazing!” said Fiona. She plucked out four jars and took them up to the kitchen sink to give them a wash. the 
cupboard was full of jars. there were five shelves of Mrs. Rogers’ pickles and preserves and a huge jar of maple syrup. 

next thing you know they were all opening jars of sunshine pickle, gherkins and chutney and prying out the layers of wax 
that sealed them. they were as fresh and pickled as the day back in the forties that Mrs. Rogers had put them up in that 
cupboard.

Mark was first to try some; he had an iron stomach. “Perfect and delicious,” he said. “I am going to have that on my eggs 
and bacon.”

As they ate their breakfast, they debated what to do. 

“let’s not tell Rick where they are from and serve them up to him as a surprise,” said Fiona. 

“You know he hates surprises. He might not like it,” said Steve. they did it anyway.

Rick loved them, especially the green tomato chutney. they did not tell him where they were from until he finished his 
cold pork and sunshine pickles. He stood and stared at the open cupboard with all its dusty offerings revealed. 

“there you are, there’s more!” said Fiona with a sweep. “ta-da!”

He totally freaked out. He said ‘Salmonella’ at least a hundred times accompanied by ‘Botulism’ and ‘lethal dose of 
mould’ and ‘Jesus Christ, you bloody tried to kill me.’ 

“I ought to sue you for poisoning me,” he yelled at Fiona. 

the week that followed, we were a little taken aback. In fact, we were quite down. Fiona was getting cabin fever or so-
mething. 

“Ahhh, take no notice,” said Mark, “Fi is just off on one of her moods.” 

Yoga, skiing, knitting and the brilliant Habs playoffs just didn’t seem to do it for her anymore. She was crabby. nobody 
could do anything right and Rick’s criticism had more than anything really upset her. one day she decided to try to get 
back in his favour. 

Rick and Steve were planning a hunt on snowshoes to bag more hares. It was way below freezing and Steve was drying his 
wool socks in the dryer. Fiona was still outside pegging stuff on the washing line when he discovered they were gone. 

“what the hell are you doing?” he yelled grabbing them. “Hard as iron. Jesus, I have to go and it’s freakin’ minus thirty out 
there.” 

“they’ll dry,” said Fi.

Back to the dryer went the frozen socks but as soon as Steve’s back was turned, off went Fi again trotting them outside to 
hang them on the line again. 

Fi was at the sink righteously scrubbing some pots when Steve, frozen socks in hand, retrieved them again.

“How the fuck am I s’posed to go snowshoeing in these?” he asked her.

“I’m just trying to save your brother some money,” she said sanctimoniously.

Suddenly, Steve took up the yellow plastic bottle of Sunlight and squirted it violently all over her from head to toe. Finally, 
the bottle emptied, making several rude farting noises to add insult to injury. He threw it down on the floor and slammed 
off to the dryer. 
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Dripping yellow slime from her indignant bosom, Fi modeled Sunlight for several minutes while all looked and looked 
away again. no one said a single word.

later that night, Jane awoke. She nudged Steve. “there is a burglar in the kitchen,” she said. “no, wait, it’s those young 
lads. they are back,” she said, “the ones who broke in to smoke dope.”
 
Steve rolled over snoring. She tiptoed down the back stairs. Holding her breath, she looked round the doorframe. She 
watched as the fridge opened and by its light, she made out a frowzy white night-gowned figure stooping to peer inside. 
Quietly Jane watched as Fiona unscrewed the pickle jar and greedily crammed gherkins one after the other into her 
mouth. Crunch, crunch, crunch.

Jane went back upstairs and whispered to the sleeping Steve, “Crikey, I think she is finally losing it.”

next day was cold, bright and sunny and, as the atmosphere was tense, everyone found something to do. Fiona was up 
a stepladder earnestly painting away. All of a sudden, she groaned, scrambled down, and to everyone’s consternation, 
made a run to the loo. She didn’t make it. Instead, she puked all over the dining table, all over the elegant linen napkins, 
silver candle sticks and wooden loons.

“whoa Fi, what’s up?” asked Mark, concerned. 

Jane told about witnessing the night-time raid on the fridge, and Fi admitted that she had been pigging out on the pic-
kles. At that Rick jumped up knocking over an antique chair.

 “I told you,” he said, “those friggin’ Mrs. Rogers’ pickles. I told you they were bloody poison. Botulism is deadly serious, 
we’re all gonna die!”

He got the car started and Mark and Rick took Fi off to the hospital.

Slightly grey and moaning softly, Fiona submitted to an examination by Dr. tector. She admitted that this was not the first 
time she had thrown up like that. In fact, yes, it was every morning, actually.

Dr. tector smiled. would you mind peeing in this for me?” he said.  “now let’s feel your tummy.”

Back at the farm, Rick broke out a bottle of Champagne.

“well, whatever you guys feel about it, I am happy for you,” he said, waving his glass around in good humour. “About time 
you settled down anyway!”

“So turns out she’s up the duff, not raving mad! Congratulations on your first pregnancy,” said Steve, giving his twin a 
poke in the guts. “Rather you than me, mate! oh and are we oK with the Sunlight episode Fi? I guess you have every 
excuse to be irrational, right? You’ll get over it.”

Rick made it up to Fi. He showed up the next week with hundreds of colourful labels from his office. the jars were 
beautifully labeled, and all of the pickles were eaten. In some cases there were surprises: the peach jam turned out to 
be pickled rutabaga; the gooseberry jam was relish; and strawberry turned out to be beets, but they all had one thing 
in common. “Mrs. Rogers’ Poison Pickles,” it said, each one marked with a big yellow skull-and-crossbones on every 
label.

So, what was in Mrs. Rogers’ cupboard boarded up for so many years? what would she have thought? Jane imagined 
Mrs. Rogers returning home from the little schoolhouse in her elegant black sleigh pulled by a pair of black horses. 
Apparently, she whipped them along Centre Road “pretty smartish” according to Robbie. 

She would have understood that her pickles were pretty addictive to pregnant girls from England. Her farmer’s ways and 
chores taught those girls and their men to understand what family is. She would have witnessed the turning point when 
they became parents themselves. She helped them advise their children; her advice passed on years later, along with 
the recipe for Sunshine Pickles and sugar-on-the-snow.

Kate wisdom
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tHE MYtH oF tHE GolDEn PURSE

Just because the majority of people believe something to be true, doesn’t necessarily mean that it is so. Myth is rampant, 
swirling around our feet like fog. Some myths are empowering, inspirational. Many timeless tales of gods and goddesses 
were constructed to edify frail human nature, but some myths are more nefarious. Some myths have been fabricated to 
prop up systems of power or personal beliefs, and certain myths are merely a communal misperception embraced to 
shore up our own sorry prejudices. 

the English are rich. If you’ve lived in Québec for any amount of time, you’ve heard this. It is woven into the fabric of the 
pure laine costume. It is insinuated daily in the media. It is the fodder of politicians and activists wielding divisive agen-
das. It doesn’t matter that the statistics say otherwise. truth can easily be ignored. Hearsay and gossip are so much 
juicier, so much more compelling than dry fact. 

I am a rich Anglo. Most of Coaticook believes that I am either a member of the land-rich local Baldwin family or a wealthy 
girl from Calgary. Jealous townsfolk believe my husband léo has had a life of ease because of my money. they know that 
all that we own is not the fruit of our labour or thrift, but has been inherited. I hold the golden purse strings and léo is 
my native gigolo.

thankfully we have been blessed with an interesting and joyous entourage of loyal friends, both English and French. our 
parties are an exhilarating mix of language and ideas. Close friends and neighbours accept me for who I am and know 
the truth: I come from a blue-collar family, as did léo. In fact, my father washed dishes at Hatley Inn for many years, and 
we were too poor to own a car. 

let me tell you a story: Robert, one of my husband’s good friends, knew this truth. He had bothered to ask about my 
childhood. He was aware of my humble roots, but after a night out at a local bar, he returned the next day and said, “tell 
me again that Brenda is not a rich Anglo, because I was convinced last night that I had gotten the story wrong.” Everyone 
at the table had vehemently disagreed with his version of the story. And so it goes. we believe what we want to believe. 

My husband léo believes that most Francophones in the townships truly like the English-speakers that they know, and 
they insist it is les autres, the unknown ones that are the problem. Strangers are so easy to vilify, and it seems to me that 
this is actively encouraged in this province. the great divide of us versus them: A ridiculous notion, really, considering all 
that we have in common, despite our tongues.  

I see my poor rich father washing a stack of greasy dishes in a steamy hotel kitchen. His sleeves are rolled up. His 
hands are rough, red, and sore. His back is bent as he works late into the night. During his life, he supported his family, 
paid taxes, made no trouble. He was nothing more and nothing less than an honest, hard-working Québec citizen—like 
thousands of others.

I realize that very few folks in and around Coaticook will ever believe that I struggled to put myself through university, that 
I worked every summer, held down two part-time jobs during the school year, and won scholarships. they could never 
wrap their minds around the fact that once upon a time I was too poor to buy winter boots, and so a very kind Bishop’s 
professor gave me a pair of his boots one harsh winter. I receive no credit for being a functioning, good Québec citizen, 
but I have learned to accept that fact. After 50 plus years in this province, I have grown accustomed to being the big fat 
English scapegoat. But it still eats away at me when people’s ignorance and preconceived ideas are directed toward my 
family.

I see my husband creating and operating his own business. I see him building our home with his own two hands. I see 
us scrimping and saving, building a rich family life—I see this all discounted. Very few give léo credit for anything he’s 
accomplished. there is no recognition for his intelligence, his hard work, his perseverance. It has all been a windfall—the 
result of a clever coupling with a rich woman. He is a sell out for money—dirty English money. A mercenary. 

I see my fifteen-year-old daughter coming home from high school a few days after we returned from our first family va-
cation. we had saved for years and then arranged to trade our home and car with a family from France for a month. this 
enriching voyage was a gift we wanted to give to our children, and they came home glowing from the experience. A few 
days later, my daughter returned to classes at Coaticook’s la Frontalière high school where a female teacher cornered 
her in a deserted hallway and hissed, en français, “It must be nice to have money.”
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And now Stephen Harper has abolished the census long form, one of the tools necessary to reveal the facts. the last 
census exposed startling statistics about English-speaking townshippers. I recently had access to this information when 
I edited Profile of the English-speaking Community in the Eastern townships, Second Edition. we are a community that 
is being strangled by high drop-out rates, high unemployment, and low wages. the real picture of our community is grim 
but the popular rendition is still gold-plated. we are the rich, the powerful. How will the real story ever be told if no proof 
is offered up to counter the frothing xenophobes? Mean-spirited myths are perpetuated, even while the gods starve and 
perish.

Brenda Hartwell
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How to tEnD tHE GARDEn

Pappy could make dimes magically appear from behind my ear. He could grow bouquets of towering glads and peonies 
as big as my head. He had secret stashes of chocolate, humbugs, and bottles of pop, and he always had a smile. 

nanny, on the other hand, was as changeable as the weather. She seesawed between manic and sad, but depression 
definitely had the upper hand. when she lay upstairs in her room with the blinds drawn to shut out the sun, Pappy would 
say, “Come outside with me, down the garden path to see what we can see.” taffy, the bad-humoured cocker spaniel, 
would tag along, but I would have Pappy’s whole attention as we explored the marvels in this garden. 

“See here,” he’d say, and we would wonder at the green iridescence of a bug. “look here,” he’d say as he nudged aside 
some dirt to show me the first tender shoots from a pea. oh the great mysteries of seeds and bulbs, the mind-boggling 
variety of colour shouted forth in his flowerbeds! the sweetness of the strawberries, the way gooseberries puckered 
your mouth. 

Did Pappy mean to cultivate a life-long love of the natural world in his wee grandchild? was he, himself, aware of the 
healing power of nature? or was he fleeing the dark misery of his home? I will never know. He wasn’t much for serious 
talk. But he showed me how to tend a garden: how to prepare a row, plant the seeds, weed, and harvest. And as he 
whistled, just down the row, his back bent over his hoe and his railway cap upon his head, he taught me that no matter 
what happens, no matter what darkness lies just behind the door, we can choose to walk in fresh air and sunshine. we 
can choose to whistle a happy tune. 

(Here are the few facts I know about my maternal grandfather: He was born lewis Parker McHarg in Bishop’s Crossing, 
Quebec in 1908, the 11th of 12 children. His father Daniel Parker McHarg (born August 02, 1868 in leeds, Megantic 
County, Quebec), travelling Auditor of the Quebec Central Railway, died when Pappy was 14. My grandfather hunted 
partridge and deer; he loved to fish for brook trout, and he relished all manner of card games. He worked for C.P. rail, 
married lucy Grace Pyne, and fathered two children. His wife suffered bouts of severe depression, and was hospitalized 
upon several occasions, but he never displayed anything but patience and tenderness for her.  I was his first grandchild, 
and although the world knew him as lewis, he was my one and only “Pappy.”)

Brenda Hartwell
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tHE RAIlRoAD BED

tiny fox steps preceded us on the path. they joined up with the smallest faun tracks. they joined and walked together a 
long way. I felt the intruder in their tryst. Max was not miffed and followed, nose to the ground. He is a bit of a snob but 
uses his nose well; probably his imagination takes him back to his ancestry and the hunt. two white-breasted wrens 
called hopefully to each other, pretending that the zero degree temperatures were a premonition of spring. I wished I 
could communicate that February was too early but why spoil the illusion? I was jealous of the mating song.  Some days 
in winter, it feels like the sun never actually rises over the horizon and one travels through the day on the cold moon. 
I saw evidence that the charcoal darkness had been replaced by light filtering through the branches, making fine line 
shadows on the snow but I too had already felt the change inside and it was making me mental.
the man and I had crossed paths before, which isn’t surprising in a small north American tourist town like ours. Eve-
ryone crosses paths all the time, over and over till we walk together, or not. Somehow he joined me one day and that’s 
when it all began.

I cherished my walks; they took me away from reality. Max is my four-legged charge. He, for lack of another, walks with 
me five days a week. He has become my trusted companion, an airhead Airedale with attitude. one day he didn’t appre-
ciate being left alone, so he ripped out the backside panels on his mother’s car and re-did all the wiring. His breed is 
built for destruction. that was my problem. I was feeling the same destructive weakness. I could feel the spring winding 
throughout my body.

the unused railway bed has been a part of me since moving to town, eighteen years ago. My walk, simply called the path, 
has shown such strength in storms. It has the power to nurture a multitude of species and has listened to my every thou-
ght at seven in the morning. I usually connect with myself and am able to clear my head by the time I reach the bridge 
that connects the two schools. All the steel and wooden struts of the railroad bridge have long gone, replaced with a sim-
plified donation from the lions Club that is constantly vandalized. “Sally eats cunt” is mixed up with “Mike heart Sue.” 
I moved up a hill past the skating rink to the English elementary school, Knowlton Academy. Past Coderres, a grain mill 
where all the cats in town come from. the path continues on past town houses that give the feeling of nominal status in 
their quaint Victorian charm.  Across Benoit Street, the tone changes to include estates with pastures and old growth 
forests. the deer used to congregate and ruminate in the Mitchell’s field mixing with the Highland cattle. now the deer 
and cattle are gone, replaced by AtVs and snowmobiles. the path passes the public beach, the boat club for the more 
fortunate in the community, to an eventual cul-de-sac or bottom of the bag at trestle Cove, where another bridge is 
gone. Children in town used to walk out on its slats and wait with impending fear for the 4:23. they would lie like Indians 
with their ear to the steel feeling for vibration, and then at the last gasp, would leap screaming into the cold deep black 
lake. It must have been a regretted dare, which was exactly what I was embarking on.

It began innocently enough, although I was attracted. He was the epitome of what a man should be. He had height and 
good looks, complete with a prerequisite scar that redefined itself as a single dimple beside a gorgeous smile. that was 
his only softness, a rare smile that caused me to trip over words.  He was pure strength and I was more than willing to 
be propped up.

the path became a mirror of my life. Some days the wind blew so hard trees were blown over exposing their roots. I felt 
a kinship in that my soul had become so vulnerable. It was after a lifetime of standing tall the mighty old growth pine 
would seem to lie down. that’s how I felt; I had become rootless and undone. I had changed. You would think someone 
might have mentioned it or maybe I could have paid more attention. 

Historically, women were often institutionalized or burned for being witches when they hit menopause. 

In my case, it was like my head was no longer connected to my body. I left milk and then paint in the car only to find it the 
next day frozen solid. the memory loss was just an extension of what had come before. But mentally undressing men on 
the street was too much. At forty-eight, it was a surprise to feel that I was finally entering my sexual prime. that would 
be thirty years after the typical male peak. I had to look in the mirror to ask who was looking back, because it wasn’t me. 
I was in the middle of what happens to men when they need a red sports car to drive at breakneck speeds. I wanted to be 
the younger woman in the car with the wind blowing my branches everywhere. I had become completely undone.

there were so many days I would see the black truck and prepare my speech: “Is this courtship or friendship?” then I’d 
lose my nerve and squirm fighting with my stupid grin. I absolutely could not get him off my mind. I was doing it again, 
every time I obsessed till a man was mine alone. He had become my addiction. of course, it was never as much fun 
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when I got him. Isn't it the courtship that is so enticing? like getting a present with all the beautiful wrapping, it’s the 
anticipation of unwrapping. It’s preparing for the party, deciding what to wear, putting on makeup and guessing who will 
be there that holds the thrill. He would become my fantasy, a complex parcel I could slowly unwrap.

Sometimes when we met, we would detour down to the beach to walk along by the lake through the old growth forest. 
It is sandwiched between the lake and the path, a beautiful stand of old growth spruce that tower overhead. He became 
the true gentleman holding down the old broken fence so I wouldn’t trip. It was like entering the Garden of Eden, all the 
indiscretion flowed in with us. the trees were so tall; there was plenty of room to walk under their canopy. they filled 
in the sky so nothing much grew below but the deep bed of acidic needles. we got light and wind from the lake. It was 
close, hard to breathe. the air was thick but the space so big it made me want to melt into him. I wanted to become his 
height and his muscle.

It would be hard to know whether a walking path could develop passion. Certainly it has felt mine because when he 
did join me, all I could feel was passion. I never knew when I would see his big black truck parked at the beach waiting 
for me. the stupid smile on my face was so wicked in its innocence, so very wrong.  He confessed to me that he hadn’t 
been anyone’s for a very long time. I think he said eleven years, so the challenge alone excited me. I vaguely remember 
wondering why so long but then need, desire, greed and ego clouded over to smother all common sense. I was feeling a 
little nervous. the lack of light and that silent stirring inside combined to take all my words away. I remember long ago, 
walking down through the field with a lover in another season, a hot day, in every meaning of the word, down in the lower 
corner, by the lake, we felt more shielded than we were. I remember we....

the full moon always brings the cold. we had a virtual spring day of seven degrees. then, that night, only because of that 
pompous, overbearing, exhausting, woman/tide controlling Moon it went down to minus 15 and now minus19. without 
the wind chill. (we are never allowed to forget the wind chill in Quebec.) today the snow underfoot was deafening and 
everything was cracking, the trees, and ice on the lake. It was so still, so cold, any animals that had survived the night 
were not going to move from whatever warmth they might have found. the lone beech leaf seemed incongruous sitting 
like a bowl. It had been dusted to hold a light coating of powder.

If it was the body and the looks that first made me hot, it was the brain that simmered second. we talked of everything 
from art to religion. All the taboos tumbled onto the path. He challenged my mind but had harsh and rigid opinions. As 
much as he made me laugh, he was at the same time disturbing. Some days it was as though he was laughing at me, not 
with me. there were certain clothes he didn't like me wearing. on another day, he told me he was considering spending 
$500.00 to make his truck disappear. that way he could collect insurance and lease instead writing it off on his taxes. 
So now he had good looks but no ethics. I remembered my mother making me take a package of gum back into a shop. 
It was when I was too young to know what stealing was. It must have made quite an impression because now I can’t lie 
even to be kind about a friend’s hair colour.

It’s the strangest thing and I can’t explain how it happens. I was on top of things this morning and arrived early. Admitte-
dly, I stalled and took my time finding the leash for Max. Finally I saw the black truck pull in. I mentioned how cold I was 
and asked if his boots would be warm enough but he trudged past me to rub Max behind the ear. Sometimes there is a 
definite coldness that surrounds him. like he is in a box of his own with all the flaps folded in. It couldn’t be that he just 
hasn’t had his coffee, as he claimed. the playful smile didn’t appear and he seemed so distant and preoccupied. It made 
me nervous. His good looks melted, as he instantly became either a selfish prick or spoiled child with Attitude. Probably 
a good idea not to wait for his truck tomorrow, I thought. no more playful word challenges. “what’s a strop, and where 
does gist come from?” we once saw the word l’appat on a sign and my homework had been to look it up. It means to 
lie in wait. I guess a hunter’s blind. So now I would have to lie in wait, waiting for the passion to subside. I tried hard to 
remember those days that now seemed so long ago. why is it, as women, we are so attracted to the ruthless? Are they 
better hunter-gatherers? In the same sense, they are attracted to our nurturing smile.

no truck. I was alone, completely alone. the only tracks that preceded me were a fox and deer. Everything hung white 
and silent. It was a painting day, almost clichéd with just the right amount of snow drawn on to every branch. the only 
visuals not in keeping with the scene were the messy looking apples still hanging. they were an oxblood brown colour, 
pitted and dirty looking. they would be devoured first when the birds came back in the spring, unless the Highbush 
cranberries were more appealing. the delicate bright red berries that stood out against the white world would make 
them drunk. By the spring, both would have fermented to cause the cedar waxwings to fly erratically. the syrup would 
become part of the mating dance. I would have to put the dance out of my mind and think only of my faithful friend Max 
whose mood never alters.

Phyllis Sise 
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AS It HAPPEnS

the wind moaned loudly through the house. the whole building seemed alive in this kind of storm. Rain pelted the 
windows in random slashing crescendos of intermittent ferocity. Across the frothing waters of the bay, the lighthouse 
seemed desperate in its flashing: "we're here. Stay clear. we're here. Stay clear. welcome, watch out. welcome, watch 
out.” 

Edward and Father were out there somewhere on the sea. they had left yesterday despite warnings of rough weather. 
there'd been dozens of warnings before in their lives. they needed to fish when the fish were there. weather was second 
to need and they had gone. And now it was too late: dark and time to worry. 
 
they could survive - had survived before and the house seemed to howl, "not this time," and the rain beat a frenzied 
tattoo against the window. "welcome, stay away. welcome, stay away," flashed across the white whipped sea.

“what happens under the sea?” she wondered. “Do the fish know there's a storm?” Sometimes, in her dreams, she 
experienced what it must be like for fish: a thick quiet, a floating world that supports you all around - hugs you and 
keeps you safe. If you're a fish, a storm holds you and protects you. If you're a man, a storm tries to throw you out of the 
world.

If her father and brother were under the water, they'd be safe. If only they could wait underwater for the storm to end, 
then climb back aboard the Bluefin, and motor home.

the house howled and the light flicked its oxymoronic messages past her and out to sea, past and out. Its beam swept 
across the huddled coloured houses as if to gather them into the sea, or the image of them. the light welcoming and 
warning; light and dark; in and out; here we are, stay away; as steady as the rhythm of the surf.

the government wharf was awash at intervals and cascading as the sucking surf receded momentarily before growing 
larger than the wharf and striking it again. the storm reminded her of time moving - thudding away if she listened out-
side, ticking on the kitchen wall if she turned her attention there.  once, when she was a girl, the wharf had collapsed 
and the tackle shed had been pounded to pieces.

She tuned in to the CBC station through a spray of static crackling.

"thirty foot seas and gale force winds. Mariners are advised to remain ashore. the coast Guard reports wrecks off Blind 
Bluff Point and Melcher's Island. the lighthouse at lushes Byte reports sighting several large icebergs.

"weather will remain rough until tomorrow when winds will diminish and rain will change to snow."
 
not good. How could the little Bluefin weather gale force winds all night? If they'd had luck in the nets, they'd have to 
dump the catch anyway. All for naught. what was the point? nothing matters anyway. Everything dies. She didn't want 
her father to die, or her brother. She prayed; she listened to the wind; she watched the light sweep and sweep and sweep 
through streets of wind and rain. She made a plate of bruise and ate in the dark, listening to the radio: “As it Happens” 
through static.
 
what do they know about as it happens? who cares what happened in some country we never heard of? this is as it hap-
pens here. this is what they should be talking about. Yessir Half a Fat was nothing to her - or whatever his stupid name 
was. nothing was as important as her father and brother. why weren't they on the news? why didn't the CBC report live 
on rescue efforts underway now, as it happens?
 
there was a gnawing in her stomach - an urge to do something, a fear of doing anything. She longed for some word, 
some sign, some message - anything. "welcome, Go away," said the light. the wind howled (laughing?) through the 
house. Some doors rattled and something creaked. the power went out. “As it Happens” stopped its hiss happening 
and the clock in the kitchen died. was that a sign? too much to think about, not enough to do. now there was only the 
screaming wind and manic light.
 
She carried her dishes to the sink when the light swung by. She found the kitchen candles where they should be - every-
thing in place in case of emergency. life was like that: preparation for emergency. there were emergencies and prepa-
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ring for emergencies. that’s all there was to life.
 
Dark and light; dark then light.
 
She blew out the match and, shielding the flame from the draft of her movement, she climbed the stairs to her room. the 
house creaked in the wind and made noises. All her life the storms had played the little house like an instrument, and 
she was used to all the melodies. the crescendos were a little stronger now, that’s all, and the metronome lighthouse 
kept the unwavering rhythm – like a heartbeat. 
 
Putting her candle in front of the mirror on her dresser so the light would fill the room, she lay on her bed and pulled 
the quilt over her. the candlelight was not nearly strong enough to cancel the pulsing light outside, but it was softer and 
warmer and she began to resent the momentary harshness of the light as it swung by somewhere above the roof. She 
felt tense and relaxed all at once and she might even have cried for self-pity, alone and worried as she was. She thought 
about it. After all, there was no one to see or hear her now. 
 
“I mean now – tonight!” she said aloud. “I don’t mean forever now.” the thought that she might spend the rest of her days 
alone in this house had startled her so, that she spoke aloud and frightened herself. And aloud again she said, “they’ll 
be all right. they’ll know what to do,” as if to make up for it.
 
“no!” said the light. “Yes. no.”
 
She dozed and dreamed. She saw her mother on the rocks in front of their house, sewing. “Mamma, what are you 
doing?” Her mother looked at her, smiling, and held up her handiwork. It was embroidery.
 
“Mamma, there’s no time for that. there are emergencies to prepare for: meals to cook, socks to darn, quilts to make. 
there’s no time for that, Mamma. we have to get Father and Edward. Her mother smiled at her and returned to the 
embroidery. She ran down the slope to the wharf, but her legs seemed useless, as she could not move despite her best 
efforts. Some intense fear gripped her heart and a voice screamed and she sat bolt upright, awake and sweating, her 
cheeks wet with tears.
 
wind whistled and rain scratched the window. Had that been the voice that woke her, or had someone called? She brea-
thed heavily and listened to the storm rage. Her candle still flickered and the light still intruded to remind her of the 
question, the doubt, the hope, and the fear that alternately gripped her. She thought how comforting a cup of tea would 
be, but the power was still out, and she didn’t want to go through the storm to the woodshed. She lay down again and 
pulled around her the quilt her mother had made for her when she was just a girl. Even after all these years it felt to 
Mona as if her mother still embraced her when she wrapped this quilt around her. How long had Mamma been dead? 
ten years? A decade. She had been eight years old – old enough to understand; young enough to have the grief tattooed 
forever on her life to show at the oddest times.
Maybe her dream was the sign she’d asked for. Maybe they were already dead. now she wept. She wept for her mother 
and father and brother. She wept for herself – alone and lost in a lonely out port. She wept because the light seemed to 
mock her: “I give, I take. I give, I take.” At last she slept again.
 
the candle spluttered to its end. the room lost its warm glow. the light flashed its code out to sea and the storm abated. 
She dreamt. Again she saw her mother sewing. “Mamma, there’s no time,” she said. Her mother stood, smiling, and 
held up her quilt. It was her quilt, but it wasn’t the same. Her mother spread the quilt out full in front of her beaming 
proudly. the design was complex swirls and geometric shapes mingled with splashes of gaudy colour, and the whole 
seemed alive. the figures danced or floated through waves and clouds. the pattern called to her like a sunny afternoon 
and her mother beckoned her to wear it. She walked into the quilt and her mother wrapped it around her smiling and 
speaking gently although the words were inaudible. She knew only that she felt good: the quilt, her mother, the warmth, 
the peace – relief.
 
Her mother was gone and she was wrapped in the quilt under the sea, warm and safe and supported by the thick warm 
water. Surrounded by life and peace and warmth, she floated into early morning when the power returned and the lights 
came on. the fridge vibrated and hummed and she floated awake.
 
It took a moment to realize where she was; it was as if the dream had been real and this was a dream. there was the 
light, although its sharpness was softened by the dawn, and the wind had softened too. “Aren’t we all softened by the 
dawn?” she thought. there was the spent candle, consumed by its own light.

Doug Hooper 
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tHE StonE EMBRACE

the night was still. the sky clear with its brightest stars shining through the powerful light of the nearly full moon. Ella 
walked along winter's dirt road, now layered in the snow that didn't completely get scraped away by the plough. Her 
guardian at her side, her dog, a beautiful blue-eyed husky, was more like an energetic puppy than the injured ten-year-
old he actually was. the moonlight on the snow lit up the night almost brighter than day. 

Kannu walked at a quick pace, even with his limp, leading Ella up the hill. Finally Kannu stopped to sniff like he did a 
hundred times on every walk they ever went on. Ella, lost in her own thoughts, looked up and found that they'd stopped 
in front of the Hillside Cemetery. the sign on the gate easily read in the night's light. A well known place to Ella, having 
buried a lot of her great relatives there, including all four of her grandparents. Kannu was sniffing the stonewall that held 
the cemetery in its place and framed its gate. Ella put her hand up and ran it over the large cold stones, feeling every 
bump and groove with her finger tips. A chill shivered through her and her hand flinched away quickly and back into the 
warmth of her sleeve. Kannu perked up and started looking around attentively. Ella decided it was time to head home.
 
Upon re-entering the old farm house, she revived the fire slowly dying in the wood stove. Kannu curled up in his corner. 
Ella's parents were out for the night leaving Ella to her own devices. She sat, turned on the tV and quickly ran through 
the channels. After finding nothing but football, she glanced through her movies trying to find something that would 
interest her, but she was restless and what they offered was not going to hold her attention. She headed for bed. once at 
the top of the creaky old stairs, she turned for the bathroom, around the corner in the chimney hall. with her hair braided 
and her teeth brushed, she emerged from the bathroom and was now face to face with an old cabinet built into the wall 
next to the chimney. She had passed it a number of times a day for years, but it was one of the many nooks and crannies 
of the old farm house that she had yet to investigate. She opened its glass door and was met with the smell of old books 
and dust. She could taste them in her throat. Ella ran her eyes over its shelves. An old once-green book whose colour 
had faded and cover had started to tatter caught her eye and she reached for it and pulled it out of its dusty home. She 
flipped through it, carefully noting that it was an old novel and plopped it on the small table beside her. She then picked 
up the black, narrow, long book that was under it, an old photo album. on the stoop at the top of the stairs, she started 
flipping through it. 

the photos were mostly of a young boy with “Me” written below them in a silver ink. In some of the other photos, Ella re-
cognized the names that accompanied “Me.” they were her grandfather and great uncles when they were small children. 
But “Me,” a sweet young boy no more than twelve, remained a mystery. She continued through the photos hoping to get 
a clue, but besides the names she knew, it was a house she didn't recognize and a young unknown boy and his mom and 
dad. Ella continued to turn the pages. Slowly the pages of carefully placed, silver-titled photos turned into a couple of 
untitled photos on a page, then to a couple of loose photos tucked into the binding and then nothing. the photos stopped, 
leaving black pages of nothing. It startled Ella. why did “Me” stop his photos and who was he? She took the book to her 
room and continued to look through it until her eyes were looking at the back of her eyelids instead.

Ella woke the next morning, picked up the album and headed down to the breakfast table where her father sat eating his 
oatmeal. She placed the book on the table next to him, opened it and asked him who “Me” was.
 
Felton, as it turned out, was Ella's cousin. well… her grandfather's cousin. He was even born the same year as her gran-
dfather, 1914. Felton lived with his parents at the other family farm known as Stonevalley Farm, about a mile up the road. 
Ella finally recognized the house in the photos. It had just been changed in the past 98 years from its wooden siding into 
stone. Ella and her father went through the album, Ella getting some of her questions answered on the different people 
appearing in the photos with “Me” or Felton. She found out that “Uncle,” the old man whose photo hung in their parlour, 
was the much younger “Dad” in Felton's album. there was also Harry, the homeboy from England, who worked on the 
farm, and other pictures of Felton playing in front of his house in his little sailor suit, his neighbour’s wedding photos, 
even pictures of new York City and the Statue of liberty, pictures of his father gathering rocks from the fields, and of 
family gathered on the veranda, and pictures from Felton's tenth birthday with all his friends and cousins. Some of Ella's 
favourite photos were of Felton and Chief, his pet calf.

once through all the photos, Ella's father closed the book. Ella sat with a smile on her face after a fun history lesson 
about her family. She turned to her father and asked a last question. why did Felton's album just stop? He seemed like 
he loved it so much, it was like a journal, so much care had been put into it for such a little boy. why does it stop?
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the news caught her by surprise. She tossed the album gently on the table. Felton had been such a happy boy. And he 
had died. It was late summer, after his twelfth birthday. He was riding his bike down the farm lane, heading off to help 
his father and Harry with some chores. His bike hit a small rock in the lane and Felton tumbled down, the handle bars 
striking his abdomen. that's all it took for his appendix. His father scooped him up from the grass next to the lane. Felton 
was curled in a ball and was carried to the house. Before the doctor even arrived, Felton's eyes closed for the last time 
with his mother at his side and his treasured photo album lying on the bedside table next to him. His father's heart broke 
with Felton's last breath and he threw himself into his work. the smiles were gone from the family and auto-pilot took 
over. Harry continued his work on the farm while his boss's focus changed. Before Felton passed away, he had started to 
document the beginning of a project his father was undertaking. Felton's father had started emptying the fields of their 
stones to redo the house. the house was soon done, rebuilt in cold stone. the way Ella knew it. But even when it was 
finished, the restlessness remained. His son, his happy little boy, was still gone. He wanted him home, something that 
he knew would never happen. After long sleepless nights, it finally hit him. He'd bring home to his son.

later that afternoon, Ella stood in the same place she had been the night before, Kannu again at her side. She once 
more placed her hand on the stones of the wall, the stones that had been plucked from Stonevalley's fields years before. 
they now hugged the Hillside Cemetery. tears filled her eyes as she felt the last protective embrace a father could give 
to his son. 

Meghan Allen
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AU nAtUREl

As transplants from ontario, Miriam and Steven had managed well in Montreal since their university days. on the lan-
guage question, they considered themselves hipper than most Quebec-bred Anglos. they were happy to speak French 
at their favourite restaurants and listened with sympathetic ears to the passionate declarations of nationalist friends 
during drunken dinner debates. well-prepared in their own minds, all the greater was their culture shock when they left 
the city for the idyllic mountain region of the Eastern townships. 

Miriam and Steven had scouted for houses in Sutton for a couple of years before they finally made the move. they were 
tired of city traffic and noise. Miriam, especially, felt worn out by the relentless race for status that typified city living for 
her. As she and Steven entered middle age, childless, she knew it was time to stop pretending to love that life. Steven 
could manage most of his law practice from home, and her bosses at the publishing house had accepted her request to 
telecommute.

As they settled into their mountain chalet, it began to dawn on Miriam that merely speaking French was not enough to 
fit in here. At the grocery store, at the café, at the town park, she saw that the real conflict of values and vibes in Sutton 
was one of cotton versus polyester. Coffee versus kambucha. Kale versus carrot sticks, the mini, pre-peeled kind. Casual 
chats over the library check-out desk and advice sharing in the health food store aisles hadn’t opened any inroads. She 
had realized, with anxiety, that her blonde highlights, her casual sportswear, and her French manicure left her on the 
wrong side of the Sutton divide.

Miriam was a determined woman, though. If she couldn’t fit in, she would squeeze in. on a bright September Saturday, 
a couple of months after their move, she put the leash on Steven’s labrador, Honey, and marched over to introduce 
herself to the neighbours. She walked down their wooded driveway from the main road and followed Honey to a stop at 
a hand-written sign posted to a tree. the house was still hidden around a curve. An old-fashioned hand bell hung from 
a string attached to the panel. She deciphered the French: “If you are uncomfortable with our nudity, please ring the bell 
and give us a moment to dress.” 

now, Miriam was okay with skinny-dipping. She and Steven streaked around the house often enough. But mowing the 
lawn in the buff? washing the windows? Frying eggs? It’s not that she thought a person had to be well-sculpted to merit 
public nudity, it’s just that she had certain reserves about seeing appendages jiggling and bits bouncing. And, more 
troubling, it meant that all the rules were different.

She rang the hand bell. But not very loud, because she thought, as she swung it, that doing so would surely stake her as 
some kind of conservative suburban mom. Besides, it was September, too cold for nakedness. Relieved to entrust the 
outcome to fate, she let Honey pull her on. As they approached the smallish wood-sided house, Miriam flared to Red 
Alert. Her feeble bell ringing meant, after all, that she might be overdressed for this neighbourly encounter.

She knocked tentatively on the front door. She looked around, noting the late-summer garden where you’d expect to see 
a front lawn and some orderly stacks of two-by-fours piled near a commercial van. the real estate agent had told her 
and Steven that the neighbours were self-employed, he a renovator, she a gardener.

the door swung open. She had not rung the bell loud or long enough. with an eye-drying determination to not look 
downward, Miriam’s peripheral vision told her what it could of the man standing before her, smiling expectantly. He was 
tall, dark, and dreadlocked and was definitely covered with skin. lots of it. “Je suis votre nouvelle voisine,” she managed. 
“on aimerait vous inviter pour le souper demain soir.” 
 
He reached out a hand. She shook it, thinking that somewhere else on his body, at that very moment, a body part was 
jiggling. “I’m Pierre. My partner, opal, isn’t home. we’ll come tomorrow, but tonight we’re doing a sacred fire out back, 
with some like-minded friends. why don’t you join us? we’ll play drums, dance. Just simple and natural. Come around 
8:00.”

At last, their first Sutton invitation! She thanked Pierre and set off for home, worrying about how she would dance around 
a fire without jiggling her own body parts.

“Sounds totally carnal,” Steven said, later on, watching Miriam try on a beach sarong. they were in the bedroom, and she had 
just finished telling him about the fire dancing. “what if they expect us to, you know, mix and match with their friends?” 
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“well, we’ll get carnal with each other and then sneak away.” nudity was one thing, but orgies were one step too far into 
Sutton-style alternative living. 

She shed the sarong and picked up a long poncho. How did one make an entrance, nude? Should they wear their clothes 
and disrobe at the fire? Put on bathing suits, just in case they didn’t feel like stripping completely? wrap a towel around 
and let it drop to the dirt? was that too sexy? was this supposed to be sexy? 

* * *

Miriam pulled Steven to a stop in the dark, a dozen feet away from the firelight. they had taken a shortcut through the 
woods, and while her nerves had held up fine until now, the sound of drumming spread prickles of fear inside Miriam’s 
gut. through the branches, shadows windmilled around a fire as in some kind of ancient, Bacchanalian frenzy. Steven 
squeezed her hand. “If it’s too wild, we’ll just leave,” he reassured her. He didn’t seem to worry as she did about making 
friends. He had reminded her again, as she had tried on her bikini that very afternoon, that her life would be easier if she 
would just be honest about who she was and trust others to accept her for it. Easier said than done. 

they were like thelma and louise, Miriam thought, as she took a deep breath to rally courage for the last few steps. with 
this grand gesture, they were saying goodbye to an old life, a mainstream life, where propriety and conformity reigned. 
A life where Miriam had never really found her true self. these people were the real thing. they bared all of themselves, 
in every way. She had come to Sutton for this. She gripped Steven’s hand hard, lifted it high, as they ran and leaped into 
the sacred circle.

their momentum kept them swaying for a moment as they came to a stop. they stood between two of several log 
benches occupied by the night-fire revellers. Fully dressed—warmly dressed—revellers. the drumming stopped. the 
dancing children stopped. 

Sitting tall on an upended log, on the other side of the fire, was Pierre, the traitor. He wore a checkered lumberjack shirt, 
jeans, and hiking boots. Firelight flickered on his face as he returned Miriam’s stare, eyebrows raised, eyes rounded, lips 
sucked into his mouth, whether in mirth or shock, Miriam couldn’t tell. 

Miriam and Steven were not nude, as it happens. It was worse than that. they had opted for a nonchalant, not-too-stu-
died approach to shedding clothes and had left home in their bathrobes. the sheer ungloriousness of standing in her 
three-quarter-length bathrobe mortified Miriam beyond any shame she’d known. they must look like they’d made a 
wrong turn at the day spa, between the brunch buffet and the pedicure salon. or like somebody’s parents, befuddled at 
having missed the Sandals beach shuttle back to the hotel. Standing there, swaddled in their white towelling contraband 
from four-star business trips of younger days, they could not have looked more bourgeois.

“Et voila! Je vous presente nos nouveaux voisins,” chirped Pierre. 

Steven let go of her hand to tighten the belt of his robe. He straightened his spine, rolled back his shoulders, and turned 
his gaze around the circle of long pants, sweaters, and shoes. “oh,” he said. “this is a sacred fire? we thought we were 
coming to a sweatlodge!” 

Miriam transferred her stare to him. So much for ‘be honest and be yourself.’ 

Pierre stood, picked up a log, and threw it into the fire. He smiled at Steven. “then we’d better get things hot!”

A clean-faced young woman, long-haired and wrapped up in a cozy woven scarf, patted the bench beside her and then 
stood up, holding out a hand to Miriam. “Venez vous asseoir,” she said kindly. “Je suis opal. Je vais aller à la maison vous 
chercher des culottes.”

Miriam held together the lower parts of her bathrobe and lowered herself to the bench with as much dignity as she could 
muster. Steven sank down beside her. “let’s just stay,” she whispered to him as she leaned her head on his shoulder. It 
would be more humiliating to leave. At least this way, they were stand-outs. 

the next morning, Miriam had woken with no less fervour to fit in. Pierre and opal’s friends had been funny, generous, 
and natural, even fully dressed. with tonight’s supper for Pierre and opal, she would have another chance to revise 
herself.
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After lunch she asked Steven to bring up from the basement the propane lantern. She was planning a “back to the land” 
supper, vegetarian fare and ambient lighting. “Going to work in the mines?” he had joked. “why do you need to give them 
dinner in the dark? You like electricity.” 

He set the lamp on the kitchen table and left for his daily walk. Miriam rubbed the dusty glass globe. She remembered 
when she had arrived at university from the suburbs with her acid-wash jeans and spiral-permed hair. In a panic she had 
bought teva sandals and wore a baseball cap backwards and bought boxfuls of canoeing and camping gear she’d never 
used. She remembered later days, when she’d scored the vintage Frye boots and leather messenger bag, into which she 
carefully inserted a rolled-up new York times literary supplement. She’d never “used” that either. Steven was right. the 
lantern was too much.  

She looked at her watch as she lifted the lamp off the table and began down the basement stairs. Seven hours until the 
guests arrive. Just enough time to make a run down to the village to pick up some beeswax candles.

Shannon Partridge
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 I wAlK wItH tHE MoRtAlS

A cold mist damply clings to the track. My clammy leathers drag across my skin like wet rubber gloves as they suck to 
my body. walking slowly towards the official’s tower I ponder the day.

Come in, I hear. It’s your turn. It’s the familiar voice of Alice the track nurse, a big boisterous woman with kid-like hands, 
so tiny, so soft you can barely feel her touch. two nurses undress me and remove my body armour. 

nice healing, giggles one. Both claiming their own special place on my body as their handy work.
Probing, needles, more probing. 

You’re fine, Alice says, squinting at my latest head X-ray.

Blood could use more iodine. Do one after lunch. Alice makes the final body inspection and hands me the official medical 
slip. Approved – track-ready it says, signed with a kiss. Alice tucks my medical card into my breast pocket and pats my 
chest. our eyes meet in acknowledgement of day to come. there are no words. I sigh and step out into warm sun. the 
leisure stroll, the impending fury, I turn inward. 

the squawk of the mega phone splits the silence. the mandatory riders’ meeting; track conditions, safety reports and 
some scolding from officials for yesterday’s practice.

Camaraderie-like pushing, I smile and lower my head and kick at the ground with a sheepish grin. Yeh, it got pretty snaky 
out there, I say in a whisper. Chuckles rise from those who’ve felt the steely edge. Is joyful with my brothers. 

the final words from the preacher, the proverbial blessing, as if to soothe the beast. the rider’s part and the meeting 
ends in ominous silence. we retreat in solemn thought. the distant feeling returns, alone while surrounded, then silence, 
still life as moving pictures. I return to the security of my pit garage.

the pit wall greets me as if to taunt. oil stained and scared, leering at me inviting impact it has claimed many. I think of 
my body scars and giggle. A quick vault and I’m on the other side. till we meet again, I say. next time I’ll break you. 

the pits are frenzy, orders barked, tools spinning madly on the fingers of wizards. I owe my life. My silence enters as I 
step on stage, heads lower. no one speaks. there is no eye contact on these days. only orders to follow. 

I undress to the waist and sit quietly in the corner hunched over monitors. with cat-like instincts I view my prey, seeking 
their weakness; my competition, my enemy, my brothers. the crew returns to its feverish pitch, like mad scientists pre-
paring the next bomb. now in whispers they fade.

A familiar presence enters the garage. I feel a hand on my left shoulder. It’s nicky my crew chief. In these moments of 
contemplation, the quickening, only he is allowed speak. the only one who can reach me now. the bond is mystical.

Stabbing at the monitor with his knobby fingers he points. Do him there, do him there. Did you see that? He chirps. that’s 
where take him. You have to be ready. I gave the assassin’s nod and stared over my shoulder. He’s ready, this time in a 
whisper. Get his gear, nicky orders them to begin. 

they dress me with meticulous samurai-like attention; tape the wounds, the fire suit, the back brace, impact pads and then 
I skithy into my leathers and boots fitted as a second skin. Fire retardant, the last step. whewww, it’s cold. It etches my nose 
with the stench of lemon and burnt rubber. I become distant, time slows, then no sound, still life as moving pictures.

It’s time, comes a voice from nowhere. You know what to do. the faceless voice hands my helmet, my gloves and then 
points. out there is where you belong. the beckoning hand turns and walks to the starting grid. It’s Kevin, my manager.

like the wake of a boat in oceans of people I am drawn (sucked, drown) in silence. I cannot see.

nicky waits rip throttling the machine as if to school. Sits ninth on the grid, a messy place to be. nicky looks to the start line, 
to the back of the pack and to the spot where I am to launch. the sickly sweet smell of av gas oiled with two stroke fills my 

http://bluemetropolis.org/dotAsset/ba66b233-ccb2-4c66-9d5f-f742244a3899.mp3
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helmet. My head swirls as 120-degree heat ripples my vision. My throat is parched.
the five minute board, nicky nods and hands me the machine. As I mount, she curls and twists as if in fear. I settle in 
as the team gathers. Eyes speak but no words are uttered, glances are avoided. Heart rate slows, movements slow, 
breathing shallows, eyes are fixed in gun metal. All reason leaves. the distance closes in on me, then silence, still life 
as moving pictures.

I am there.

the one-minute board pulses. throttles blip-blip and begin to sing as in some tribal ritual. Riders tamp their feet on hot 
sticky pavement as mad dogs before the attack. the flag man jumps, arms stretched high, waving as if taunting the bull. 
the air explodes, splinters my ears, heart throbbing thunder screams at 115 decibels as 86 combatants release.

Bone-shuddering vibration blurs the vision. G-force, blanking out, struggling to breathe. Explosions, fire, pieces like 
hand grenades, parts flying, mayhem, people running, blue smoke.

Aim for the smoke, aim for the smoke, I hear the voice in my helmet as I unleash. woofph, swirl and smoke parts into 
daylight. Relief - oooofh - then silence, still life as moving pictures.

Is first into Deer’s leap, catches air, my heart stops as I take flight. the handle bars rip at my shoulders as I wrestle the 
machine to the ground. Contact, heavy braking, shunting as my body is well over the front wheel. Smoke swirls from the 
tires and blackens my eyes with rubber. leg hooked to one side like a falling bronco rider. My knee finds the ground. I 
dial her in and 210 horsepower peel the pavement like sticky tape on hairy skin. I am in the groove, one with all, the white 
moment. I can taste the win.

Exit the last corner and glances under my arm. Four second lead, says the voice in my helmet. Screams through the dog 
leg and the pit wall goes wild. Gears down, 5th, 4th 3rd and dives into the carousel corkscrew with a neck snapping jolt 
and exit too high.

what happened next is a blur. Stop action events, still life as moving pictures. they say your life flashes before your eyes 
when facing certain death. not so. It is the dream-like state.

then noise, bright flashes of light, jack hammer vibration cramps my hands as I struggle for control. Hits the off camber 
twists at the radical angle. the bike jumps, squirrels and tries to spit me off and slams my chest into the tank. I cannot 
breathe. My ribs snap like toothpicks. I can taste my own blood.

I am airborne, without contact, braking with no effect. Impact in 3 – 2 – PooF the tires explode on beneath me - ratt ttat 
tinkle - the dull thud, knifing pain, the sound of tearing flesh like slicing through scaled fish. Dust, smoke, detached 
gas tanks spewing fuel and pirouetting in a fireworks display as my body convulsing slinks across the ground like some 
caterpillar with tourette syndrome. Hugging every crevice as if in pieces, I come to rest. 

lying face up, I ponder the warm feeling flowing from my body. there is calm as the clouds drift me away. I am at peace. 
I am alive. thin silence.

the calm is suddenly snapped. two corner marshals frantically asking: what should we do, what should we do. I can 
remember thinking to myself, don’t move me, don’t move me, please don’t move me. I try to scream, call out but there 
are no words, only the gurgling sound of air as it escapes my broken face. 

It is peculiar to see the world through eyes of veiled blood. I seem to remember my birth.

two riders stop. It’s bad, I hear Red Eye screaming; don’t touch him. It’s your last day if you touch him. Don’t YoU DARE 
toUCH HIM. My brother is with me, then we are four. the ambulance arrives with attendants; cowboys jumping from a 
moving stage coach they feverishly unpack their gear. like an un-skinned sausage I‘m slipped into the air suit and infla-
ted. Hands on my body. My brothers levitate my spirit and sustain me as the ambulance doors close. the thump-thump 
of the hand signaling all is clear, then darkness. only the sound of machines choking as they suction. the beep-beep 
whirl of high tech fades with every breath as siren whine echoes in my thoughts.

the doors fling open, trolley wheels extend, go go go. the masked voices fade. Reason escapes sound. only the fluores-
cent lights speak. whoofp -whoofp -whoofp -whoofp -whoofp. Growing dim with each passing. no sound. Still life yet 
moving pictures.
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Silence shattered. Her face shrieks horror as she views the broken handlebar protruding from my abdomen. It’s Alice 
the track nurse. I can’t do this anymore. I can’t, she mutters. I cannot speak; there is no reason, no words. She sighs, 
lovingly caresses my forehead and begins to cut my leathers. I am no longer there.

three days later, I awoke with machines buzzing and a mess of tubes sticking out of my body. It was four weeks before 
I could walk again. Six weeks later, I signed with a team from toronto and ran the 24 Hours of nelson ledges ohio. we 
won in our class and placed second overall in superbike class. Boy did we beat that little RD 400. we would have placed 
first over all but the crankshaft blew on the 23rd hour. Cooked the motor and didn’t run the last 55 minutes. we were 
that far ahead.

I went on to become super-fast, an immortal, without fear. It is an incredible experience to understand the concept; onE 
wItH All. It was a remarkable seven-year journey, perhaps a lonely one, the path to self-discovery usually is.

It has been thirty years since I’ve tasted the edge and faced my own fears. A glorious time for me and my brothers, that 
was the last time I belonged anywhere.

Alan Munroe
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 FInDInG tHE SoURCE

the river at Haridwar is wide and the current strong. As in all Indian cities, the infrastructures are weak. Garbage and 
sewage are dumped directly into the water. Downstream from the city’s centre, corpses are cremated. their charred 
remains also end up in the Ganges.

I knew this, but standing at the Ganges’ edge five days after landing in India, my immune system still virginal and vulne-
rable, I somehow pushed it from my mind. we were gathered there for a ritual:  a blessing for the pilgrimage we were 
about to undertake some 15,000 feet up into the Garhwal Himalayas to the source of the India’s most holy river. Haridwar 
is at the juncture where the Indian plains meet its mountains. It’s not that high up, but is far enough north that if you’re 
Canadian, like I am, the landscape feels familiar. Pine trees. Dry, sandy soil. And the Ganges rushing, cool and blue.  

A Hindu priest was squatting in front of me, chanting Sanskrit verses, and doing something with the bright orange heads 
of chrysanthemums, but even so I felt at home. the landscape made me comfortable. Dangerously so. I was older than 
many of the students gathered on the Har Ki Pouri ghat that day. I should have known better, but when the man who had 
organized the trip, a respected specialist in Eastern cultures and religions, suddenly stripped off his t-shirt and dove 
into the water, I hesitated only a second.

the Ganges: possibly the most polluted body of water in the world. Filled with trash and fecal matter. A river of death, 
quite literally.

I am a practical woman. I am also sane. But I was far from home. the sun was shining, the water was blue. I was in a 
holy city being blessed by a pilgrimage priest.  I jumped into the River Ganges, eyes and mouth wide open.

Days earlier, I had been in a hospital room in Montreal, watching my father fight a losing battle with intestinal cancer. 
Actually, cancer was no longer the problem. He was struggling now with the cure. Multiple surgeries had scarred his 
insides so badly that everything he put in his mouth came shooting right back out. the doctors had him under obser-
vation to see if yet another surgery would have to be arranged.  the trouble was, more surgery would likely cause more 
adhesions and blockage. only one thing could help him, the doctors said. And that was to walk. His gastroenterologist 
gave my father his marching orders. He was to get out of bed and move at least four times a day.

My father refused. It drove me nuts. I am a headstrong person, practised at subjecting the body to a taskmaster mind. 
In high school, I ran track. In the three and a half decades since then, I’ve jogged, practised yoga and lifted weights with 
compulsive regularity. I’ve even run a marathon. In anticipation of India’s mountains, I’d added in stairs. I climbed them 
wherever I could find them – in  metro stations and apartment buildings and, most recently, in the Montreal General 
Hospital.

My father’s room was on the eighteenth floor. In the weeks prior to my trip, I charged up to him daily. By the tenth floor, 
my thighs would begin to burn. By the eighteenth, though, I was elated, endorphins pinging inside me like grapeshot.  
Doing something so radically physical in a hospital felt like defiance -- a slap in death’s face. My father said I was crazy. 
Every day as I climbed, he sunk deeper into inertia.

“Please,” I pleaded, two days before my departure. “to the nursing station and back. I know you can do it.” 

My father responded by shutting his eyes.

the day I left for India, his surgery was still up in the air. I had wrestled with cancelling the trip. the doctors refused to 
advise me. the patient, however, had no trouble weighing in. “Go,” my father said, his voice scratchy from a tube stuck 
down his throat to empty out bile. He wanted me to be happy, but I also suspect that he  also needed a break. let the 
Himalayas bear the brunt of his daughter’s pent-up energies for a while.

the day after my leap into the Ganges, I got sick. So sick, in fact, that I couldn’t stand upright. I was staying in cheap 
lodgings overlooking the river. Monkeys climbed the outside walls and rattled the shutters in daytime. I had a private 
bathroom with a porcelain toilet that didn’t look as if it had been cleaned in quite a while and which required a pail of wa-
ter to flush. For 24 hours, I vomited and shat non-stop into that toilet. It was horrendous. My insides flowed like a river.

http://bluemetropolis.org/dotAsset/df6604cf-94f2-4b7a-be74-36d064d53a1f.mp3
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Eventually the flow stopped. with help from my professor friend, I managed to pack, dress and lace up my expensive, 
new German hiking boots. the roads through the Indian Himalayas are anything but smooth. our group had rented jeeps, 
and in my sickened state, I felt every bump and pothole. I got through the first day because I was too exhausted to care. 
then hunger set in.

that night at a hotel in Uttarkadesh, I tried to eat.  I craved eggs: simple animal protein to rebuild strength. But this was 
north India, where people are strict vegetarians. I cobbled together a nursery diet of mashed bananas and boiled rice.

I needed protein. In the little town of Gangotri, where we stopped for three days to let our bodies acclimatize to the 
altitude, I tried every item on the cookhouse menus -- soups, fried tibetan noodles, dosas stuffed with spicy potatoes. 
normally, I would have loved these things, but now every one of them gave me trouble. I also forced down a few lentils 
and chickpeas, the two available protein staples. nothing doing. the minute I strayed from white rice, my intestines 
revolted.

Somehow, I did the hike, lugging an oversized knapsack up to that holiest of holy spots: the Gangotri Glacier, where the 
Ganges begins. I even climbed further, to tapovan, the base camp for Shivling Peak.  throughout, the views were spec-
tacular and the people, wonderfully kind. My attention, unfortunately, was largely taken up with my gut.

Upon my return to Montreal five weeks later, I visited my father. thankfully there were no stairs to climb. He hadn’t had 
surgery in the end. Around the time that I was dipping my toes into the glacial stream that begins the great River Ganges, 
his intestines unblocked. A week or so later, the hospital let him go home.
the day of my visit, my father cooked. nothing elaborate --  an omelette, which he prepares the French way, without milk, 
pouring well-beaten eggs into a pan of sizzling oil. 

“You’re so thin,” he said, appraising me from across the table. “You’ve got to eat.”

I didn’t reply. I was too busy chewing.

Claire Holden Rothman 
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 SwAllowInG CUltURES

My thermos of homemade soup sits beside me. Eating it here at an empty table feels sinful. I can feel the sin while peo-
ple stare at me as I eat from my thermos and they eat from their Styrofoam plates and plastic trays, their plastic forks 
hanging from their fingers in conversation. there are no smiles, only judging eyes. or am I a foreign sight to them? I look 
up from my table, surrounded by restaurants of different cultural backgrounds. I've eaten Indian food, but I'm not Indian. 
Chinese food, but not Chinese. American submarines, but not American.

Americans—I don't see them around here but I know they're an invisible symbol. It's easy to explain why I speak English. 
It's because I'm Canadian. But my parents? well, the Philippines are colonized by Americans. I look around me now, 
the different restaurants, the brown tinted faces and slanted eyes of the people who stand behind their counters. Ready 
to serve. the ventilation hums above me and I feel the cool draft on my arms and back, like a blanket of cold I want to 
shake off. People have stopped staring. I never knew why strangers stared at me. their most common question for me 
is: "where are you from?" why is it such an easy question for me to answer and so difficult for them to understand? 

the different restaurants and their different meals, all combinations of grains, vegetables and meat. what makes them 
different is not the people who make them but the menu they belong to, the gourmet-specific model, the cultural for-
mula of sauce and spices. As for me, my homemade thermos soup is minestrone, and I will never own that menu.

Jillian Sudayan
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 UntItlED

I’m standing in line in the girl’s bathroom. All the girls are yelling and banging on the doors and pushing each other—
trying to make the girl inside pee quicker before the first bell rings. 'Cause if you're not back in your seat before the 
second bell rings, you get in trouble. And not everybody’s like Mrs. nunn. She lets her girls go whenever they need to. 
But she’s fourth grade. I’m first grade. I’ve got Mrs. Calbert and she’s just like she sounds. Kow bert. the girl inside the 
stall is really slow. See, if you’re really quick and get out of the bathroom soon enough, you can play until the last bell.  
Usually I like to play—but it’s too hot today. And it’s way cooler here in the bathroom than in our room.  In the afternoon, 
our room is the hottest one in the school. that’s what they say anyway.  Mrs. Calbert’s room is the hottest one—and you 
never want to get in trouble and have to stay in there during lunch break or afternoon recess. She doesn’t keep the fan 
on except when everybody’s there. when it’s off, it’s really hot. But there is a storage room at the back of the class that 
is always cooler, like our bathroom. And dark. And a little clammy.  Sometimes when Mrs. Calbert lets us go pick up the 
art supplies or music books— we try to stay just a little longer, but not too long, ‘cause there’s a ghost of a little boy that 
lives in there. He got locked in there and died before anybody could find him.  I’ve never seen him. But I’ve heard him. 
Anyway, when we get sent to pick up something, we also try to sneak a drink from the fountain.  our room is the only one 
in the whole school that has a fountain. It doesn’t always work, but we still try to sneak a drink when we pick up stuff or 
when Mrs. Calbert is out of the room. You can get in trouble for doing that too. 

I’m thinking about all this and not minding being inside during recess. Besides, I don’t wanna say too much to the girl 
inside.  She’s a big kid. But I’ve really got to go. I ask her if she could please pee quicker. And out of nowhere, I get pushed. 
Hard. Right into the door.  I turn around.

It’s Susie Michaels.  From the other first grade class. She’s really mean. And she’s got her big sister with her. 

“Hey, where are you going to go to school next year?”

lilbourn, Missouri, the town I’ve grown up in, may be geographically north of the Mason-Dixon line but in the hearts and 
minds of most of its inhabitants in the 1960s, it is as far south as Selma or Montgomery or Yoknapatawpha County.

the town itself, with a population of 1,000, is divided up into three sections: lilbourn proper, the north Project and the 
Delmo Community Housing Project.  the north Project is black.  the Delmo Project is white.  And lilbourn proper is 50-
50. Everything east of 6th street is black, and the other side of the road going west is white. the lilbourn schools—both 
elementary and high school— are on the line.  (Until the fall of 1968, none of the black students went to school in lil-
bourn. they attended Howardville Elementary or High School, two miles outside of lilbourn in Howardville, Missouri.) 

Howardville, Missouri, founded by travis Howard, was named for his son Elston—the first African American to play for 
the Yankees.  lilbourn, Missouri  (originally called Paw-paw Junction because it was located next to the paw-paw thicket) 
was named for lilbourn lewis, the crazy and violent nephew of thomas Jefferson.

And so it goes.

“So? where are you going to school next year?  She pushes me again.

where will I go to school?  what a strange question.  My father, who wants me to call him Mr. Mitchell at school, is the 
principal.  My mother is one of the second grade teachers.  we live six blocks away.  I just started school a couple of 
weeks before.  And I don’t want to be any other place.

this is August 15, 1966.  the hottest August on record in Southeast Missouri. And the school election, with the looming 
question of integration, has made things even hotter. Schools elsewhere are being forced to integrate. And in many ins-
tances, when push comes to shove, violence erupts.  In order to keep as much peace as possible, and to keep rioting and 
shootings and the local Klan sleeping as long as they could, my father and Uncle Boy, his best friend and superintendent, 
implemented Freedom of Choice.  that meant that for one year prior to compulsory integration, all students could attend 
either lilbourn or Howardville.  the choice was theirs to make. no need for bussing—except to bring the farm kids—both 
black and white—into town. Integration was the goal. And Freedom of Choice was, they hoped, a safer beginning. 

"So—where are you going to go to school next year?"

http://bluemetropolis.org/dotAsset/1e4d7096-e614-4a7b-8255-c635075d0b96.mp3
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“I’ll go here.  with my mama and daddy."
“we thought your daddy would want you to go to school at Howardville.  we thought your daddy would want you to go to 
school with the niggers.”

I don’t know what she is talking about. But I know it is bad. And cruel.  And I feel lost and alone. My mama’s classroom 
is some twenty feet away and here I am drowning in a sea of accusing faces. 

As I walk down the hall back to my classroom, the light of another day falls. we aren't like them. Me and mama and 
daddy. You just never know when push will come to shove and when that shove will push you right out into a new un-
derstanding.

laura Mitchell 
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 PlAnE PICtURE PEoPlE

I close my eyes and I can visualize. I now see the specially selected, gilded frame holding the 5 x 7 photograph, sitting 
there on the end table in their living room. when I pressed my right index finger down on the button, halfway to focus, 
recomposed the shot and snapped the picture, I had no idea those several seconds would come to mean so much.

the image is a fragment of time captured after a short torrential downpour. Heavy clouds had cleared post haste and 
begat the bluest, clearest sky, save for several cotton puffs of clouds in the far distance. All along the Great walk, away 
from windsor Castle, the greenest of grass lay either side of the paved wide path, with well manicured and maintained 
trees lining the outer edges of the lawn. And my grandparents. there they were, Canadian and back in the UK, land of 
their births and I was there with them.

A telephone call started it all. A fine Sunday chat to catch up and hear personal news items. After I rang off, it dawned 
on me; my grandmother had said they were renting a flat and there was a spare twin bed. It only took a second to realize, 
bound out of my lazy bed, head to the living room and ask the then boyfriend, would you mind if I went on a trip?

A not-very-long discussion ended when he said, why did you even ask me, you've made up your mind.

with that, plans were in motion to meet them partway through their holiday. we would meet at the airport, they, arriving 
from their visit in Aberdeen, and me, crossing over from Montreal. Jet-lagged, dashing from one terminal to another, 
no cellular phone, sitting a stretch,  feeling just a little bit overexcited and nervous, I was indeed. After several hundred 
minutes, I saw them through the gate, beyond an empty space, through a half closed door. there they were, sitting. I 
could see their persons in profile, beyond the barriers, into the restricted entry area.

oh! no! All this way and, truly, so close, yet so far. I paced and bounced, pausing to get up on the tippiest of toes to wobble 
and wave and say aloud, I am here, over here, look, here, I am here. Yoo! Hoo!
turns out, beyond that half closed door, they were waiting on the luggage carousel. they were not ignoring me. they had 
their own mission, retrieving belongings. with them in sight but just out of reach, the time felt like forever. But it soon 
vanished upon greeting and meeting in voice and able body.

we headed off, trundling through and over and around and down through the terminal, until we were finally motored on 
the other side of the road to our lovely windsor abode.

It was the second to last Saturday, and for a week there, in sweet April, we would stay. I would alternate stints with them 
in windsor and then go solo on long london days and nights, varying my voyages in trains or buses, always snapping 
hundreds and hundreds of shots a day, regardless which interval,
windsor or london, I was in at the moment. And to be back in london after ages, a different sort of direct and focused, 
fascinated and driven young lady did appear.

limber limbs bounded up stairs in leaps. I was a tightly coiled spring that had sprung. My blood and energy might have 
been drained on the plane, siphoned off and sequestered away. But it was okay. they were replaced with a quick fluid 
mixture of caffeine and adrenaline.

It was 2005, ten years since I had been. It was the first time I had been overseas on my own. My grandparents, also on 
holiday, always awaited great tales told at the end of the day.

Mine eyes and camera lens had seen the glory of london after long years lost between visits. I was overcome. Awash 
and agog in architecture and arts and sights and sounds. My mouth watered. My body ached to move. So it did. I walked 
and walked and walked and walked still more. Praise be I brought proper pieces of footwear for such an urban trekking 
adventure!

I went from Paddington to Hyde Park, Speaker's Corner, down to Big Ben, across the South Bank, all along to tower 
Bridge, over and up into the City proper, through the financial district, the shops, the High Street, Bloomsbury and back 
over on to the train again. twenty-six kilometres. All on foot.

Back in the vacation rental flat, my grandparents asked how my day was. they gasped and smiled, sighed in exhaustion 
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by proxy, glad to have been voyaging vicariously through several hundred snapshots of london of all the things I'd seen, 
where I'd been, what I'd done. Ready for adventures to come. of the 1,117 snapshots and the seven video clips on my 
ancient five mega-pixel camera, one would be selected to symbolize the propitious phone call that had started it all. It is 
in a place of prominence on the stone-topped, wooden end-table at the foot of a rather large red chesterfield. 

I visit every month and there is always a mention. wouldn't it be nice to go again? like the time we were there in 2005. 
It is 2012. My grandfather likes to remind us of R.o.t. (or the Ravages of time).  And how! things have changed since 
then. Memory and mobility issues have altered the landscape. Back then, I had no idea that that one printed photo would 
represent that last, long, lovely voyage we took together.

For that reason, I'll always be the first to have my passport in hand to join the band and travel around on trips short or 
long. And I will have my camera along, ready to capture those finite and measured moments that may never happen 
again.

Patricia J. Davidson
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tHE DAY wE Got MAX

He was soooo small that we held him in the creux of our hands.

I vividly remember my first account with him. It was a cold november day at the end of day, about 5 o’clock. the wind was 
cold and blowing and the sun had just set. 

I stopped by my neighbour’s to say hello and immediately, upon my arrival, I was surrounded by a bunch of little kittens 
barely walking but running and slipping all around me in a disorderly manner.  they were exploring the surrounding 
areas and I was in their way. Sort of …  

they started poking at my feet, my socks then my pants….  that’s when I noticed the cutest little yellow kitten trying to 
make his way up to me. I caught him just in time, otherwise he would have had one little paw stuck on my pants and 
trying to make it to the floor without getting hurt or being frightened by the event. I put him on the floor and he took it 
upon himself to stare back at me in an admiring way. I was under that impression. As he looked up at me, he fell on his 
side. I was too tall for him. He did this a few times more and finally just gave up and went looking for his siblings.

“what a cute little fella!!!” I said to my friend. 

“Aren’t they?” she said, looking down at them going for their tired nursing mother.

“would you like to have one? or even more than one!! they’re ready for a new home and I’m ready to give them away.”

I felt very tempted by the yellow tabby cat. And to make things worse (and more tempting), he came by as if he wanted 
to check me out.

there they were, playing hide and seek. or “try to catch me if you can.” they were running all over the apartment.

My friend’s home was a grand old style apartment with high ceilings and a long corridor with one room on each side with 
the door shut. Her living room was wide enough and had sliding doors which she kept closed.  She only kept the kitchen 
door open so the kittens could have access to the corridor for their activities.

As I was ready to leave, I quickly picked up the tabby little fella. I tucked him under my coat and headed back home, 
thanking my friend for the nice gift. 

He was very active under my coat, trying to purr his way out. I held him closer to my neck and tucked my head near him. 
He had a nice warm smell. 

Back home, I slowly opened my coat and showed louis, my spouse, the soft green-eyed kitten who was ready to explore 
his new world.

I put him down on the floor. As he looked up at us, he fell on his side. And we laughed!!!

How we named him is another story.

Claire turcotte
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 CHICKEn lIttlE GoES to tHE oPERA

In 1982 I was a promising young Canadian soprano struggling to get recognition in a “Diva eat Diva” world.  For two years 
I lived in new York City, where I studied voice, operatic roles, and auditioned for various American opera companies.

Among the successful auditions I had was one for Michigan opera theatre.  I got a job singing the leading role in Madama 
Butterfly on a tour that would hit all the “hot spots” *(read small towns!) in the state of Michigan. the musicians and stage 
director would be based in Detroit. we would do the performances in the outlying towns and be bussed back and forth every 
night.

Detroit in the early 1980s was everything that you have probably imagined about that city. It was tough, and full of drugs 
and gangs, not to mention the high murder rate.  So, I was a little worried about these things when I found out that I would 
be staying right downtown in the centre of all the action.  However, the fact that the stage director and musicians would be 
staying at the same hotel made me feel somewhat better.

Before I tell you the story itself, I have to tell you about the stage director, as he plays a pivotal role in how the story unfolds.  
His name is Joe, short for Giuseppe.  I met him through singing circles and we hit it off immediately.  During my time in new 
York, we became good friends, and worked together on a number of projects.  It was through Joe that I got the audition for 
Michigan opera theatre.  He is a special human being, extremely talented, loyal, personable, funny, and oh, did I mention 
hysterical in the manner that only Italians can be???  “Mangia, Mangia, eat, you need your strength to sing!” 

now back to Detroit.  we stayed in a hotel called the Cleveland, whose name we quickly changed to the Sleazeland, for 
reasons that are forthcoming.  let’s just say that the Cleveland had seen better days, and was now a run-down, inner city 
hotel full of questionable characters, and home to a variety of “pets” such as rodents and cockroaches!

these “pets” played an important role in what transpired, but I mustn’t get ahead of myself.

Everything went well during the rehearsals, no diva disasters, friendly colleagues and a great working environment.  the 
dress rehearsal went without a hitch, and the first few runs of the opera were very good.  this does not always happen in 
opera, so I was delighted.   I remember that I was in “good voice,” which is a term that singers use all the time to describe 
a state of vocal nirvana, rarely achieved, but highly sought after by those of us who have extraordinary vocal cords, capable 
of breath-taking leaps, roulades and cadenzas.  In simple English, this means that I was able to meet all of the impossible 
demands of this treacherous role, in spite of the fact that I was staying at the Sleazeland and constantly on guard.

then, as in opera, which often find its mirror images in real life, disaster struck. one day, I started to feel something in my 
throat, not a good something, but a bad something, and no one can describe a bad something in one’s throat quite like an 
opera singer, as we are very tuned in to what feels good, what feels bad, and what could portend disaster.  what disaster 
was lurking in the folds of my vocal chords, I wondered?

A word you must never murmur, a word that dares not speak its name in the company of professional singers, for it is the 
worst thing that could possibly happen to any singer who has upcoming performances……what could this word be that 
carries such importance in operatic circles?   oK, if you must know…….here it is….whisper it quietly, sotto voce……….!  the 
word is lARYnGItIS.

Yes, that is what I felt in my singer’s throat, and yes, it did happen in a matter of hours. You might wonder why this should 
be so bad.  Couldn’t the understudy sing for me until I got better? Sure, if there were one, but there wasn’t, and even worse, 
I was the only one who knew the English translation that we were all singing.  So, it was me, or the show would have to be 
cancelled.

I had two days to get back in shape.  So, what did I do?  I did what any desperate soprano would do: I steamed myself in the 
shower hour after hour until my skin turned reptilian.  Singers do this to hydrate the vocal cords.  I drank millions of hot 
lemon toddies, I ate well, I took Vitamin C, I slept, I worried, and generally became a neurotic mess.  Joe called and came 
to see me regularly.  He tried to hide his natural penchant for hysteria behind caring acts.  He made me his special Italian 
pasta sauce, just like his Mama Mia made back home in Connecticut. It was delicious, but I still had laryngitis.

In an effort to keep my spirits up, Joe joked that the cockroaches residing in the bathroom thought they were in Miami, and 
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were all sitting under those little pastel paper umbrellas that come in tropical drinks.  “Very funny!” I shrieked, as I had a 
growing horror of the little beasts, and didn’t want them anywhere near my skin, reptilian or human.

I was at a complete loss as to what to do.  I was now a desperate soprano, not enough notes in my range to sing the suicide 
aria in Act III of Madama Butterfly should I even want to PREtEnD to kill myself!  

Each apartment had a small kitchen where Joe and I had often cooked together.  the stove had four elements and four 
cooking pots.  I filled all four pots with water and turned the elements on high.  I thought more steam could only be a good 
thing.  At the same time, I continued to steam myself in the shower.  My cockroach room mates were again in cockroach 
heaven, and due to their luxurious steam baths at the Sleazeland, I feared that they might mutate into the colossal tropical 
cockroach species.  oh my mind was running wild, and there was no cure for it— other than to get my voice back in the 
next 48 hours.

I persevered in the shower hour after hour, only venturing out to fill up the pots on the stove again.  the room was so full of 
steam I couldn’t see a thing…..no matter, back to the shower to breathe in the healing steam….breathe in…..breathe out….
slowly….slowly ………SlowlY………………………….

Don’t panic!  Hum the vowel EE for a long time. try to access the head voice.  try a simple scale. Don’t push the voice……..
relax…….RElAX ……….try the voice again……still no voice.

Suddenly, an incredibly loud crash from the kitchen.  I ran out to see what had happened, and when I saw it, I was stunned. 
the ceiling was now on the floor, on the counters, in the pots, on the furniture, everywhere. oh MY DIVA GoDDESS!!! 

I leapt on the phone and called Joe….”Joe, Joe, come up right away…oh my GoD, please come now…..you won’t believe 
it……”

His voice shot up two octaves and he shouted at me, “what’s the matter…che cosa’e fai??” 

“It’s the ceiling…..the ceiling fell and the ceiling is everywhere…plaster……everywhere.”

“Mama Mia, don’t panic….Io vengo subito!  I’m coming right away!”

when he arrived, he was the most hysterical I had ever seen him.   “Mio Dio, what are we gonna to do???  Gran Dio…….how 
will we explain this? Followed by a stream of operatic expressions too long to notate. Both practical people, we immediately 
came up with a plan.  we went to the cleaning cupboard in the corridor, me in my baby blue kitty motif bathrobe, with strea-
ming wet hair and wild lucia-like eyes, bearing the expression I wear just before I throw myself down the stairs in my great 
mad scene. Joe was looking as directorial as possible, dressed head to foot in the latest Armani.  we were quite a couple.  
we opened the cupboard and “borrowed” a number of large green garbage bags.  we immediately set about picking up the 
kitchen ceiling and throwing it into the bags.  It took a long time, but at the end, the place was looking as normal as possible, 
considering that there was neither a broom nor a vacuum cleaner.

then, like two thieves in the darkness of night, we crept along the dim corridor and dropped the bags down the garbage 
chute as quickly as possible, hoping that no one would see us. no one did. “FoRtUnAtA!  Mio Dio,”  sighed Joe.

we sat down in my room and discussed the possible repercussions.  I was convinced that they would charge me for the 
repairs to the ceiling, the damage to the furniture and carpet, at the very least. this was worrisome, as the singing fee was 
very modest, and this meant that I would certainly go home with no money.  Joe told me not to worry too much.  “let’s take 
it day by day and see what happens, amore mio.”

well, day after day passed, and I was constantly steeling myself for the inevitable, but it never came.  It seemed that the 
cleaning staff noticed nothing different in my room, as hard as that was to believe.  

Perhaps it was just another daily occurrence at the Sleazeland, no more monumental than the bailiff knocking persistently 
on the door across the hall from me, the colourful women of the night and drug dealers drifting in and out. So, to my enor-
mous relief, my modern-day version of “Chicken little” went unnoticed in the midst of such chaos.   Just another day in 
paradise, I guess.   

oh yes, I was finally able to sing the next performance.  was it because of the steam?  or because of the fright I experienced 
that day in the shower?  or was it, as it is so often in opera, la Forza del Destino?

Deborah Jeans
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 lIttlE  AnIMAlS

It was a bright, chilly, early spring day. Family friends had invited us to visit their cottage in the woods, and so here I was, 
a skinny twelve-year-old, shivering with excitement for no apparent reason. the sunlight was sharp; melting snow ran 
down the dark spruce branches. the smell of wet bark, pine sap and moss made me want to squeal, run around, peel off 
my clothes and jump into the icy stream, but I kept myself in check. After all, I had a boy to impress. 

the first time we'd met was back in wintertime. Mark was my age, the only son of my parents' friends. He was cool and 
aloof, with dark, messy hair, pale blue eyes and ironically arched eyebrows. while the parents chatted away, we perused 
rows of books lining the living room walls. looking for commonalities, we kept finding oddities, like this massive atlas 
of dog breeds. Sitting close to one another and giggling uncontrollably, we learnt that if a Pekingese gets knocked on 
the back of the head, its eye might fall out and dangle on a nerve, right across its flat snout. It doesn't have to be final, 
though – if a skilled vet sees the dog in time, the eye can be safely reinserted into its socket. we thought it was hilarious. 
we thought the Pekingese were stupid anyway. later on, I would chuckle every time I remembered it, and never share 
that joke with anyone. Somehow, it felt like a secret.

So on that cold April morning I saw him again. Exhilarated, trembling, I dug my hands deep into the pockets of my jacket 
and said hello as indifferently as I only could. “I'll show you something,” he answered, disappearing into the house. He 
emerged with a rifle in his hand and proudly announced: “I just got it from my father.” 

now we were both city kids, so the only thing I could think of just then was a fairground shooting gallery, the kind where 
you win a velvet rose or a teddy bear if you score the bull's eye. the gun wasn't big or anything. It looked like a toy – plain 
brown wood and black metal – but it silenced me nevertheless. 

Mark slung the rifle across his shoulder and nonchalantly walked off into the woods. I trudged along, looking at my feet, 
at his back, stealing glances at the tree tops. And then I spotted the squirrel. Filled with silly glee again, I exclaimed, 
'”Hey, look!”, pointing at the critter munching on a pine cone. Mark turned around, pulled the gun off his back, took aim, 
BAnG. I was so sure he'd missed. But no, the squirrel fell on the ground, with a small but definite thump. 

we approached in silence and lowered our heads. It looked like a stuffed toy: fluffy orange tail and white velvety belly, 
with just the tiniest dark-red stain close to the left arm. Its black, beady eyes glistened just like the eyes of all stupid little 
animals, except that this one was dead, and we couldn't do anything about it. we looked up at each other and I saw tears 
gathering in Mark's eyes. I wanted to reach out and comfort him, but at the same time, apprehension sank in: he was a 
killer, and I wanted to run. then it was he who ran. He turned and broke away, the gun bouncing and hitting him on his 
back with every leap he took. 

I still don't know what was worse to him, killing the squirrel or me seeing him cry. But somehow I knew that it was to 
be our secret. 

Dominika Suwik
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 Into tHE AFtERlIFE 

Part One – A Statue 

Almost three years ago while visiting my daughter in toronto, having entered a
 darkened chamber I was greeted by a particular statue. though 
incomplete, severely damaged and standing oblivious to all 
surrounding, it appeared impressive and beyond mortal words.

I stood transfixed, having lost all physical senses and without a hint of 
emotion.  that was until I felt an almost irresistible impulse to kneel and pray.  

looking back, the surrealism of the experience is magnified by knowing that I 
had been standing not in a church, nor in any similar lieu of prayer.  Rather I had been standing in a more public space, 
in a museum in the midst of Ancient Egyptian artefacts.  I was staring at Akhenaten, the pharaoh considered by some as 
the heretic king and presumed father of tutankhamen. 

For years seized by a strong, almost ethereal fascination with Ancient Egypt, this 
faithful experience became the catalyst for a journey to Akhenaten’s homeland.  Soon after, I was walking the shores 
of the nile, exploring the temples and pyramids, and marvelling at a lifestyle similar to that of ancient times – little has 
changed for so many of today’s Egyptians.  then on a venture to the Sinai Peninsula where I tasted the salty waters of 
the Red Sea, I adopted a scarab. 

Part Two – The Twenty-four Hours of the Scarab

It started on a night with the sun setting over the gleaming waters of Aquaba, 
against the mountains where Sinai rises.

In the morning the Red Sea was a mirror on which the sunlight skated and 
warmed all awakening life.  while sitting at water’s edge facing the god of Akhenaten, my ears echoed the melody of a 
dove.

later, in mid-morning, I dove into a mix of greens and blues and entered a 
world apart from the reality above.  As I swam in suspended animation, the ocean’s floor greeted me with a coral carpet 
of different forms, textures, and colors. then, in the blink of an eye, no longer was I alone; out of every corner and crevice 
appeared small and not so small fish of every imaginable color. they shall remain nameless, for fear of omitting one. 
later I came to describe this experience as similar as a scene in Avatar where winged creatures fly between floating 
islands.  A world of beauty and peace.  A world of pure enchantment and of sweet dreams.

on the same day, before nightfall, I spied a miniature blue scarab shaped as a 
 pendant.  It’s name Dahab I gave, and it travelled with me across Kemet.

later that night, as the Moon, dressed in its fullness, sent sparkles across the sea, 
the calm waters began to undulate ever so gently.

In the morning the winds howling from the east sent waves rolling with invisible 
forces, as the energies stored in the day passed are carried over the waters, over the Egyptian deserts and mountains 
and across time.  Shortly they will reach the shores of a different world.  this is a world I inhabit, more often than not, and 
to which I will shortly return from this voyage amongst the pyramids with the spirit of the pharaohs and their gods.

Part Three – Sanctum

on my last day in Egypt, while on a return visit to the Giza pyramids, I could not 
 have imagined that an even more profound experience waited. 
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It was early morning, when I returned to Giza for a moment of contemplation. I 
came to stare low and high upon Khufu’s wonder.  A pyramid robed of its formal attire, stolen by the winds and whims 
of time.  Unbeknown, inside of myself, lay a dormant destiny, in hiding from a previous life, an appointment with the 
pyramid’s inner sanctum.

As the ancient god Aten continued its ritual ascent above the nile and the 
dominant desert, my destiny began as I gazed into a passageway filled with darkness and curiosity.  what started as 
tentative footsteps became a voyage through time.  there were obelisks, sphinxes, temples and glimpses of every day 
life in Ancient Egypt, each appearing and disappearing in a spiralling foggy dream. 

In immeasurable time my steps led into a stone chamber, a room impressively 
naked for writings, paintings and colors were absent from its surface.  I was standing in the royal sanctum, its walls, floor 
and ceiling, equally black and smooth, as if carved from inside a singular lonely block.

Standing in isolation, I reached inquisitively and touched a blank wall.  the 
entire chamber slowly faded outwardly, magically becoming one with the outer surface of the pyramid.  I was in a temple, 
a church without statues, coloured windows, or icons and without voices or music.  I was in a timeless silent space, a 
lieu of reflection and prayer.

then almost imperceptibly the pyramid began unfolding from its crown, 
opening as a flower while gradually fading into a sky inhabited by unimaginable stars.  Cloaked in a timeless, yet intimate 
feeling, I was travelling from within the heart of the pyramid with the pharaohs of yesterday, amongst endless galaxies.

there was and is no beginning and likely no end to a spiritual voyage on a 
cosmic nile.  An afterlife voyage began in Egypt, a land filled with timeless magic.  A voyage with and pre-ordained by 
God.

louis Phillip Belle-Isle
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 tHE toP oF tHE MoUntAIn

Many expressions we use in today’s English have their origin in sacred writing, but they have often been distorted so that 
the original meaning is obscured or completely gone. Even if the original meaning is understood, many people still are a 
bit unclear on the concept. one of these expressions is “mountain-top experience.” So, just to make sure that we are all 
on the same page, I want to explain exactly what I mean when I use this expression. 

A mountain-top experience isn’t something which happens often, but when it does, it is unmistakable. when it happens, 
we are temporarily removed from the day-to-day ordinariness of our lives, and transported to a place which is a little 
closer to God, a little closer to God’s glory. It isn’t always spiritual, however. we aren’t always like Moses, who saw God 
on a mountain, or like the apostles who saw Jesus transfigured on a mountain. Sometimes, a mountaintop experience 
takes place in the most ordinary of places, to the most ordinary of people. And it doesn’t even have to happen to you for 
you to recognize it. one way to describe it is by using the word “vision.” we all need visions, visions to see the possibi-
lities in life. we need visions to see beyond the problems, to see beyond those things which threaten to hold us up. And 
sometimes visions come in the most unexpected places.

one of the places I visit on a regular basis is a residential home for seniors and disabled people. It is usually thought of 
as the place where people go to wait to die. It isn’t exactly a palliative care facility, but when people are admitted there, 
it is with the understanding that they won’t be going home again. I see people in various stages of old age there – from 
those who are completely bed-bound, to those who are able to get around just fine, but can’t take care of themselves 
anymore. there are some relatively young residents, people who need care, and who no longer have any family who are 
willing or able to care for them. Some of the residents are in fine shape, mentally, while others wander in and out of 
the present, usually back to a more pleasant time in their lives. And some of them no longer wander, but sit, staring at 
nothing, waiting, waiting, waiting.

Some of them have an occasional visitor, while others have no visitors at all. But there was one woman living in the home 
who had a visitor every single day, and this is the couple I will always remember. 

whenever I went to the home, they were there – she in her wheelchair, and he sitting beside her. they were probably 
both in their seventies, but I only say that because of the man’s appearance. It was impossible to judge the woman’s age. 
He was tall – almost six feet, I would think, with thick grey hair. He wore glasses, and could probably have missed a few 
meals without really noticing it. He always wore corduroy trousers, with a plaid shirt, and black loafers. His wristwatch 
had large numbers, for ease of telling the time, and he wore his wedding ring all the time. other than that, he wore no 
jewellery. Her hair was cut short, and thin. She wore a nightgown, with a robe to cover her arms, and a brightly coloured, 
crocheted lapghan covering her legs. Sometimes, he would be feeding her, or holding a glass with a straw so that she 
could drink. other times, he would be reading to her or showing her pictures in an album. whatever he did, he was totally 
focused on her, not even looking at the activity going on around them. And she – well, she sat in her chair. She had to be 
strapped in, since, without restraints, she would have slid out and onto the floor. Sometimes her eyes landed on him, but 
they always moved away again, with no flicker of recognition. I wondered how he could do this, day after day after day. 
But I never said anything. I smiled at them as I passed, but we never spoke.

then one day, there was an activity organized for Valentine’s Day, and I was invited to take part. I had some free time, so I 
decided that it might be an opportunity to get to know a bit of this couple’s story. with that in mind, I sat next to them and 
introduced myself. the husband and I chatted for a while, about nothing in particular, and then he asked me if I would 
like to meet his wife.

He took her flaccid hand in his, and introduced us, calling us both by name. He said,  “Isn’t she beautiful? this woman 
is the reason I am in Québec. I came here over 50 years ago for a summer job, planning to go back to ontario in the fall. 
But I met her, and I knew that I couldn’t leave.”

He smiled at her, and continued. “She was the prettiest girl I ever met in my life, and she still is.”

then he looked into her eyes, and managed to hold them for a brief instant. when her eyes slipped away again, he brou-
ght her hand to his lips, and kissed it, ever so gently. then he put her hand back on her lap, leaving his own resting on 
top of it. “Don’t you agree?” he asked. “Isn’t she the prettiest girl in Québec?”
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And for that moment, I didn’t see the person in the wheelchair, the person unable to do anything for herself except brea-
the. For just that moment, I saw what he saw – the prettiest girl in Québec. For just that moment, I saw pure, true love, 
love unspoiled by time, love as it was meant to be. I saw the kind of love I want for myself, the kind of love I would wish 
for everyone to feel. For just that moment, I shared in a mountaintop experience, and I knew that I would never look at 
this couple in the same way again. 

Katherine Burgess 
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 “InSPIRE, EXPIRE…”  
(AYn-SPEER, EX-SPEER)

today, I took a step beyond the queer equation of anonymity and intimacy found in second-hand clothes.  I had walked 
past the YwCA at least once a week since moving here over a year ago.  Before today, though, I had never been further 
inside than the second-hand shop.  wedged into a corner next to the front door, I knew that corner all too well.  I stopped 
there like others stopped for lattés.  It was my “comfort food.” 

louise, the “gatekeeper,” was on the phone when I approached the counter.  Her name was the only personal detail I 
knew about her, although I’d interacted with her before, paying the $2 or $3 I owed for a wool sweater or necklace of 
worn wooden beads.  She blended seamlessly into the furniture and vastness of the foyer.  Despite its nooks and cran-
nies, the ceaseless flow of people, wallpapering of posters, and the low din from phones and corner lounge tV, the first 
floor was colourless, utterly de-saturated.  

louise was squarely in the center, hardly more noticeable than the old books on the opposite wall.  Her watery grand-
motherly eyes matched the shades of grey threading through her tidy ponytail and every detail of her unremarkable 
appearance.  A bit of lipstick brightened her otherwise monochromatic persona. Even her voice was grey, thickened by 
decades of cigarettes.

I signed up on a dark grey mid-January afternoon – the time of day when you realize that midday bleeds colourlessly 
into evening without giving any notice.  I spent hours on their website before I came, comparing prices, and deciphering 
schedules and class descriptions.  like every day in this city, everything was in French.  My last name wound up my first 
name on the membership card, in their computer records, and on the punch cards for the class.  

I made my way up the faded eggshell-coloured stairway.  I kicked off my boots and stuffed them under a bench in the 
hallway, like the other women were doing.  I slipped off my coat and the green wool scarf that reminds me of home, but 
resisted leaving them in the hall.  Padding into the room behind those women, my thick socks soaked up some of the 
snow melting on the worn wooden floor.  I set my things at the base of a mirror, strategically piled to hide the quotation 
screen-printed on my bag.  

those familiar English words are a dead give-away, broadcasting to the room that I am not from here, that I am new and 
I might be in the wrong place.  Gyms like this give me the willies. Since suffering junior high indignities, I have avoided 
them.  the preening, the narcissism, and the secret language of fitness plans and work-out machines are as much a 
foreign culture as what I encounter on the streets of this French-Canadian city.

the yoga studio’s floor-to-ceiling dour brown shutters obscured most of the waning afternoon light.  Deep shadows fell 
on the garishly coloured exercise balls piled haphazardly in a far corner.  those translucent green, pink and yellow orbs 
glowed softly, the only colour in the room.   Following the lead of the others, I settled in on my back.  the puffy blue mat 
beneath me smelled of previous use, and was gritty from the small bits of dirt tracked onto it by my socks.  I thought of 
backpacking mattresses, and wondered idly to myself if it could possibly roll small enough to serve such a purpose.  

A voice from the front of the room intoned, “Inspire…expire…ayn-speer…ex-speer…”   All around me, the pillowy forms of 
full-bosomed retired women lay still, legs extended.  As instructed, they breathed in through their noses, back out their 
mouths, feeling the deep rhythmic rushes of air flow in and out of their bodies comme une vague. I breathed, and waited.  
And waited.  And waited for what felt like an eternity. 

My mind raced. what is this!?  we’ve been laying here like this for at least 10 minutes.  Is this what it’s supposed to be 
like?  I know there are different methods, but I can lie on my back at home for free.  I was hardly breathing like a wave 
calmly washing in and out of my body!

My decidedly unrelaxed stream of silent critique was interrupted by a drill-sergeant voice.  the instructor’s emphatic di-
rectives were underscored by overly loud fusion music, a blend of Asian-style gongs and nature sounds.  As she repeated 
the instructions, her voice rose, peaking when she shouted, “…réspiration yogic complèt!”  
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I surreptitiously checked out the sliver-haired woman to my right, whose arms were serenely folded across her belly and 
resting on the black corduroy button-up shirt she wore to class.   She was doing nothing aside from breathing.  

“Surely I’m missing something.  they must be flexing a stomach muscle or their butts!  I must have missed it because 
I don’t recognize the word in French.”  I vowed to wear my watch from now on, and toyed with the idea of arriving five 
minutes late, deliberately, next time.  

the instructor interrupted my self-conscious peeking, finally directing us to stand.  I could see her well for the first time 
– brownish tightly-permed hair in a non-cut, bright green and white eye shadow.  She was completely dressed in black, 
an ’80s house-mom look, complete with an oversized t-shirt, old-school nike sneakers, and baggy sweat pants tapering 
into them like stirrup pants.  In one glance, she effectively disabused me of all my preconceptions about yoga gurus.  Her 
black, layered on top of louise’s grey, underscored the institutional sensation oozing from the concrete walls.

nearly every woman I know, including both sisters and my nearly 60-year old mother, does yoga.  they expound on the 
health benefits, the sense of calm, and for some, the spiritual aspects it contributes to their life.  they say the word most 
often with a tone of reverence.  they handle it with the sort of familiarity you feel running your hand along a worn banis-
ter, or the back of your family’s church pew.  

on the other hand, I’d never done this before, not even in English.  Drill sergeant lady, barking poses out in French, could 
tell.  During a particularly complicated pose, she “adjusted” me, telling me to watch myself in the mirror, and said so-
mething else I didn’t quite catch.  Eventually, the class wound down.  I found myself lying flat on my back again, listening 
to her command to resume “respiration normal.” 

normal, whatever that is. there was no normal to life here.  My body heated up, my armpits pricked with sweat each 
time I had to express my adult self, emotions, lofty ideas, or desire for two postage stamps in my elementary French.  I 
had to resort to the directive to breathe - “inspire, expire…ayn-speer, ex-speer” – every time I left the apartment.  lying 
on that mat the colour of a blue recycling bin.  Standing upright during one of countless interactions that felt more like 
a test than a transaction.  

Figure out the bus system, “inspire.” no nerve to ask for directions, “expire.” Go out for the first dinner without a trans-
lator, “inspire.”  order ten pounds of cabbage, rather than the desired two pounds of kale, “expire.”  Find treasures in a 
second-hand shop, “inspire.”  live in a silent bubble, unable to understand passersby, “expire.”  Show the in-laws around 
the city, and realize they are the tourists today, not me!  “Inspire!”  

“Inspire, expire…ayn-speer, ex-speer...”  Pronounce it in English. Inspire: stimulate hope.  Expire: out of date, past due, 
die.  

which language am I breathing in?

Bethann G. Merkle
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 no (BIG) YEllow tAXIS HERE

So there I was standing on a street corner in Québec City in the pouring rain. the sky was dark and the wind delivered the 
rain to me in steady waves. Someone else might have called it one crappy autumn evening to be outside. I, however, was in 
the mood to jump some puddles.

I was shielded from the worst of it. the puffy, absorbent cotton scarf wound ’round my throat sealed the broad opening of 
my well-worn army green rain jacket. Its name, spelled out in modest red above the left breast pocket, Fish Finder, said it 
all. I had adopted the oversized gear, designed for outdoor adventure, wearing it proudly, like a badge that kept me connec-
ted to my native nova Scotia and its nostalgic, salty, wet weather.  

the forceful wind launched water pellets at my hood, where upon crashing they lost their energy and slid silently down my 
back. I pushed my slender, chilled hands deeper into the roomy front pockets, my long nails naturally digging into the seam 
and its grimy row of sediment – dirty pennies and dimes, crinkled wads of used tissues, faded bits of receipts, and a soft, 
folded $5 bill. I was prepared from head to toe, my feet ready for anything in my sturdy winter boots. 

Hunger grabbed me, scraping down the length of my insides. the urgent gnawing pangs reminding me the work day was 
done. there I was, standing, waiting for a sign. A sign that would help me determine which way to turn. 

You see, I try to live with my head, my heart and my gut. And sometimes, I wait for the sign. like when you miss the bus, 
and, instead of running for it, you start watching for whatever it is that you’re supposed to see or do instead. Perhaps what 
or who’s on the next bus… you know.

So, I stood still, my eyes closed, my face damp and chilly, and focused on centering myself in the middle of the storm. the 
rain and wind whirled around me, reinforcing my strength. I stood there calmly inhaling the fresh, crisp air, like a sturdy 
electrical pole ready to absorb and channel the universal current. 

not wanting to go home right away, I had two options: head right, toward the old City, or left toward Cartier Ave, which was 
the same direction as home.  there’s something to be said for not meandering too far off course in a storm. I felt compelled 
to explore Cartier, so I turned left on René-lévesque. My stomach growled again, while my mind tried to focus on Cartier’s 
jumble of restaurants. the only other sign of life was the sizzle and spray, the wake of the passing cars. they drowned out 
the sound of my boots splashing on the dark patches of the glistening sidewalk. It was the perfect evening for a walk. 

I didn’t want take-out. I pictured myself sitting down and eating with a real knife and fork at Café Krieghoff, nestled on a tall 
cushioned bench with a steaming white bowl of coffee and a matching plate of burger and shoestring fries. 

the next moment unfolded before me in slow motion like a scene in a movie.  

this tall, elegantly greying couple, unprepared for the cold, wet weather, was rushing down Cartier Ave towards the inter-
section with René-lévesque. they were dressed in what looked like thin denim or polyester jackets. they were crouched 
under a flimsy black rag of an umbrella that was definitely under the sway of the commanding wind. the man was gesturing 
to someone or something, frantically hailing it with his left arm. I followed his quickly darkening sleeve to the target and 
then looked back at him. His gesture to the speeding vehicle had gone completely unacknowledged. the two of them stood 
there in the rain, shocked and bewildered.

I stood there shaking with laughter, wishing for a companion, for someone to share in the humour of the moment. 

At that instant I knew two things to be true. 

1. these people were tourists. And while Canadian singer-songwriter Joni Mitchell might have sung about them…
2. taxis were not universally yellow. 
A moment later, my heart warmed to their exposure to elements other than the weather. I rushed toward the couple, their 
shoulders slumped. Motioning to them I shouted, “that’s not a taxi!” I continued, my hands attempting to share the shape 
and size of things. “taxis here are normal, regular cars with a small light on the top.” 

“Ah,” the man answered, nodding. “thank you.” He turned toward his female companion and translated our brief ex-
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change into German. 
wanting to explain exactly what they had mistaken for a taxi without further offending these apparently seasoned world 
travellers, I smiled, like an ambassador of the city, working hard to stuff my laughter as far down my throat as possi-
ble. 

I carefully focused my attention on forming each syllable of the next sentence, calling upon as much seriousness as I 
could muster. “what you saw go by was actually a...,” I said, drawing a quick breath, “…a chicken delivery car.” I went 
on. “the red thing,” I said, using my hands again to form the shape in the air between us, “…was a chicken.” the last 
part came rushing out with a giggle as my hands dove for my sides. I tucked them into my pockets and glanced at the 
ground. 

From the cover of my hood, I stole another glance at their faces, which were stern; lines of fatigue had sharpened their 
features. the brilliance of a Quebec institution’s ingenious marketing vision was lost on them.  A small, yellow shot of 
a car with a yellow and red-lit box adorned with a chicken, instead of the illuminated checkerboard sign, signalled fast, 
efficient delivery of chicken and fixin’s straight to your door. 

If you’ve been to new York City or even watched a movie, it’s also one heckuva way to instantly recognize a taxi on a cold 
and crappy fall evening – except in Quebec.

I quickly motioned for them to head back where they had come from – likely a restaurant – and suggested that there 
was a taxi stand a few blocks up, that it would not take long for someone to come. they nodded their thanks and quickly 
headed back up the street. 

they were barely out of earshot – thank God for the cover of the wind and rain – when the laughter I had stuffed deep 
burst loudly from my lungs. I replayed the scene over and over, visualizing the headline: Couple Chases Yellow Chicken 
Car.” 

once again I found myself standing on a street corner, the rain rolling off my water-repellent Fish Finder, content that my 
mission for this evening was complete. Filled with a new sense of purpose and achievement, I jumped over the puddles 
towards one of my favourite cafés, finally ready to settle down and enjoy my supper.

—Michèle thibeau 
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 no PASt tEnSE

First Meeting - The Entrance 

I am at one of nancy’s brunches at her and Carlos’ home in Ste. Foy. She holds one every year before the intensive English 
summer courses at laval University. there are aromas of all sorts of delicious foods in the air. I am looking forward to setting 
my teeth into the mouth watering dishes.

Suddenly, an elegantly dressed Chinese lady with wavy jet black hair, wearing a red sweater and matching lipstick, appears 
among us. All eyes turn to watch her entrance. She is accompanied by a distinguished white-haired and reserved looking, 
elderly gentleman. She is carrying a tray of hot out-of-the-oven Chinese dumplings. nancy has invited her parents, who have 
recently moved to Quebec City from Vancouver to be near their daughter, and her family to meet her teaching staff.

like the other guests, I am anxious to meet and chat with this attractive couple. when I finally get my chance, I find myself 
foolishly saying something to the effect that in the St. Charles Cemetery in lower town Quebec there is a section where many 
Chinese people from a once thriving Chinese population are buried. Upon hearing this, she turns to her husband and with a 
big smile and sparkling eyes declares, “now, Gordon, we know where we can go to meet other Chinese in Quebec City,” She 
pats me on the hand as if to reassure me that her wit is not ill-intentioned.
She then moves on to warmly meet and greet the other guests.

A Few Years Later

nancy and I continue being friends even though I work less and less at the university. She confides in me that her mother often 
feels lonely since she has been widowed. I suggest that I could probably write an article about her mother for the small local 
English newspaper. that would give me a reason to get in contact with her. However, despite my good intentions, I keep putting 
off making the first move. then one day I get a call from nancy’s mom. She insists that I call her Carmen. She informs me she 
is interested in being interviewed and invites me for tea.

The Article

She is an easy interview. She enjoys talking about the past and shares her many stories with pleasure. She recalls her early 
life, her father’s career as a diplomat, her mother, her siblings, her marriage to her cousin, the birth of their two children, li-
ving in a mining town, leaving China for Peru on a Danish ship to escape Communism, their life in Peru. She is a book in which 
each page conveys not only interesting facts but a zest for life. Her warm sense of humour shines through in every line. 

She talks about her husband, Gordon, in the present tense. later, nancy reassures me that her mother is not living under an 
illusion but that in Chinese there is no past tense. Her mother, despite her preference for the English language, which she 
masters, chooses to retain this element of her mother tongue. 

After several pleasurable visits and pots of hot tea (and countless plates of cookies), I write and submit my article to the 
Chronicle telegraph. they send a photographer to her home so the article can be published with a recent photograph of her 
as well as two from her many photo albums.

She is pleased. At the 50-plus Club where she goes to play bridge, she is asked to give a talk. She declines gracefully, but 
sends a copy of the article to some of her family members.

She says that she hopes we continue to see other. I suggest that she teach me some Chinese. She readily agrees.

wednesdays with Carmen (Ouei laoshi)

After work on wednesday I pick up some food and drive to her house. She always insists that she pay half. we take time to chat 
and catch up on the latest news as we prepare the evening meal. She talks about nancy and her family, her son Ian and his 
family in Arkansas, her calls to her surviving sisters, her sister-in-law, the letters from her family, friends in China, California, 
Vancouver…  Sometimes she receives a letter from the writer Han Suyin, a friend from her youth in Beijing. She always inquires 
about what is going on in my life.
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Some wednesday afternoons she spends at the hospital getting a blood transfusion. Afterwards, she calls to say that she feels 
up to my regular visit.

As we prepare the food, and later while we eat, I ask her questions about how to say things in Chinese.  we laugh a lot and she 
takes pleasure in answering my questions. this is my first attempt at learning Chinese and I am her first student. 

After the meal, we sit down with my Assimil book, a method for learning languages, and each week we do a lesson. Someti-
mes, I record it. 

Sometimes she talks about dying. She admits that she thinks about her own death but does not dwell on it.  Despite having 
gone to a Catholic school in Beijing, run by nuns from Quebec, she says that she does not believe in a god and an afterlife. She 
likes to read Confucius. She finds it comforting.

Carmen and Friends

In addition to our regular wednesday get-togethers, my friend Denis and I start going to see Carmen on the weekends, espe-
cially when nancy and Carlos are out of town. She suggests that she teach us to play bridge. we invite our friend Dee to join 
us. Soon, all three of us have fallen under Carmen’s spell. However, only Denis seems able to make any substantial progress 
in learning the rules of bridge.

the four of us go out for breakfast sometimes, as well. Carmen is almost always up to either having us over or going out.  She 
enjoys meeting our friends. Sometimes she phones to see what we are up to and if we are free, she suggests either we come 
for a visit or we go out for a meal.
when she has visitors and isn’t free, she phones to let us know that she has not forgotten us.  

It is September 2000. I suggest that we attend the annual Governor General’s Garden Party held at the citadel. the others 
agree. when we arrive, we realize that there is no seating and that it won’t be easy for our 89-year-old friend to stand around or 
wait in line to meet the Governor General. Denis sets out to look for a wheelchair. we get a picture of her from her wheelchair 
shaking Adrienne Clarkson’s hand. Afterwards in the crowd, a woman approaches Carmen to shake her hand. the woman 
addresses her as Mrs. Clarkson, having mistaken her for the Governor General’s mother. It brings a broad smile to our lips.

Last Visits

A few days before Denis and I are about to leave for a trip to Vancouver in June of 2001, nancy phones to tells us that her mo-
ther is at St. Sacrament Hospital. we go to visit. 

when we arrive she is sitting up in bed, filing her nails, her hair as nicely arranged as ever. She smiles and greets us warmly, 
happy to see us. other visitors drop by and we leave, telling her that we will be back the following day.

nancy informs me that in the upcoming days her children and Carlos’s children, with their spouses, will be coming from Mon-
treal to say good-bye to Carmen. nancy lets me know that her mother only has a few days left. the blood transfusions are no 
longer having any effect.

we visit Carmen for the last time. we hold hands. She presses each of our hands tightly. She lets us know how important we 
have been to her over the past couple of years. we reassure her that she has brought a lot of joy into our lives as well.

two of nancy’s friends, unknown to her, arrive and Carmen, the ever-perfect hostess, begins an animated conversation with 
them. we say good-bye and hold her hand once more. As I am about to cross the doorstep I turn back and wave to her. our 
eyes meet. She smiles and returns my wave. 

A day after arriving in Vancouver, I phone her room at the hospital. nancy says her mother is very tired and sleeping a lot. A 
few days later nancy leaves a message, letting us know that her mother has quietly slipped away.

Now

Years have gone by, but I still recall Carmen fondly. Joie de vivre despite hardship, the true sense of friendship, the ability to 
live in the present, and serenity in the face of death are all lessons I want to remember. 

Aiden Roberts
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 SYMPHonY oF A tHoUSAnD

Gabrielle Jacobs is a student, an activist and a musician. She is about to undertake a B.A. in Political Science and So-
ciology, and even though her potential career path seems distant from life in an orchestra, music will always remain her 
source of inspiration. 

Back in 2008, Quebec City was celebrating its 400th anniversary. out of the many events scheduled for that year of fes-
tivities, one that stood out as particularly remarkable was the production of Mahler’s 8th Symphony – the Symphony of 
a thousand.

I was part of that – fourteen years old and in the children’s choir. After what felt like a few days – actually weeks and 
weeks, even months— of rehearsal, my musician parents and I were driving through the thick March sleet, on our way 
to the Colisée Pepsi.

the Colisée Pepsi: home to hockey games, rock shows, and the finest elements of outdated industrial design, down to 
the thick grey or beige paint and discreet graffiti covering walls of dented concrete and neon-lit corridors crisscrossing 
the underbelly of the arena; the veins of our very own backstage of smelly changing rooms, empty locker rooms and 
dusty storage spaces. 

My parents joined their colleagues in the orchestra as I found my friends in the children’s choir. we were packed in a 
room almost large enough to accommodate one hundred febrile kids and their damp coats, boots and bags. we were 
mostly from the Conservatoire. A few of us were even sons, daughters and students of musicians in the orchestra.

Demonstrating superhuman powers, our choirmaster managed to manufacture order out of chaos, segregating us by 
vocal range, guiding us as we obediently repeated her vocal exercises and rehearsed some of the more challenging 
lyrics, some in latin, some in German. All of this we had done one hundred times before. never before had we been so 
nervous. 

All around and under the arena, some seven hundred other chorus-singers and two hundred musicians were doing the 
same – tuning, practicing, climbing up and down arpeggios and scales, stranded notes bouncing off concrete.

During the dress rehearsal, the maestro held our attention at the tip of his baton for hours. Any additional direction he 
gave polished our sound as together we tamed the cavernous setting – but to be honest, those minutes registered only 
as a blur of sound as from then on, moments were separated either by weeks of wait or seconds of frenzy, and the dis-
tinction between both still remains unclear. 

At one point in time – shortly before the concert, when we were supposed to stay backstage – I decided it would be a 
brilliant idea to leave my group and sneak out to find just how many people were already in the audience. I nudged my 
way through a river of elbows and their sweaty, well-dressed owners, jumped and tripped over shiny black shoes and 
miles of wire and tape to finally peak through one of the doors. to my delight, the place was steadily filling up with thou-
sands of concert-goers, warming up the plastic seats of the arena. I got back to the choir in time to see our maestro tell 
us he trusted us to the very best part of the concert, smiling as he mopped his forehead with a large handkerchief. 

then suddenly, we were on stage and we were playing and singing, all one thousand of us, every person holding the 
most important, most vital part of the music within them, each and every person essential. Apparently the concert itself 
was incredible, but I am sure being part of it made everything better. Imagine the best concert you have ever attended, 
and then imagine the sound, the vibrations, the emotions all magnified tenfold – for now, this is the closest I can come 
to conveying that feeling of being within a concert. Everything was loud, everything was big, and the music swelled and 
crashed around me like waves. My heartbeat was so loud that the only possible reason why it didn’t drown out my voice 
was because it was in step with the music. 

Yet the most exciting, most breathtaking moment of the evening was not when the chorus-singers sang from the pit of 
their stomachs, neither was it when the musicians smothered all independent thought with a dramatic musical phrase. 
It was not when the two dozen brass players turned blue with effort, and it was not when the percussions were driven 
into the floor. 

http://bluemetropolis.org/dotAsset/a67178c2-f03d-47ef-9619-e32c72c796f6.mp3
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the single strongest moment in the whole concert was when, in the resounding silence following one of those crashing 
fortissimos, there was a collective gulp of air and - slowly - we breathed out a wisp of a pianissimo. Suddenly, the plane 
took off the ground  - suddenly, the parachute opened - suddenly, the bird spread its wings - suddenly, the carpet 
was pulled from under my feet but I somehow kept on flying - suddenly, the audience leaned in on their chairs as one 
thousand people whispered at the same time, just barely treading on an invisible net of interrupted sound waves.  one 
thousand people singing and playing as softly as they could never again, listening to each other as if straining to hear one 
voice within the thousand, as if that one voice was the single most powerful sound that could ever be heard. that’s when 
I understood that one thousand times the faintest melody will make it the single strongest song.

never underestimate the power of one thousand people whispering the same thing at the same time. that’s when they 
listen. 

Gabrielle Jacobs
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  RIPPlES

the moment I open my eyes, I see Jesus-on-a-cross above a closed door.  this is strange. You see, I’m not Catholic.  

I close my eyes.  Floating in a vacuum, I feel an odd, slow motion calm.

It is quiet; a tinny, metallic-clean pin-drop quiet. 

Slowly, oh so slowly, eyes closed, disembodied, I explore. My head is heavy. My body, my arms, my legs are still asleep; 
heavy and motionless. My back is clammy, moist, itchy. I am one with the mattress, engulfed.   

only my chest seems to be moving. I’m intensely aware of my ribs expanding and collapsing, like an accordion. 

the sound of my own breathing might have woken me; it seems so loud. It is like having a conch shell held tightly to 
my ear; I hear the air being drawn in, then receding like waves on a beach.  the air is cool and dry as it skims past my 
nostrils.

A cold, antiseptic smell, familiar from my nursing studies when I was 17, 18, 19, floats around my face. I will my fingertips 
to move, to feel the cocoon-like bed-sheets wrapped around me, beneath me. they are worn-polyester-Javex-rough.

Eyes still closed, breathing slowly, deliberately now. My tongue reaches out, touches my chalky upper lip. It’s dry and 
rough like the bottom of an aquarium, emptied and left without water for months.  I have a bad case of morning-mouth; 
dry and pasty; tinny, metallic and sour.  Is it morning?  Am I waking from a bad dream?  I’m still disoriented, lost.

opening my eyes again, looking at the bland ceiling, the shiny, stainless steel rails parenthesize me. Contain me.  no 
need to touch the metal to know it is cold.  Above my left shoulder, an I.V. pole holds a bag containing a clear, colourless 
liquid.

Still floating in the surreal calm, the word hospital takes form in my mind.  Having rebelliously abandoned my nursing 
studies years before, I know a hospital is the last place I want to wake up in. this is not good.

As panic begins to sharpen my breathing, I hear a page being turned to the right of my head.  I am not alone. I roll my 
head slightly to see my mom in a chair beside my bed, reading.  

this is weird. You see, I’m a student at Université laval in Quebec City. I’m one of the many Anglos from the rest of Ca-
nada, here studying French and being immersed in the Québec experience. 

Mom lives in ontario with my dad and my siblings.  And she’s sitting here reading.  why is she here? How long has she 
been here?  She hasn’t noticed I’m awake until I say, “Mom, what am I doing here? I have exams to do. I can’t be in a 
hospital.”  these words echo slowly in my head.  

As far as I know, I’d just done an exam in a class that ended at 6 p.m., then taken the number 7 bus to hit the AtM ma-
chine in the CIBC building on chemin Ste-Foy, at the corner of Belvedère, to take out cash for my part of the rent. It was 
a bitingly cold, dark night; it had been dark since around 4 p.m. 

It is February 1985, the first day of the Québec winter Carnival. Feeling I’d aced the exam, I was in a good mood and 
planned on taking the bus the rest of the way home to my apartment on rue Richelieu in St-Jean-Baptiste.

And now, here I am in a hospital bed with my mom beside me telling me in her smooth, deliberately calm voice, that I’ve 
been in a car accident. Hit by a car while I was crossing the street.

She’s looking at me and smiling cautiously.  It’s weird but reassuring. Her presence feels right.  I don’t panic. I’m feeling 
lost. I need my mom.  

She is there with me in the hospital from morning to night.  when she is there, my wrists are not tied to the bedrails with 
white gauze, to prevent me from ripping out the I.V. tube and fighting with the metal stabilizer screwed into my hipbo-
nes, trying to remove it.  I don’t remember doing that. But when she leaves, my hands are tied.  while she is there, she 
protects me. 

http://www.metropolisbleu.org/dotAsset/0307390f-e58f-4ac8-80f4-4b78d531ba0e.mp3
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I’m weakened and thinner, having been in a coma for six days.

later, when asked by an unknowing acquaintance about the weight loss, I will quip something about a crash diet.  Being 
hit by a car is an easy way to loose 30 pounds fast.  no effort, no exercise necessary.

the woman who taught me how to tie my shoes teaches me what happened. Before I remember waking up and seeing 
Jesus, she had been told by an orderly that I was not sleeping through the night. that every night the nurses would wake 
me by shining a flashlight in my eyes and I would scream and scream and then stay awake, eyes-wide-open, eyebrows 
raised, terrified.  

Standard protocol for post-coma-concussion: waking patients to be sure they don’t slide off into unconsciousness; wa-
king patients at night by shining a flashlight in their eyes.  In spite of my screams, protocol was protocol.

the orderly, or my mom, made the connection that the beam of the flashlight must have triggered a memory of seeing 
headlights bearing down on me, the temporary terror before having the senses knocked out of me by the impact, pe-
rhaps even the memory of being hit by the car. 

Even now, I don’t remember leaving the warmth of the glassed-in AtM space; nor do I consciously remember the impact 
of the knee-high bumper ripping into my right knee, my body being thrown up like a Raggedy Ann doll, then being carried 
on the hood of the black Rabbit, and dropped onto the pavement as the driver brought the car to a stop a block later. 

In spite of the lack of a clear, cognitive memory, I still get a strange, unsettled feeling in my gut anytime I hear the abrupt 
wail of a siren. this followed by a wave of compassion for whoever or whatever has justified the plaintive, high-pitched 
cry.  Even now, 27 years after the accident, the compassion is accompanied by a still acute awareness of being a survi-
vor.

Apparently, when the brain suffers trauma, survival mode kicks in. Basic body functions like breathing and keeping the 
heart beating are the domain of the nervous system. the brain is an organ, like any other organ. when injured, it stops 
functioning normally until it heals.  the body is left on automatic pilot.  Bodily intelligence takes over.  

while the ambulance drivers, the nurses and surgeons had saved my body, I’m convinced that the presence of my pa-
rents, and then just my mom saved my life and my mind.  the love and concern of friends was icing on the cake.

thanks to the orderly, she decided to stay that night past visiting hours, and stopped the nurse from using the flashlight 
method to wake me.  Calling my name and gently touching my shoulder, Mom woke me.  And then I drifted off to sleep 
again.  the following day, Mom had the doctor put a note on my chart that would prevent the use of the bright light in the 
night as the waking method.  

My mom told me about that later.

I can only conclude that that was when I began to sleep enough to overcome the accumulated exhaustion, and to start 
truly healing more than just my body.  without doubt, I’d been sleep deprived by the screaming and the terror, living in a 
state of stress that would not allow me to come back to myself.   

with Sydney Crosby in the news now, and the public waiting to see if and when he’ll be fully able to play contact hockey 
again, the awareness of the consequences of a concussion, and the need to rest perchance to heal, has become public 
knowledge.  It feels like my accident, coma and concussion happened in pre-history somehow.  thank goodness my 
mom was there to advocate for me.

And now a word about underwear. Underwear.  You know what they say about wearing clean underwear in case you have 
to go to the hospital.  Maybe ‘they’ was actually my mom.  Anyway, I was down to the last pair of ratty underwear before 
doing laundry. the state of my underwear is the real reason I was stuck down.  Another of my twisted explanations that 
I found funny following the accident.

Reading my medical files post hospital, I learned that I’d been through a serious, life-threatening experience. Here’s the 
list of injuries, head to toe: fractured skull, a six-day long coma, concussion (ensuing temporary aphasia, memory loss, 
confusion, anxiety, intellectual fatigability, depression, maybe even Parkinson’s later), soft tissue damage right shoulder, 
fractured pelvis (stabilized with a stainless steel structure screwed into both hip bones, like a rectangular driving wheel), 
perforated bladder (repaired), torn anterior-cruciate ligaments right knee (repaired). 
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the Canadian oxford Dictionary: crucial, cruciate ligament, crucible.  the accident was the second most critical, deci-
sive, important experience of my life; the first being my birth.  It was also to be a severe test, a trial, for my body, mind 
and spirit. 

I woke up to my right leg in a cast from the top of my thigh to my ankle.  

the cast was removed before my release from the hospital after the six-week stay.  I couldn’t walk, was in a wheel chair, 
needed to be carried up and down stairs, graduated to crutches, slowly regained my strength. Returned temporarily to 
ontario, then came back to Quebec to continue my university studies the following fall, despite my intellectual fatigability 
and continuing need for physical and intellectual rehabilitation. Having learned that my body’s recovery required specific 
strengthening exercises, I misguidedly applied this same logic to my brain.  wishing to prove to myself and to the world 
that I was still smart, I asked for permission to take an extra course on top of the full-time load to complete my degree.  
not knowing what to expect, or not expect of myself, and my brain, I’d unknowingly set myself up for yet another crash.  
this time the full weight of the consequences of suffering brain trauma crashed down on me.  

Upon my return to la Belle Province, I’d been followed by a Société d’Assurance Automobile du Québec (SAAQ) coun-
sellor, ironically in a building beside the CIBC building with the AtM. In Quebec, all automobile accidents are covered by 
government funded no-fault insurance, which explains their involvement. 

After the disastrous discovery that I was unable to handle full-time university studies, let alone full-time plus one, I was 
sent for testing. A neuropsychologist tested me, noted details, asked me questions, then told me that it would take ten 
years to recover 90% of my intellectual capacities.  

I’d been reduced to a statistic. 

with passive-aggressive anger seething through my tight lips, I remember answering, “Good thing I was a genius before, 
now I’ll be normal.”  the truth is that I’d always felt my true value as a person depended on my intelligence.  this was 
earth-shattering news for me.

It was recommended that I reduce my course load to one course per session.  this was all I could reasonably handle, so 
I accepted the prognosis.  Again, when given a lemon, I was able to make lemonade; I kept my favourite course with my 
favourite professor and proceeded to shop around at the beginning of the subsequent semesters for the course I’d take.  
thank goodness again that I seem to have inherited my father’s determination, need to laugh, as well as his unfailing 
optimism.  Plod, plod, plod, I plodded on.

let’s get back to why I wanted to tell you my story.

one of the hidden blessings I want to tell you about is the healing that happened in my relationship with my mom.  when 
I was diminished and needed her, she was there for me.  I maintain that her presence saved my life and my mind. then, 
something magical happened as she read Far from the Madding Crowd to me as I convalesced.  I felt her love for me. 
I knew when she left at night, she would be back the next morning.  I could rest knowing that I was not alone, that she 
would make sure I was okay.  I believe I was back in a child place, dependant, needing help to understand, and my mom 
was there for me at a crucial, critical time.

two of the biggest events in my life I don’t remember consciously: being born, and being hit by the car.  B.A. and A.A. 
may mean something to most people, but for me B.A. stands for “Before the Accident” and A.A. stands for “After the 
Accident.”  My life sliced into two parts with a common thread. My mom. She was there for my birth. that’s a no-brainer.  
And she was there to welcome me back to the world after the accident.  She chose to be there for me then, and that made 
all the difference in the world for me.  I am forever grateful for that.

If I could choose not to have been hit by a car, would I?  It’s odd to say that, if the accident hadn’t rerouted my life, I 
wouldn’t be exactly who I am today, wouldn’t have healed my relationship with my mom in the same way, wouldn’t have 
stayed in Quebec City past the end of the “accident semester,” nor decided to teach English here in the other city so nice 
they named it twice. I wouldn’t have given birth to my amazing daughter here, and still be living in Quebec City. 

the yin and the yang.  take the good with the bad.  So much I wouldn’t wish to give up, yet so much chronic, debilitating, 
mind numbing pain and imposed physical limitation.  At times, feeling trapped in my body. times of “Can’t live with it, 
can’t live without it.” Choosing to find a way of living with it. 
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Years of maintaining my body: physiotherapy, the discipline of exercise routines, using machines, stretching.  Appoint-
ments with doctors, chiropractors, acupuncturists, osteopaths, massage and sports therapists, psychologists; I’ve tried 
homeopathy, kinesiology, reflexology, relaxation therapy, alpha-wave work, all in the search for an existence where 
emotional and physical pain would not be a constant presence, an unfaithful companion; nor a threat. the fear factor.  
Fear of pain has often guided my choices.  

So much money, time, and effort invested in my ongoing recovery.  Healing the mind.  Healing the body.  the mind-body 
connection. A different awareness that I might not have discovered had I not been hit by that car that night. A spiritual 
path opens; yoga and meditation have been proven to reduce pain levels. I’ll have a double order of that. to go. 

life’s busy.  Squeezing it all in is tough.

My second-hand racoon fur coat had been torn in the accident and my clothes had been cut off me when I’d arrived at 
Enfant-Jésus, where hospital trauma victims are taken.  So I was told. My prized, second-hand, 1950s gold-beaded black 
ozanam sweater, gone.  the black nylon scarf tied in a bow on my head, the back jeans, gone.  the first of many things, 
gone.

I’d been in a coma for six days and was three weeks into my hospital stay by the time Jesus and my mom appeared to 
me.  Conscious enough to have been moved from intensive care to the semi-private room. I don’t know how long I’d been 
there, what had happened nor what I might have said during the post-coma eyes-open-but-nobody-home interim. no 
memory of post-coma conversations. no memory until precisely the Jesus-on-the-cross moment.  three weeks of my 
life, gone.

there is always a good and a bad side to everything, the yin and the yang.  the good that came out of my screaming at 
night was being moved to a private room because it disturbed the roommate.  I don’t think I’d stayed long in the semi-
private before having my own room at the end of the hall.  Bonus.  

Around the time I have a room to myself, I already feel I’m back and on my way to getting better. Mom has to return to 
ontario for six days. the private room means friends can visit, we can talk, make noise, and not disturb anyone.  Being 
happy to be alive, I am happy to see terry, my boyfriend, and my motley crew of Canadian and Québecois friends who step 
in for Mom. Janis from Alberta, whom I believe identified me at the hospital post-accident. Jill (nS) and nathalie (QC), 
my roommates. Alan from BC, Chantal (QC), Philip toews, and Greg Soon, both from out west.  Jean-Daniel (la Beauce, 
QC). Francine gave me a stuffed-toy-puppet Bunny (the irony of having been hit by a Rabbit strikes me as I write this).  
I name her Beatrice, like in Dante’s Divine Comedy.  She talks a lot and tells the doctors things she thinks they should 
know about me.

My older brother Paul visits from toronto. Balou comes from Montreal. Flowers and cards.  A bird of paradise from Joel.  
Mme tétù de labsade, the director of my programme at university, sends me le Blé en Herbe by Colette. Robert (on) 
visits one day wearing a clown’s nose to cheer me up.  I assume it is a gift and make good use of it when nurses and 
doctors come to see me. 

I am blessed by the profound sense of gratitude, and some pretty strong “-ine” medications, that keep me floating.

later in my hospital stay, when I can get out of my room in a wheelchair, I meet another young, wheel-chaired patient.  
He writes “Une autre page de tournée” on my cast. I learn a new expression in French: to turn the page, to move on.  I 
learn to move on. 

Although I don’t remember Dad being at the hospital, I know he and Mom drove to Quebec City the morning following 
the call that told them I’d been in an accident, was unconscious, had had emergency surgery, and what would come next 
was unknown. now, being a parent, I can’t imagine the agony of having my child injured and left in a coma.  like my dad 
once said to me, I will always be his daughter and he will always be my dad.  In good times and in bad.

My younger sisters stayed in ontario, continued going to school.  My accident becomes part of their story. I wouldn’t wish 
this on anyone.

I don’t know how long Dad stayed for. I was told he’d had to return to oakville to run his company.  I can’t imagine how it 
was for him to drive all the way home all by himself.

After he left, Mom stayed on. My friend Janis found a temporary apartment in St-Jean-Baptiste for my unilingual, En-
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glish-speaking mom. Before this, she had only lived with her parents, and then married my dad and lived with him.  Mom 
was living alone for the first time in her life in a (really) French speaking city.  this was the eighties when I’d once had a 
guy scream at me in a bar for being an Anglo, even though I’d been speaking French.  

She only had good things to say about how she’d been treated during her stay when I asked her later.  taking the bus 
down to the hospital in limoilou everyday must have been a routine that helped her.  My sweet, polite, English-speaking 
mom.

this makes me think of the ripple effect that trauma has and how many people were affected by my accident.  My family, 
close friends in ontario, my roommates and friends in Québec, my professors and students who knew of me in my clas-
ses, acquaintances; the 24-year-old student who was driving the car. Ripples going out and then further out.

Immediately after the accident, I was in a state of grace, unconscious and unaware. then, my mom’s constant presence 
until I was really present must have helped me.  Hearing her familiar voice would have reassured me while I floated in a 
coma.  Hearing. Her. Familiar. Voice. After seeing Jesus.  

Finally, for the twenty-seven years since, I have been awake and aware. Instead of feeling overt anger at having my life 
rerouted, I have felt gratitude for the simple fact of being alive.  I have been thankful. I’ve counted myself lucky. when I 
take the time, I still appreciate every breath.

Recently, I did Eye Movement Desensitisation Reprogramming (E.M.D.R.) for the brain-body trauma, for the clinging 
Post traumatic Stress Disorder (PtSD) symptoms that were disrupting my peace.  I highly recommend it. And now, my 
psychologist is helping me examine the passive-aggressive anger that still seeps through cracks in my often-clownish 
behaviour. 

Chaplin said it best: Smile when your heart is breaking.  Better yet, strike the disco beat. like the tears of a clown, when 
there’s no one around.  oh, yea, baby.

three weeks of my life, gone.  Six weeks, then ten years, hijacked. I was left, thankfully, with the rest of my life to live.   

would I change things if I could? Gone straight home after class, or stayed on the same sidewalk and walked the half-
hour to the apartment above the dépanneur on the corner of Sutherland and Richelieu?

If you were me, would you?

J.C. lynne McGowan
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REMEMBERInG tHE RIVER

My parents came to Canada in 1920, when I was three years old. we lived on Egan Avenue, which was then the last street 
in Verdun. we lived in the top of a two-storey house, with Mr. and Mrs. tulley on the ground floor. Across the road started 
the woods belonging to the Asylum, much later the Verdun Protestant Hospital, now called the Douglas. Beyond our 
house, on our side of the street, were community plots where my father was an enthusiastic gardener. 

In those days, most men worked ’til noon on Saturday, so Saturday afternoon was the time to go out with my father in 
his rowboat. we would take a picnic and head for the top end of nuns’ Island. the nuns’ farm was at the lower end of 
the island, and their cows roamed loose. there was little current where we landed and we could swim. the riverbed was 
smooth stone, flat as a roadway. we had never heard the word “pollution.”  the water was so clear that I could stand 
chest-deep and look down to see my toes move. My father liked to go fishing from the rowboat, and I would go with him 
and read a book, or explore Green Island, just above nuns’ Island, while he fished. Black bass was the favourite catch, 
and quite delicious. 

on Sunday, everything shut down while everyone went to church. After morning church, my father would take me for a 
walk on the boardwalk while my mother prepared our noon dinner. when my parents first came to Verdun, early in the 
century, the St. lawrence River used to flood every spring. As the land was very flat, the water might spread a long way. 
A watch was kept, and when the water started to rise dangerously, the bells of the Catholic Church were rung and people 
would prepare to move to the second floors. 

Eventually the Dike was built, from the powerhouse at laSalle the whole length of Verdun between the River and la-
Salle Road. this became a popular place to walk. there were boat clubs, and the “500” swimming club, where I nearly 
drowned when I was about ten. I could swim, but was unprepared for the strong current, where I was out of my depth. 
Someone pulled me out after I had gone under twice. 

Egan Avenue was a dirt road, and our side had a sidewalk where I rode my kiddy-car, and ran and skipped. Behind us, 
on woodland Avenue, lived the ward family. they had a daughter a little older than me, and we played together up and 
down the back stairs. At the foot of woodland Avenue, on the St. lawrence River, a flight of stairs led down from the Dike 
to the stone-and- concrete square which we called “the wharf.” In the 1920s, this was the terminus for the Ferry Boat 
that would carry us all the way across the river below the lachine Rapids to la tortue-torchy wharf in laPrairie, where 
we could buy refreshments – ice cream and cold drinks. 
Another ferry was the only way to approach Ste. Helene’s Island before the Jacques Cartier Bridge – known then as the 
Harbour Bridge – was built.  St. Mary’s current, which runs between Montreal and the Island, is very strong, and that 
ferry was attached to a thick cable which kept the boat from taking off downriver. we used to have Sunday school picnics 
there. 

In the winter we ran along the great piles of snow between the road and the sidewalk. with our sleighs or toboggans, we 
slid down the land side of the Dike – or the longer, river side, if the ice was thick and we were daring. Christmas trees 
were collected and used to mark a safe road for horse-drawn sleds to cross the river, which used to freeze solid.  

when I was old enough to have a boyfriend, we graduated to a canoe and freedom! we canoed over to Rock Island, below 
the lachine Rapids, and to Heron Island in the rapids. Verdunites used it as a summer retreat and built houses there.  
occasionally we paddled right across the river to Ile Bouquet – Bucket Island to us English. these days, my favourite 
place to walk is along the St. lawrence Seaway shore in Brossard. I have been connected to this river all my life. 

Marjorie topham 
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tHE SEARCH FoR SAntA

(December 1943)

It was a bright December morning. they left right after breakfast, dressed warmly in their winter snowsuits.  two tots 
with a sleigh. their goal was to find Santa Claus.  He was in toronto - they had heard that on the radio.  Santa was in a 
parade, and it was coming to Montreal! they could not wait.

First, the boy pulled the girl; then they both pulled the sleigh. they trudged along streets, over snow banks, excited about 
their search. they walked and walked and finally there were no more houses.  only a lonely farmhouse in the middle of 
snowy fields.  they knocked at the door.  A woman answered. She gave them milk and cookies.  they said goodbye.  She 
didn’t think it strange that two five-year-olds were out in the middle of nowhere.

on they went through the fields. they started to drag their feet. they were tired and hungry.  Suddenly, this didn’t seem 
like such a good idea.

the sleigh got stuck on a fence and the boy started to cry. She put her arms around him for comfort. they were lost. they 
were cold. they sat there in the snow, holding hands, scared.

news of the two missing children spread through the neighbourhood.  A search was formed.  Students were recruited 
from the local high school.  A police helicopter flew overhead. the boy’s parents and girl’s aunt were frantic. the aunt 
had offered to look after things while the girl’s parents were in new York.  She couldn’t help with the search; she didn’t 
know the area.

Darkness was closing in. Everyone knew the children had to be found before too much longer.   It was now freezing and 
the sun had set. two tots wouldn’t last long in that weather.

RESCUE....... “was that a sound I heard?”  asked one of the high school students. “I thought I heard a noise coming from 
over there.” She pointed towards a faint outline in front of them. 

they clambered over snow banks, trying to run in the snow.  As they drew nearer, they heard a whimpering sound, then 
saw a fence.  on the fence, was a sleigh, half tipped over, stuck. Sitting on the ground, side by side, were the two lost 
children, sobbing.  

the little girl suddenly saw two people running towards them. one was her big sister!  She cried out to her and tried to 
stand up, but she was too cold.  All at once, she was in her sister’s arms and they hugged and hugged. the little boy got 
up slowly.  He was embarrassed that they had caught him crying.  He dried his tears and hugged the two teenagers.

the two frozen children were taken home by the police.  the searchers and parents were relieved to hear the happy 
ending.  After soup and hot chocolate, they were tucked into their beds. Many prayers of thanks were said. there was no 
punishment.  It was thought they had learned a good lesson.

the Santa Claus parade finally came to Montreal, and the two friends waved and waved as they saw him come into view 
at the end of the Parade, two little kids who are still good friends today.  they would never forget that Christmas.

Margaret Hamilton
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An AnECDotE ABoUt tHE GREAt  
MAURICE RICHARD,  
nHl HAll oF FAMER

(August 4, 1921 - May 27, 2000)

Maurice Richard, one of the Hockey Greats of the national Hockey league and Member of the league’s Hall of Fame, 
was a friend of mine. let me tell you a true anecdote about how we met and how momentarily worrisome that meeting 
was for me.

the date was early December 1938. I would turn 18 later that month; he was seven months younger. we were students of 
the Montreal technical School. the School had a senior hockey team on which I was a reasonably capable defenseman. 
Richard, at that time, played left wing (later, in the nHl, he changed to Right wing). the place of our meeting was the 
outdoor hockey rink of nearby Collège Mont St-louis, where we held our hockey practices.

on that particular day, a ‘new’ player arrived to try out for the team. He was wearing a white hockey sweater with BoR-
DEAUX written on the front. He looked to be very fast and a good stick handler, as he practised with us.

As a senior defenseman on the team, I felt it was my duty to rough him up a bit, at the first opportunity— just to keep him 
humble. My opportunity came very soon, and I was successful in my quest. I checked him quite hard and he went down. 
I felt good about the hit until he appeared to be having some difficulty getting up. He was crouched over and holding his 
waist as he skated slowly to the bench. My good feeling changed quickly as I imagined what the coach was going to say 
to me for injuring our new good player! 

My fears dissipated when I discovered I hadn’t hurt him at all. the impact of my check had broken his (or his father’s) 
very old and worn pant suspenders. He had skated slowly and appeared to be bent over in pain because his hockey pants 
were falling off and he was only trying to hold them up!

During the Christmas vacation period that year, we travelled to the Eastern townships to play exhibition games against 
some of the American league farm teams. My 18th birthday came about on December 29th and the team chipped in to 
buy me a set of bookends. the makeshift card was signed by the team members, including Richard.

Richard left the team the following year to play for Verdun Juniors and his career went on from there. Maurice Richard 
died on May 27, 2000 at the age of 78. I was one of several thousand who lined up for three hours to walk by his open 
casket and pay my respects to a legend that was my friend.

tom Rodden
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MY FRIEnD

I’ve sung in choirs ever since I was seven years old.  And even at that tender age, my fate had been decided upon. I was 
and always will be an alto.  not for me the tender, emotional coloratura lines. An alto’s place is usually at the bottom, 
fighting with dreaded semi-tones in the key of Z-minor!  Happily though, the hours and years that I’ve spent rehearsing 
with a group of fellow choral enthusiasts have been fulfilling and rich in experiences.  I’m still thrilled by the sound of 
voices coming together in beautiful accord.

one of my dear friends is a fellow choir member and I have sung at her side for many a long year.  we met at a well-
known “grand old lady” of choirs where we had the honour and pleasure of singing under the baton of many great guest 
conductors. My friend is an accomplished musician, but far more than that, she has a wonderful sense of humour.  we 
have delighted each other for years with our often simultaneous quotes from our favourites such as Monty Python, 
Fawlty towers and other comedy standbys. Every week, I knew that choir night would be entertaining!

A few years ago, our choir was engaged to perform the beloved Handel’s Messiah with the local symphony orchestra.  
the Messiah is always a thrill to sing and especially at Christmas with a full symphony orchestra and talented profes-
sional soloists.  on the night, we performed to a packed house, loaded with local municipal dignitaries and other minor 
public officials. It was a black-tie affair in the first few rows, all very serious and  proper. they would all later, dutifully 
rise, as is the tradition for the Hallelujah Chorus. My friend and I sang very seriously, as befitted the occasion. we were 
note-worthily precise, our entries were exact and our cut-offs crisp and clear.  we were, rightfully, feeling quite proud 
of ourselves.

then came the movement called “the trumpet Shall Sound.” the choir sat.  we were seated very close together on 
skinny risers. My friend and I, both of generous proportions, were so snug that we could almost feel the other’s heart-
beat joined as we were from shoulder to thigh! the bass soloist rose to his feet. the trumpet soloist who was playing 
a soprano trumpet also rose to his feet, and the aria began. the trumpet player was in excellent form and he played 
beautifully. the emotion of the piece was palpable.  

As fate would have it, this fine musician was also endowed with the most talented set of eyebrows that I’ve ever seen. 
Many people manage to train an eyebrow to rise higher than its partner, though it is not a skill I have personally maste-
red. Yet this fellow was a veritable Fred Astaire of the dancing eyebrow technique!  Every note, every eighth note, every 
sixteenth note, that he played had its own accompanying eyebrow elevation.  I was fascinated, then I was amused, then 
my amusement turned into a definite wide grin. Just at that moment, an elbow dug into my right ribs.  My friend was 
indicating with the merest of eye movements the acrobatic eyebrows!  At this, my amusement quickly turned into howling 
hysterics which became all the more uncontrollable as I listened to the words “raised incorruptible” and the eyebrows 
continued their dancing.  In our proximity, we could each feel the other’s body jiggling and heaving as we fought to res-
train our jocularity.  tears rolled down our cheeks and my sides ached with the pain that silent laughter can cause.  All 
too soon we had to rise in unison to finish the sacred oratorio with as much dignity as we had left intact.

For several days, I giggled about the talented trumpeter.  My friend and I had yet another story that we would remember 
in our old age!  two or three days later, driving home from work, I was listening to the radio programme where listeners 
phone in to request a favourite piece of classical music.  to my total surprise the announcer said, “the next piece was 
requested by Marjorie for her friend Mary with love and thanks for the friendship.” 

You’ve already guessed the music: the trumpet Shall Sound.

Mary linard
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BRotHERS 

when you have younger brothers, the unexpected happens. we lived in the country and my brothers were always ex-
ploring and building forts in the woods near our home. occasionally, they would bring home a baby animal or birds. of 
course, my parents took charge and fed them until they could be released back into the woods.

one such event, as I remember it, goes like this.

there was that sound again. It was coming from my brothers’ bedroom. what were they up to now?  the clock beside my 
bed showed it was early morning.  why didn’t my parents tell them to be quiet and go back to sleep? More sounds from 
my brothers’ room. Did I hear a window opening and closing? My parents were up.  I heard doors opening, then laughter, 
and my parents saying how sweet, and I knew we had just adopted another pet to feed. I decided to see what the racket 
was about and marched to their room. 

there, perched on one of the curtain rods in the boys’ room, was a white, grey and beige screech owl. It stood about ten 
inches tall and had big yellow eyes. the boys had found the owl on the golf course in a fallen tree, tangled in branches.  It 
was stunned so they had been hiding it in their room until its strength returned. the owl was getting stronger but the lef-
tovers the boys were feeding him was not enough, and the owl was demanding more food. the boys decided that taking 
care of the owl was too much work, and that night released it out of their bedroom window.  the owl must have enjoyed 
living in our home, because there he was, tapping on the window and flying back up on the curtain rod.  we never touched 
the owl and it never made a mess in the boys’ room. It just sat on the curtain rod in the same place every day. we loved 
the little owl and we spoke to it often. In return, the owl, at the sound of our voices, would puff up, shrink to about eight 
inches and make a clicking sound and swivel his head. 

late summer or early fall, the owl did not return home from one of his nightly outings. our family grew concerned that 
something had happened.  one morning, the owl reappeared and tapped on the window.  we were all there to greet him. 
we opened the window but he just stayed perched on the outside window sill. 

then we saw it: he had brought a friend, another owl.  we all said our goodbyes. He made a lot of clicking sounds, turned, 
winked, flapped his wings, and parted with his mate.

Gloria Patrick
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I loVE tHE SMEll oF oPERA  
In tHE MoRnInG

Hot July, I moved in June. Divorced, maimed, and moving. After the slash, poison and burn of breast cancer, maybe I 
needed to get away. Fact is, my husband decided for me. So I moved out in June. My own new place. High ceilings, a new 
kitchen, romantic bathroom fixtures. I pictured myself lounging in the bath, candles, rose petals, lovely smelling bath 
stuff. A great place for my new life to begin. Has it begun yet? the squeeze box that is my new living space has other 
people. People over me, beside me and be other side me. So this is apartment living. Boxed like chocolates. 

So get out. Enjoy the area, downtown Plunketville, coffee shops, bakery. who do I sit with? Get out by myself? Grow up, 
other people go out for coffee by themselves. Bring a book or the paper. nah. 

My chairs for the patio are plastic. I have two. It’s a beautiful summer evening. I open my patio door to step out, a haun-
ting voice singing an aria. wow, one of my neighbours is an opera singer! wait. Music fills my patio and a tenor voice 
joins the soprano. oK, so my neighbour isn’t an opera singer. My neighbour likes opera. outside on my patio, listening to 
opera— not bad. Although I never really liked opera. 

outside is very public here. My patio backs into a lane. the lane has traffic: people on walks, the local daycare herding 
toddlers, and the residents of my street and the next street over. From my kitchen, I hear snippets of conversations, lane 
talk. “So she told me that her son is gay. Can you believe it…her husband doesn’t…”

one night, lying in bed, the window open, sleeping, a loud voice says, “Hey are you naked in there?”  I’m wide-awake now. 
I’m paralyzed with fear. oh God, what should I do? then the voice says, “Are you guys naked?” 

I now realize this isn’t directed at me. Relief floods through my body and curiosity takes over. I gingerly bring my face to 
the window and sneak a glance outside half expecting to see someone on my patio. no one. nothing. More voices pierce 
the air at once, laughing and there is water splashing. It sounds like people in a swimming pool having fun. there are no 
pools that I know of in the area. It’s all 4-plexes and duplexes and the sound is so in-my-face. well, at least I’m not being 
attacked. I listen for a while and drift back to sleep. the next day, I discover that down the lane there is a pool.

I haven’t mentioned the hacker who lived beside me for a while. It’s disgusting to listen to someone horking and spitting. 
It always sounded like he was turning inside out. this went on every night before bed and sometimes in the middle of the 
night. our patios were side-by-side, lucky me. I imagine his wife sent him outside because she couldn’t stand it. well, 
thank you very much, but the whole neighborhood couldn’t stand it. 

the apartment symphonies continue. Ahh…summer. Almost can’t wait for the winter, just to leave the symphonies out-
side. 

then there is the inside. I know when an upstairs neighbour comes and goes, eats and sleeps. (I guess he hears me too, 
but I try not to think about this too much.) I wake up to a horrible noise. It’s him, my upstairs neighbour, puking his guts 
out in the bathroom. I wonder if he’s oK. I imagine myself going upstairs and asking him if he is alright. I don’t think so. 
It’s none of my business. Did he have a date and drink too much? Did he go to a party? Maybe he has food poisoning. After 
the endless retching, I hear him emerge and head for the bed. I guess he’s oK. Back to sleep.
It’s been eight months now and I find it both annoying and comforting living with all these people. I’m lucky my other 
neighbour is quiet. I hear him, but in a quiet way, no kids running up and down the hall, no parties, no loud music. I’m 
lucky.

In September, the hacker moved out. Yes! I’m looking forward to a hack-free, opera-loving spring and summer. I have 
decided to embrace the space. Make a joyful noise, let “my people” hear me, play my music, have a dinner party or two, 
wedge myself into this box of chocolates and take my rightful space.

Susan lovell 
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A RIVER RUnS

A river runs through my life, 
touching every story,
Chameleon-skinned but eternal -
An undulating, living ribbon 
Stitching together all the patches of my memory quilt.
It’s true, the old adage, you can never step in the same river twice.
like memory itself, the minutes, days, years bring you to a new place
whenever you stop and look.
Measured in miles or in centuries,
It begins long before, and goes far beyond.
But here, from Ile Perrot to Sorel, 
Rubbing along the shores of this island
From the ottawa to the Richelieu,
Its threads bring together the pieces of my past.
In the 1950s, a suburban kid,
I watched it through the iron lacework deck and rails,
Crossing the Victoria Bridge on a stinky diesel bus to shop at Eaton’s, 
See the dentist. And I listened to the memories
that gave my family a history;
How Dad had crossed this bridge on skis 
After a snowstorm closed the road to traffic,
March 1943,
So he could visit  Mom and my newborn sister,
their first child, at the Vic.
How that sister, and the brother that followed two years later,
learned to swim at the St. lambert waterfront,
Before a city pool was even thought of. 
Dad would put his canoe in the water at laprairie,
Come home with pike for my big sister to stuff and bake.

I watched them push and pull and drag new islands into shape,
Building walls of earth that led freighters up a stairway of locks to the lakes above.
the seaway that carried them inland cut me from the shoreline;
the new islands, raised to welcome the world in ’67,
Buried forever the rocky shoals where my family picnicked in the 40’s.
they go much further back than that, the stories -
For 90 years my mother has lived within a mile of that shore.
At three years old, an immigrant to Verdun,
She found the river of her destiny.
In the roaring ’20s she too learned to swim in it,
on the beaches of nuns’ Island,
the wooded, upstream end of the peaceful farmstead, 
Crowned by the beautiful round barn.
She fished from her father’s rowboat, 
went for family outings with friends, walked on the boardwalk.
I can see them, Mom and Dad,
teenagers in a canvas canoe, crossing to Bucket Island, 
Slipping down the lachine rapids.
Stories of the old days mean stories of the river.
Christmas trees lining an ice road to the south shore.
Cutting ice for the summer. 
Sucking on the dripping shards left by the ice-man
when he carries the crystal blocks up the winding Verdun stairway - 
Solid chunks of last winter’s river
Hanging from the wrought iron tongs, while the horse waits below,
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the loaded wagon heaped with straw and sawdust.
the church bells ringing out warning of floods.
that’s Mom’s river.
My river is the same, but different.
walks in the old Port, 
where in my mother’s day
Stood only rusty walls and warehouses.
looking to the city from the Brossard shore,
Standing below the condo towers, where ducks and geese
Paddle at my feet -
I drink in the sight of shining towers in the sunrise,
And silhouettes on colour-flooded clouds in evening.
two halves of my life, city and suburb, 
Stitched together by the bridges and tunnels, 
Back and forth, over and over, a stronger bond with every thread.
Jacques Cartier, Champlain, Mercier, Victoria - 
names from yesterday, carrying me into the future.

Marjorie Dawn McKeown 
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DID I MEntIon no HYDRo?

I spent the first twelve years of my life on a farm four miles from the small village of wakefield, Quebec. our house was a 
square wood frame, having a large kitchen with adjoining pantry, dining room, and parlour with four bedrooms upstairs. 
It was post war and times were still lean but everyone was so happy the war was over. there had been losses but most 
of our young men had made it home. we had no hydro on our farm as yet, although there was talk of it coming our way 
soon. we had coal oil lamps in every room, a wood burning stove for cooking, and an icebox for eggs, milk, etc. For heat 
we had a wood burning furnace with a single square floor grate and yes, you guessed it, chamber pots under every bed!  
I was always thankful that washing the lamp chimneys was my household chore and not washing the chamber pots. we 
did have water in our kitchen thanks to a gasoline pump in a nearby stream. the pantry held all the wonderful preserves 
and canned vegetables and meat my mom put up every summer and fall. It also held the butter churn, baking pans and 
flour bins as well as a child-sized table and chairs. My sister and I would pretend it was our kitchen and we had done all 
that work. the furnace grate was at the foot of the front stairs and in the winter months us kids would grab our clothes 
and run for the grate to dress. of course, Dad would have just stoked the furnace, so we had to hop from foot to foot to 
keep from burning the soles of our feet.  the next run was to the outhouse – this was not a race as the first one there 
got the seat at its coldest. Being third had its advantages.  As toilet paper was a bought product and therefore a luxury, it 
was only used in the house and only put in the outhouse when company was expected. the Sears catalogue was readily 
available – recycling was not invented just recently!  Did I mention no Hydro?

Even as children, we had our chores to do outside the house: chickens had to be fed and the eggs collected. the barn 
consisted of two sections. the bottom section held the stalls for the cows and horses and had an adjoining shed we 
called the “milk house” where the fresh milk would be put through a separator, separating the milk and cream. the 
top section of the barn was the lay loft, almost forty feet high and with ladders to climb to toss down the loose hay. You 
just had to be really careful to not come down too. My brother and I would then shove it through a trap door in the barn 
floor to be distributed by Dad to the animals below.  My brother and I didn’t mind this chore too much as you never knew 
when you might come across a barn swallow’s nest containing eggs or new babies or a new litter of kittens that one of 
the many barn cats had had. what wonderful surprises for a child to find! then it was time to wash up, change clothes, 
have our breakfast and head out to school. the evening chores were pretty much the same with homework thrown in. 
Did I mention no Hydro? 

living on a farm was living in seasons – spring meant housecleaning and planning your year to come. All walls were 
wiped down, curtains and feather mattresses aired and windows washed. the out-buildings and barns got a major clea-
ning and in the fields the ground was turned, the manure was spread, everything made ready for the planting. A very 
fragrant time of the year! once the weather was warm enough, a large vegetable garden was planted. without electricity, 
all vegetables would be canned in mason jars, meat preserved in brines and berries made into preserves and your bread 
made from the grain you grew. this made spring a very important time to plan ahead. It was also an exciting time – cal-
ving time. there are few sights more heart warming than watching a new calf trying to stand and finally succeeding, then 
watching it romp and play in the fields for the pure joy of being alive. For Mom and Dad it meant cleaning and planting, 
with us kids either helping where and when we could or by just staying out of everyone’s way. Did I mention no Hydro?

Summer brought freedom from school, more visiting of relatives and friends, recreational activities in the wakefield 
Village, longer evenings and no set bedtimes. Evenings were spent playing hide and seek, gymnastics on the grass, or 
baseball in the yard, with parents or anyone sitting on the sidelines, cheering everyone on.  As travelling on the rural 
road in the winter was not always easy, summer was the time to socialize. Anytime my parents and family or friends got 
together, the music would start. the dining room or kitchen table would be moved against a wall, someone would get on 
the fiddle, the guitar, and the piano and the dancing would begin. Us kids would find a corner to dance in or play games 
in another room until we were so tired we couldn’t stand anymore.  we’d then find a bed to crawl into or a blanket on the 
floor or even someone’s lap who wasn’t dancing. It wasn’t unusual to find five or six kids in one bed sound asleep. 

with summer came my cousins from the city of ottawa, ontario to visit and other friends and extended family who belie-
ved a visit to the farm was a holiday. this belief brought out the devilishness in my parents and the jokes began. these 
were usually one-time jokes such as: milking the bull, washing the horses with soap in the rain as the rain would give a 
good rinse, going to collect the mail at about 4 PM knowing that at one particular section of our road the snakes crossed 
about that time most days. this was usually good for a few screams. From the age of six, I had a best friend who spent 
a lot of time at our farm. She was from the village but fit right into our way of living as if she had been born to it. to this 
day we are still best friends, often discussing our escapades on the farm. 
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Some were not as pleasant as others. one of these taught us a lesson: mothers do know best.  A skunk had died on the 
road between our house and barn. Fae and I had been told to stay away from it as the odour was still strong. of course, 
that was a magnet.  we inspected that poor skunk for injuries and admired its coat of white and black. leaving the skunk, 
we headed to the kitchen for lunch. Mom met us at the door with a large basin of water, removed our clothing and pro-
ceeded to scrub us down. Apparently we reeked. our clothing took several washings. Having breathed in the scent, it was 
in our throats, and didn’t do much for our lunch as well, proving mothers do know best.

late summer meant lots of hard work. It was harvest time. Hay was cut and loaded onto wagons by pitch fork, taken to 
the barn and unloaded again by hand. If the Farmer’s Almanac called for rain in the coming days, bringing in the hay 
would start early morning and go until it was too dark to be safe. Many a baby or young child would be cushioned and tied 
onto the back of the tractor while mothers drove and fathers loaded hay. next was threshing time. the grain would be 
cut and made ready for wagons to collect and one morning you would see tractors, wagons and the threshing machine 
arrive with about eight to ten men to help my father bring in our grain. the grain would be brought to the thresher where 
it separated the chaff from the grain, the grain to be taken to be milled. this would be a one- or two-day event. none 
of these machines were of the variety we know today – no comfortable seat with a shade canopy, no large size to save 
time, and certainly no computers. But it wasn’t only the men who worked hard at harvest time. My mom would prepare 
lunch food for all these hungry men for days in advance. A full course meal would be served with pies, cake and cookies 
available for dessert. And then, of course, clean up after and get ready for the next day. Did I mention no Hydro!

Fall was my least favourite time of year on the farm. Cattle were sold (even the ones I’d named), pigs were slaughtered (I 
won’t go into detail) and chickens got their heads chopped off. It was probably my parents’ favourite time as it was when 
the farm made its money.  Fall meant getting ready for winter and school would soon be starting. My mom worked from 
dawn to suppertime canning meat and vegetables, pickling, and turning berries into jams and jellies. I’ll never forget 
the wonderful smells in our kitchen, day in and day out. our cellar had an earth floor and other than the wood furnace, 
housed bins of potatoes and other root vegetables and barrels of pork in brine. one chore I disliked was fetching the 
potatoes for supper. I always held my breath as I put my hand in the bin hoping the worst I’d find was a rotten potato and 
thankfully it usually was. Did I mention no Hydro?

with fall, it was house cleaning time again. not as intense as springtime, but bedding, curtains and the scatter rugs had 
to be hung on the clothesline to be cleaned and aired. As the rugs had to be beaten to remove dust and dirt, my mom 
suggested my brother could improve this baseball swing by practising on the rugs with the broom.  Ray was about nine 
years old before he caught on!  Mom sewed almost all our clothing on an old Singer treadle sewing machine. It wasn’t 
unusual to have an adult’s coat cut down to make jackets for my sister and me or a suit for my brother. Dresses seemed 
to magically appear out of the material she laid on the table. I hardly remember a night when I didn’t fall asleep listening 
to the sound of that sewing machine. one of my favourite times was when Mom’s friends would come in for a quilting 
bee. the quilting frames were set up in the upstairs hall under a large window for the light. once settled into chairs 
around the frames, their voices and laughter could be heard floating through the house. the quilts were beautiful but 
made to be used not just admired. Did I mention no Hydro?

winter did not bring the quiet time you might expect. For Mom, after morning chores, which knew no seasons, she 
spent a lot of time sewing, not just clothing for our family of five but household items such as linens, pillows, towels, 
dresser covers and slipcovers for our furniture. laundry was more difficult in the cold months. our wringer washer had 
a gasoline powered motor and when the clothes were deemed sufficiently clean they were wrung into the first rinse tub, 
swished around and wrung into the second and final tub. one more time through the wringer and then finally onto the 
outdoor line where they promptly froze. Dad’s long-johns always got a good laugh as they came through the door looking 
like he was already in them.

winter for Dad meant logging. this was a dangerous job. It was the one time of year we always had a hired hand on the 
farm. As Dad did not have a chainsaw, the trees were felled using an axe or two-man saw. After cleaning the tree (this 
meant removing its branches) the tree and its larger branches (also cleaned) were loaded onto a sled and horse-drawn 
out of the bush. Horses didn’t get stuck, just a giddy up and away they went. leaning into their harness, digging in with 
their shod feet, nostrils flaring and puffing white steam, they would slowly move forward, guided by Dad with an occasio-
nal  “gee” or “haw.” these logs would be used for buildings and for our heat next winter.   Did I mention no Hydro!

winter meant dressing so warm you could barely move, going outside to build snowmen, igloos, sliding down hills on the 
toboggan or a piece of cardboard. You could yell as loud as you wanted as the nearest neighbour was two miles away. 
one winter day my brother, sister and I had been playing outside for quite some time when Mom called us to lunch. It 
was then we discovered my sister was missing, my brother and I having thought she had gone into the house. She was 
only about four at the time. After searching barns and sheds, Ray and I were told to stay put and Mom set off running to 
get Dad out of the bush. As she neared the tree line, she met him coming with linda in hand. She had gone to get Dad 
for lunch! 
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My parents were avid skiers and at the age of five, I was presented with a pair of bright red wooden skies. After crossing 
tips and falling over, every couple of feet, I removed them, stood them against the shed wall and refused to embarrass 
myself any more. they were stored until my brother was old enough and of course, he was a natural!

I need to mention how important health and safety was in this time. Most work was performed by hand or with machines 
not up to the safety standards we know today. You worked, ill or not, and injuries were common. People died from infec-
tions, pneumonia, heart problems and childbirth, to name only a few. Most of these would be easily prevented or cured 
today. our country doctor travelled in all seasons to very remote rural areas to do what he could with the medicines he 
had. Most time he was paid with produce or labour but he was a hero to all of us. Did I mention no Hydro!

It was a time when simple pleasures meant so much and I believe we will never see a time like this again, for better 
or for worse. Dad would harness the horses for a sleigh ride just to take in the beauty of a nice winter day. I remember 
playing house under a tree with my sister, sweeping the ground with a branch, using a rock as a table, logs for seats, a 
stick wrapped in a rag as a baby and a twig on the tree as a telephone. Imagine – no Barbie! It was a time when families 
spent time in one room, whether doing homework at the kitchen table or gathered around the battery radio for a weekly 
program not to be missed by all. Birthday parties with no grab bags but if you were lucky, your piece of birthday cake 
contained a nickel, dime or quarter wrapped in waxed paper which had been cooked in the cake and was all yours to 
take home.

In closing, I would like to tell you a short (I promise) story about me and Red. I was about five years old and Red was a 
dark red hen who had unintentionally landed in the pen of our nasty old pig. She had a permanently injured wing and leg 
therefore couldn’t move too well. She became my live doll. I would wrap her up in a large rag or doll’s blanket, put her 
in my little metal doll carriage and away we’d go all over the farm.  to this day, I swear she enjoyed it but it could have 
been she knew the alternative was getting her head chopped off. During that summer, Hydro Quebec had been travelling 
around the area farms discussing pole positions to bring electricity to our homes. they arrived at our farm and Mom 
directed them to Dad in the field. As it happened, Red and I were with Dad. the hydro men suggested we join them in the 
truck so they could show Dad the preferred sites for the poles. As only a child of five can do, I absolutely refused to leave 
Red behind. As Dad couldn’t leave me behind, one of the hydro men hung on the back of the truck, holding my carriage, 
and the driver, Dad and I climbed into the cab, with me in the middle and Red settled quite comfortably on my lap. For 
the rest of the afternoon, that poor driver kept one eye on the road and one on Red. I’m sure he was not a country boy 
and that he thought he might be attacked at any moment! Did I mention no Hydro!!!

Donna lynn 
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lADY In tHE MIRRoR

Part 1 – Strange Events

never in a million years did I imagine that my cottage might be haunted. would you? 

that long August weekend, I had driven the 35 kilometres from the city up to my cozy lakefront bungalow near wakefield. 
I definitely needed a break from a crazy week at work. I cherished my time at the cottage—swimming in the bay, reading 
on the deck, or sitting at the big, round kitchen table listening to music and creating beaded jewellery that sold on consi-
gnment in the village. My weekend hobby had turned into a genuine “cottage” industry. 

when I unlocked the back door and entered the hallway that Saturday morning, an odd feeling came over me. I couldn’t 
quite put my finger on it, but it was rather unsettling. As I entered the kitchen, I immediately noticed that the rug in front 
of the sink was out of alignment with the edge of the cabinet by about a foot, as if someone had deliberately displaced it. 
It was definitely not the way I had left it the Sunday before. “that’s strange,” I thought.

I picked up the phone and called my son. “Hi. I’m at the cottage. were you here last week, by any chance?” I asked my 
rather startled 22-year-old. 

“Uh…no,” he answered. “why do you ask?”

“oh, I just thought something seemed different, out of place. It’s probably my imagination,” I said, reassuring him and 
myself at the same time. 

After unpacking a few groceries and my small overnight bag, I put on a bathing suit for a laze on the sun-drenched deck. 
opening the door to the sun porch, something drew my eyes downward. there on the floor in the middle of the room lay 
a nasty-looking, dried up cigarette butt.

I stepped back in surprise. “what in the hell…?” I thought, too shocked to move. As I gazed at the butt a strange sensation 
passed through my body. After a few seconds, I shook my head vigorously and looked around the room. Chairs, table, 
hutch, junk. Everything in place...except for the butt. Since I knew no one had been there in the last week, and neither I 
nor any of my friends smoked, where had the thing come from? 

two odd occurrences in one day. this was a bit much. But no explanation was forthcoming, and I eventually put them 
from my mind—that is, until even more peculiar things started to happen.

About a year and a half later, I drove up to the cottage from ottawa to drop off my summer tires for storage. It was early 
winter and the snow was already deep. Before getting out of the car I tucked my cell phone into a jacket pocket. After 
quickly off-loading the tires, I was back on the road. Approaching Alcove, I reached for the phone. It wasn’t there. I pulled 
over and searched the car, my purse, everywhere I could think of. I couldn’t find it. not wanting to be without the phone 
for a whole week, I went back, retracing every step. I even dug around in the snow with a stick, but I didn’t find it. I never 
found it—well, almost never. 

Fast forward two years to mid-September. I hadn’t thought about that phone for a long time. At the cottage, looking for 
a pen, I opened the top drawer of the desk in the living room and guess what was lying there—the lost cell phone! I was 
flabbergasted. no one I later questioned had seen it or put it there. 

what the heck was going on?

later that night, sitting quietly in the dark living room looking out at the moonlit lake, I thought about the cottage and 
what had brought me there. why had I been so adamant about buying this particular place? At the time, my marriage 
was on the rocks and, after 18 great years of growing roots in west Quebec, our family was reluctantly moving back to 
the States to follow my husband’s career. But my desire to stay connected to the area and to my friends was formidable, 
and when the cottage came on the market at an unbelievable price, I insisted on buying it.

By now—several years after the purchase—I was going through a divorce, living in ottawa and spending a lot of time 
alone. I had a new fascination with metaphysics, spirituality and energy fields. Although unexplained events and the pa-
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ranormal had always interested me, they had taken a backseat to the more worldly activities of marriage, kids, career, 
making music and building friendships.

I stood up and walked into the bedroom. without turning on the light, I felt an urge to look into the mirror attached to the 
old wooden dresser that had come with the place. Staring deeply into my own eyes, I started to notice a soft glow around 
my head. I had read about auras, but had never actually seen one. transfixed, I was seduced into my own energy and 
flooded with an overwhelming sense of peace. 

“well,” I thought, “whatever may be going on in this house, if there is something other-worldly moving objects around, 
thank God it doesn’t feel threatening. Just the opposite, in fact.” 

As I lay in the darkness staring at the ceiling, I became aware of dozens of glowing balls of light moving playfully around 
the room. this was not a dream! Smiling, I was surprised that I felt so calm and happy and somehow reassured by the 
presence of these light beings. I had read about orbs but didn’t know if that’s what these lights were. Maybe they were 
angels. I closed my eyes and immediately slipped into a deep, peaceful sleep.

PoP! EXPloSIon! BRIGHt lIGHt! 

“what in the world…?” I was wide awake in an instant, and more surprised than afraid. the bedside clock read 6:13 a.m. 
“what was that sound? Had I dreamt it?” It had seemed real enough, like the sound a light bulb makes when it burns 
out, but a hundred times louder. Maybe it was some kind of energy surge on the grid. 

I rose slowly and sat on the edge of the bed to steady my nerves, peering at the lamp next to me, almost afraid to touch it. 

“Right. let’s see if it works,” I thought doubtfully, reaching for the switch. the unexpected light gave me a start. It must 
have been an incredibly real dream.

But thinking back over what I had seen the previous evening, I wondered. Energy can present itself in many forms, and if 
we open ourselves to its nuances and pay attention to our intuition and feelings, we have a better chance of connecting 
with it—whatever “it” is. I stood up and walked to the mirror, taking several deep breaths to ground and centre myself. 

“Is something there?” I asked, gazing into its depths. “what are you trying to tell me? why are you bothering me?”
 
the next night, asleep in my apartment in ottawa, I felt a puff of air blown onto my upper lip and woke up immediately. 
Another rude awakening! Heart thumping wildly, I looked around the room seeing nothing but darkness. I glanced quickly 
at the clock and saw it was 3:27 a.m. Feeling anxious and unable to go back to sleep, after a while it dawned on me that 
yesterday at the cottage I had awoken at 6:13, and today at 3:27. these are the first six digits of my cell phone! “whoa! I 
get the connection.” that thought kept me awake even longer! now I knew something was trying to get my attention. 

when I did get back to sleep, I dreamed that I was standing in a small, dimly lit room. I turned slowly to face a large mir-
ror, but the reflection was not quite identical to the one I knew as me. Sensing I wasn’t alone, I slowly became aware of 
a second reflection beside and a little behind me. It also looked a little like me, but different still. She was dressed in a 
dusty-green jacket that I own and had recently worn, with the hood up over her head. I was scared, but got up the courage 
to turn around to “face” this person whose face was inches from mine. 

“who are you?” I whispered.

“I am you,” came the soft reply.

Spooky.

All of these strange experiences rocked my world for quite a while. I kept thinking about the balls of light dancing around 
the bedroom, and the feeling that something important was happening beyond my understanding. A psychic friend reas-
sured me there was nothing to worry about, and it was true that I had never felt any real fear. So I let it be and continued 
on my spiritual journey. I read a lot about dimensions of reality, near-death experiences and levels of consciousness—
and as I became more self-aware, I started to meet more and more like-minded people. 

About three months passed without further incident.  then one evening I was alone at the cottage, sitting on the bed. I 
had just raised my crystal pendulum to send love to a new man in my life when...
FlASH! PoP! BRIGHt lIGHt! 
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“oh, my God! not again!” I dropped the pendulum and stared at the tiny tV at the foot of the bed where the benign “explo-
sion” seemed to have occurred at lightning speed. Shocked into inaction, heart racing, it seemed forever before I could 
move. I knew without a doubt that this time I was awake and not dreaming. And this time, I was frightened. this spooky 
stuff was unnerving! 

I took some deep breaths and when my heart slowed from a marathon to a jog, I slid to the end of the bed and leaned over 
to see if the tV would turn on, certain it had blown. But no, it worked. I tried the lamp and checked the clock—everything 
electrical functioned just fine. what had just happened?

there was something…something enticing about that mirror. Drawn to it like a magnet, I once again stood staring deep 
into my eyes—the windows of my soul. was it also a window into another soul? was that possible? I decided I had to find 
out.

Part 2—Freedom

“Get rid of the mirrors in your cottage!” Cara exclaimed. I hadn’t even told her about the strange incidents. “You are very 
busy! Your spiritual house is waking up. there are people around who are not attached to you. take out the mirrors in 
the bedroom—get rid of them. these are signs for you, but they’re not getting through. things are moving, physically, to 
get your attention.” 

well, she sure got that right! I then related all the weird stuff that had been happening. An intuitive counsellor who com-
municates with spiritual beings, Cara said there was nothing to be afraid of, that the incidents weren’t about me. She 
told me to smudge the entire cottage, starting with the bedroom, and to place quartz crystal chunks in all the corners to 
keep the energy clear. She said not to use pendulums because they can open gateways and touch souls in “purgatory” 
who have not passed.

the very next day I bought some sage and followed her directions. two days later my friend Victoria, who is extremely 
sensitive to spirits—and whose cottage is near mine—came over. She asked what I had done with the mirrors. when I 
told her they were leaning against the wall in the back room, she exclaimed, “You have to get rid of them, remove them 
from the house altogether!” then she walked through the cottage, pointing and saying, “And get rid of that one, and that 
one, too!” 

In his book Journey of Souls: Case Studies of life Between lives, Dr. Michael newton, a pioneer in unravelling the myste-
ries of the spirit world through regression hypnosis, describes displaced souls. one type, he says, “[does] not accept the 
fact their physical body is dead and fights returning to the spirit world for reasons of personal anguish.” He calls these 
ghosts. “these spirits refuse to go home after physical death and often have unpleasant influences on those of us who 
would like to finish out our own human lives in peace.” He goes on to explain: “they may have no relation to the living 
person who is disrupted by them…some people are convenient and receptive conduits… [who] might occasionally pick up 
annoying signal patterns from a discarnated being whose communications can range from the frivolous to provocative.” 
Even though I wasn’t sure I had had an actual ghost in the cottage, Dr. newton’s explanation certainly seemed to fit the 
bizarre goings on! 

the smudging ceremony had worked; nothing unusual ever happened again. But I never stopped wondering about it. 
Four years later, my curiosity got the better of me, and I emailed Victoria to see if she could shed any more light on the 
spirit in my cottage and the role the mirrors played. to my astonishment, she wrote back later that night. She had tuned 
in and meditated on it, and her guides had told her that there was indeed a “lady” attached to the old dresser mirror, and 
that she was part of my spiritual awakening. the lady—whom I call “Mary”—was not from the lake, but from an urban 
area not too far away, probably Gatineau. Deathly ill from tuberculosis or pneumonia, “Mary” had a pasty, white look 
with big sunken eyes and wild hair. She was very angry at being sick, and fought death furiously, not willing to leave her 
children who were everything to her and needed her. She went on to say that the spirit probably ended up at my cottage 
because old furniture tends to migrate to cottages, and that “Mary” was related to the former owner. 

Victoria’s guides said there was definitely a message for me in all this—that maybe “Mary” was trying to tell me not to 
waste my life and to stay on my path. our lives had intersected, and once the mirror had been removed, it had continued 
on another stream in the flow of life—and so had I. the mirror had served its purpose. then Victoria reminded me about 
the other mirror that she had told me to take down, that it also had had an attachment—a younger woman from a dif-
ferent era. 
the place had been full of ghosts!
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But that wasn’t all. Victoria surprised me with a ghost story about the lake itself. She said that it attracts earthbound 
spirits who “hobnob” there! Psychics call it “Dead Indian lake” as it was known that the natives of the area calm the 
spirits and play a part in helping them go to the light. She said the whole area is a vortex, with water that transmits 
and amplifies energy, and that underneath the property is a white quartz crystal dome and being there is literally like 
sitting on a tuning fork. these are all properties that spirits love and use to make themselves known. there was a time, 
she continued, before any cottages were built, when local women would gather at the lake for Goddess worship, to be 
in nature for spiritual practice that was outside the church, to celebrate the divine feminine. the women knew the area 
was sacred. 

After I started writing this story, I contacted two more mediums about my “lady in the mirror.” one said she felt “Mary” 
getting smaller and smaller, and the other told me that by writing the story, it was helping “Mary” to be released and go 
to the light.

Dr. newton says that “possessing spirits can be persuaded to leave and eventually make a proper transition into the 
spirit world.” Something mysterious had drawn me to that cottage, and to the mirror, and, even though I hadn’t tried to 
persuade “Mary” to leave,” I now had an answer. My life was, indeed, opening in new directions—and now I knew first-
hand that when our bodies die, our spirits live on. I feel blessed and grateful to have played even a small part in helping 
a tortured soul return home. And I am definitely paying attention to her message. 

How cool is that?

Christine Corcoran
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MoVInG

this could be the last time lydia would visit her home. It was early spring and she was leaving behind the soundless 
return of the trilliums, and the noisy chickadees busy mating and nesting in the woodpile. A single loon was gliding very 
slowly and silently across the back bay of the lake. lydia gave a call, which the loon answered. She loved her house, ten 
minutes north of wakefield in Quebec. In 2004 her eldest son, Brian, and her sister Joan’s son, Bill, built it for her. Brian 
had come from California and Bill from toronto and they had worked dawn to dusk for two weeks. october weather 
always varied. Sometimes they worked with bare chests and at other times in winter vests and jackets. Bill providing 
Brian, who only had southern Californian clothes, with one of his jackets, too big, but warm.

lydia’s favorite structures were tree houses and barns, and her simple wood-frame house referenced both of these. 
the main floor, with an open plan living room, dining room, and kitchen, a guest bedroom and bathroom, was built one 
level up in the trees overlooking the lake. It had high ceilings, was full of light all day, and heated with a freestanding 
wood-burning stove in winter. the top floor was lydia’s space, an open loft with dormer windows facing in all directions 
and a twelve-foot square opening to the floor below. to the north was a cliff, east and west there were mixed conifer and 
deciduous woods. In front was the lake. She had used furniture to define three areas on the top floor: a living, sleeping 
and music area with a small sofa bed; an art-making area with a drafting table; and her work area with a desk and two 
four-by-eight sheets of composite board, supported by trestles and always piled high with papers. Below the main floor 
was a full height, walkout basement where she stored years of design projects, artwork, correspondence, and myste-
rious boxes of letters and travelogues bequeathed to her by her parents. 

now lydia was leaving this house behind and moving again. She moved about every five years, not with an intention to do 
so, but because her life moved on and she would need to change to accommodate it, rather as a snake changes its skin. 
She had loved this place, and the solitude and isolation provided within the constantly changing natural environment. 
But it was time for another change in direction, for less responsibility, less time taken up with maintenance, and an 
escape from the problems of the steep, curved, gravel road, and her even steeper driveway.  And from the beavers who 
had recently made a path up the bank from the lake, across the gravel road, up the next bank and had helped themsel-
ves to forty poplar sapling along the driveway, leaving sharp, impaling sticks, and making the driveway appear exposed 
and several feet wider. She had rented an apartment in wakefield and moved in with her furniture and boxes. now she 
could cross a log over a stream, climb a bank and be in the village. She had given away books, taken sports products to 
the recycle store, rented a dumpster and filled it with construction debris, and with papers from her years of teaching 
and designing. things surfaced: her landed immigrant papers, her birth certificate, and the wedding ring from her first 
marriage. 

Most importantly, she found a card from her sister Joan that she did not remember receiving. lydia and Joan were close 
in their early years, which they spent in turkey, the United States and England. they were fourteen months apart and 
looked so different they did not appear to be related. Joan had dark, wavy hair and large, brown eyes. She was sturdy 
and strong. lydia’s fine blond hair was straight and bleached almost colourless by the sun. She had blue eyes and was 
small-boned. Although more fragile than Joan, she was more adventurous. In pictures, it is lydia who is in front, with 
Joan holding her hand to restrain her forward movement. 

when the sisters returned to England during world war two, Joan had gone to a boarding school for girls only. lydia 
attended a progressive, coeducational, self-governing, Quaker boarding school, and so the sisters were separated for 
most of the year. For lydia, art, woodwork, sports and musical theatre kept her in school, with some help from English 
literature and geography. Joan specialized in languages, spending time in Germany, Spain and the netherlands.

later, in their forties, lydia and Joan both lived in Canada, and started traveling together again. lydia had grants to study 
Islamic mosaics in their architectural context in turkey, India, Spain and Morocco. As lydia was absorbed in photogra-
phing the mosaics, Joan would watch her back, and do all the talking as she now spoke six languages well and could ma-
nage in several others. they were careful to dress modestly, wearing long sleeves and skirts and covering their heads.

Although Joan had always been the strongest and healthiest one, she died unexpectedly of lung cancer in her fifties. Pe-
rhaps it was caused by her husband’s second-hand smoke, and the fine white asbestos dust on everything in the house 
due to blasting in the large open pit asbestos mines just across the road. Her husband had died of the same kind of lung 
cancer a few years earlier. when Joan died, lydia lost her closest friend, traveling companion and sibling. Although there 
was a vacuum in her life, she still felt Joan’s spirit, especially during painful times. when lydia was sick for several years 
as a child and later as a young woman, she would ask Joan, who had clairvoyant abilities, to look after her while she was 
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under the anaesthetic and during recovery. She felt cared for in this way, and recovered well.

now lydia was uprooted, dislocated and alone, moving to an apartment from the house she had imagined, designed and 
built for herself. It was at this time that the card surfaced from one of the boxes she was sorting. there was no date on 
it. the picture was a very evocative painting of an otter and two cubs. Inside the card Joan had written:

onCE AGAIn
A HAPPY BIRtHDAY
lYDIA
AnD
A wonDERFUl YEAR!
I love having you for a sister
and a traveling companion
and friend. How lucky can I be
love,
Joan XX
More birthday events to follow.

the note resonated deeply with lydia. Although she had always recognized their closeness, she had no recollection of it 
ever being expressed. During their British and wartime childhood, there had been little communication of affection. 

later that day, as lydia crossed the log bridge on her way to the village and with Joan still in mind, an otter slipped out of 
the creek, all sleek and lithe. together, the card and the presence of the otter helped lydia feel that Joan was once again 
with her, that she would watch out for her, help her settle into her new place, and accept the change. She and Joan had 
always understood and used communication from the natural world.

now, for the last time, lydia was at her house again. the entire building had been transformed, emptied of her posses-
sions. the top floor and staircase were carpeted. on the main floor a rich dark wood covered the earlier blue-painted 
plywood. Part of the top floor had been divided to make two bedrooms and there were two full bathrooms. Her youngest 
son and nephew had helped her remake the house in preparation for the sale. Swept clean, it was completely devoid of 
the footprints of her life. It no longer belonged to her so it would be easy to let it go. there was no going back. Her home 
no longer existed in reality. However, it lived on in her memory and would always be the place she could return to, her 
place of solace and refuge.

lydia Sharman
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nEwFAnGlED GADGEtS 

My grandson sat playing at my computer.  He was Googling earth. As I stood behind him I said,  “Google Birchip—Birchip, 
Victoria, Australia.”

I watched in amazement as we sped over the Pacific, to the southern hemisphere, and settled on a spot in the south-
easterly state of Victoria. I was looking at a familiar sight, a long verandah-ed building, decorative ironwork filling the 
wall of the overhead balcony that sheltered the main floor, a familiar structure of all country hotels built in Australia in 
the mid-1800s.  

Did it say “the Commercial Hotel?”  I couldn't be sure, I was too impatient to start my tour!

I pulled up a chair, and as though directing my driver along a street unfamiliar to him, I asked Daniel to proceed along 
Cummings Avenue, which had at its centre a row of tall eucalypts, or gum trees.  this was a grown-up version of the 
Cummings Avenue of my childhood—a spruced-up version.

to me, it was pure magic.  the icon obediently stopped at the corner of the Shamrock Hotel—yes another hotel — and 
the post office, a well maintained brick building occupying half of the front of the next block.  But it was the rear of the 
post office that interested me, the adjoining frame structure stretched back generously, its guttered metal roof connec-
ted to the very necessary water tank, the extensive back yard, large enough for a football field, lined by eucalypts.  were 
the trees still occupied by magpies, ready to swoop at passers-by in nesting season?  the paling fence was tall, so that 
I felt cheated not being able to peer into the yard.  
this had been my childhood home for ten years.

I first saw it over eighty years ago.  we had arrived at night by train—a long trip north from Geelong on the southern coast 
of Victoria.  I remember nothing of that particular trip, but I could reconstruct the marathon journey my mother had 
made, five children in tow, the youngest, my three month-old brother.  At five years of age I had possibly slept.

our Dad had taken up the position as post master in this country town in the Mallee-wimmera area of Victoria, and had 
needed to go ahead, followed by our furniture being trucked up.  
we had no car, my father never drove.  Perhaps the fact that he had lost an eye in a childhood accident prevented him 
from trying for a license, but it also was likely that with a growing family, there was not the money for that expenditure.

It was, after all, the Depression era, 1929.  the stock market crash earlier that year had echoed around the world. trade 
was “down,” the job market poor, and hundreds of men were desperately trying to feed their families.  there were no 
safety nets such as unemployment benefits, child support, nor any health coverage, and in the country, no soup kitchens.  
we, as with most homes, served as the soup kitchen, as men, having “ridden the rails,” jumped off the carriages as they 
approached the town and then dispersed, hoping to get a few hours’ work chopping wood and earning a mere pittance, 
or at least a hearty meal.  

we were to spend ten happy years in Birchip.  A wheat-growing area, extensive acreage cleared for farm-land resulted 
in much soil erosion and we learned to live with the occasional dust storm that came up suddenly like a red cloud and 
blew over just as quickly, leaving behind a thick carpet of dust on everything.

A grasshopper plague and a mouse plague remain in my memory--- again short in duration, but devastating in the 
damage they produced.  Almost like a dust storm, the grasshoppers arrived in a cloud.  there was no remedy for this 
invasion; one just watched as every blade of grass, every plant, was devoured.  And just as suddenly, they moved on.   

the mice were another matter.  My eldest brother devised a method by which the rodents would run up a course and drop 
into a barrel to drown, or alternatively, he scattered poisoned wheat under a burlap bag.  Everything edible needed to be 
securely stored in tins —mice ran around the picture rail at night, and a jacket hanging on the hall rack could easily shel-
ter a sleeping mouse in the sleeve.  But the greatest damage was at the railway station where, prior to the construction 
of silos, wheat, awaiting export by rail and stored on a platform in burlap bags, provided mouse heaven as they gnawed 
corners of the sacks to allow the wheat to pour out. there was little one could do but wait until they moved on.
 
As I viewed my home from so long ago, I also recalled the joyful times; hiking in the surrounding countryside, we picked 
wild-flowers which grew in abundance. there was no hill in sight and the horizon seemed to extend forever, which afforded 
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spectacular sunsets.  I recalled the contented lifestyle of a close-knit country community, where life was safe and neigh-
bours became almost family.

I did return to Birchip on two brief occasions when visiting Australia.  then, as now, my memories returned vividly.

If I can master Google Earth, it is a happy thought that I can return to many of my childhood haunts.

norma Geggie
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SlIDInG on Snow

Sunday, 8 February, 1987

My feet hurt.  My knees hurt.  My upper arms are so tired that they are cramping.  My thighs are leaden.  My neck hurts.  
My shoulders feel raw under the straps of the heavy backpack.
the sun is drawing long shadows across the trail as I slide one ski forward and try to kick with the other.  After 140 ki-
lometres, there is not much kick left.  what's the time?  two twenty-five; that's 35 minutes before they close the check-
point.  How far to go?  I passed the 5 km sign back there.  About 4 km left maybe. normally I can do that easily in half an 
hour.  But this is not normal.  I skied 80 km yesterday, slept badly on a straw bed on the snow and started again in the 
dark at six this morning.

this is the Canadian Ski Marathon and this is the toughest test that it offers.  I skied the whole distance (100miles/160km) 
four years ago, with no pack, eating and sleeping in a school, to earn a Bronze Coureur des Bois award.  last year I did 
the same thing carrying a 5 kg pack to earn the Silver medal.  this year, today, Sunday, 8th February, 1987, I am going 
for the Gold Coureur des Bois. that means carrying this 25 lb pack with my sleeping bag, a change of clothes, food and 
cooking utensils, prepared to spend the night outside at the “gold camp”.

I want this.  Perhaps because I never thought that it might be possible for me, an average skier.  now here I am, needing 
to move my legs faster, needing to ski about 4 km in half an hour - no, 25 minutes now - to reach the checkpoint before 
it closes, in order to be allowed to ski the last 16 km section to the end.

oh God, another hill.  And my grip wax isn't working well enough to walk straight up.  And I don't want to take the time to 
re-wax.  I have to herring-bone up, as many have done before me.  I lean too far forward and slip.  God, my feet hurt.

1949

I have always loved snow.  Perhaps because it is a rare commodity in south-west Scotland.  Perhaps because, being an 
incurable romantic, I have always been seduced by the Christmas ritual, including the cards of snowy landscapes with 
tiny hamlets, red-breasted robins and horse-drawn sleighs approaching lighted windows.  whatever the reason, I love its 
purity, its variety, the blissful muffled hush and the new light that greets me on waking after a fresh fall.

there is an old black and white film that flickers, clicking through the 1940s projector.  It shows a rare family group stan-
ding on top of Dead Man's Hill, a steep descent through the rough beside the 9th fairway of the golf course that borders 
my father's farm: my parents, sisters, Uncle Cam and Aunt Mabel and some blurred cousins.  I am six years old. there 
is just enough snow for sledging, but most groups come to a halt halfway across the fairway where it levels out.  there 
is much silent shrieking and tumbling about.  I ask for a solo run on the Yankee Clipper, a little thoroughbred sledge 
with metal runners and steering.  I lie on my stomach and grip the handles.  My father gives me a good push.  Adults 
have tried it but the metal runners sink through to the wiry grass and they can't budge.  Being much lighter, I stay on 
top and begin to pick up speed.  no, the projector is not speeding up.  this is real.  I rocket out onto the level fairway at a 
rate that nobody else has achieved.  Arms wave.  Faint cries reach me.  “Steer!”  “Roll off!”  (where did this sound-track 
come from?)  As I head for the barbed wire fence that keeps the cows off the golf course, the cries become more frantic.  
“Steer!!”

the Yankee Clipper comes to a sudden halt against one of the fence-posts.  I continue forward until my forehead meets 
the post.  I lie still.

now Keystone Cops footage shows a herd of relatives skittering down the hill, Uncle Cam throwing away his pipe.  I am 
picked up in strong arms and my mother presses snow to the large blue egg on my forehead.

Sunday, 8 February, 1987

where is everybody?  there must have been 100 skiers in the camp, huddling round the fires.  Am I the last one on the 
trail?  Am I going to be the only one not to make the cut-off?   I must move faster.
Don't look at your watch.  Don't wonder how far ahead the checkpoint is.  Just move, damn you.  Climb.  Kick. Glide. think 
technique. Shift your weight completely onto the glide ski.  Rest on the glide.  Move those thick thighs of yours.
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1957

I am 14 years old.  A miracle has happened overnight. there is colour film in the projector.  the grey drizzly sky and sere lands-
cape have been replaced by a cloudless translucent blue and a blinding white.  Breathing draughts of cool air, I look over to the 
golf course, to the lovely shoulder of the 12th fairway, the high point of the course, and the unbroken snowfield that runs down 
and across several fairways to the foot of the valley.  this has never happened before.  the sliding prospects are irresistible.

there is an old pair of hickory skis hanging on the wall of the potato house.  My father had used them in the legendary winter of 
1947 when the roads were blocked for days and he had to ski down to the village for supplies. Returning with a heavy backpack, 
he had fallen into a deep drift and floundered until dark, turtle-like, unable to reach his feet to undo the bindings or to take off 
the pack or to gain any purchase with the short bamboo poles.

the skis were very long, very heavy and the cable bindings were rusty and crudely mended with fencing wire, like so many 
things on our farm.  the only boots I had were rubber wellingtons, known in Scotland as “wellies.”  they tended to compress 
when the bindings were tightened, but they would have to do, as would the rickety bamboo poles.

this antique gear on my shoulder, I walked up the pristine golferless fairways to the top of the hill, turning a slow 360 degrees 
to greet a series of unprecedented vistas.  I would never see them again because a day like this would never come again. I 
cranked my wellies into the decrepit bindings and tried to slide forward and down, feeling the skis becoming heavier with each 
step.  Soon I was walking downhill on snow stilts, as the moist snow packed up underneath.  on a steeper part of the slope, the 
packed snow suddenly released and I was flat on my back.  the long trek back to the farm was mostly a comedy of teetering 
pratfalls and unexpected lurches.  But there were enough brief moments of light, free, floating glide to hook me forever.

Sunday, 8 February, 1987

thank the lord.  A little downhill stretch.  Push for speed.  now relax.  Rest.  Breathe.  Aw - over too soon.  

the trail is messy in this gully.  Roots and rocks, twists and turns, no chance of rhythm.  A ski slips sideways.  I stumble, 
clumsy, cursing.  How much time left?  How far?  

A ski slaps behind me.  I glance back.  I'm not alone.  It's Don, nose dripping, tuque frosted.  I move aside.

“nearly there”, he says, “another half K.”

I try to speak, but find that my voice box doesn't work.  I fall in behind him and try to match his stride.  we climb.  More herring-
bone.  My feet.  My feet.

 “there it is.  let's go.”

Across an interminable flat field, there is a yellow dot that I pray is a school bus. School bus means checkpoint.  Someone is 
ringing a bell. Shouting.

Don surges forward and I find another gear from somewhere and keep with him.  Don't sway.  Use your arms.  Kick.  Kick 
again.

After 144 km of silence, a few cheering voices squeeze my heart, tighten my throat.
we slide up to the line, cross it and stumble to have our bibs checked off.  nine sections done, one to go.  we have made it.  we 
have earned the right to coast the last 16 km section to the end of the trail.  I look for Don through a glaze of tears.

I croak, “thanks Don.”

Another voice rasps though a loud-hailer, “this checkpoint closes in two minutes.”  
Eat.  Drink.  Fill water bottle.  Change shirt.  Put on an extra layer of clothes.  wax skis.  Shuffle towards a rosy western sky.

Sliding home on the snow with my gold.

John Hardie
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SwEEt CHoColAtE PowDER

Although I live in Canada, I was born in Edmonton, north of london, England. when I was seven years old in 1940, by 
then the eldest of five children, my school was evacuated to the Devonshire countryside.  My brother went with me even 
though he had not started school.  His fifth birthday fell on the previous day we left and considered old enough to be 
parted from his parents.  we both returned to Edmonton in late 1942.  My dad was working on the building of landing 
crafts for troops; mother stayed at home and besides rationing, money was scarce.  Consequently, candies or sweets as 
we called them, were a luxury.  there were times when I saw the shopkeeper cut out the previous months’ unused sweet 
coupons that were no longer valid. 

At the top of our road were several shops, one of them a greengrocer owned by Mr. walton. the open fronted shop had 
three roll-down shutters, but only one was raised all through the war. He sold root vegetables and cabbages, and no fruit 
except oranges at Christmas for children under the age of five.   I cannot be sure, but it could have been 1944 and age 
eleven, when word got round that Mr. walton was giving away to children a bag of sweet chocolate powder, not rationed 
and furthermore it was free.  well, that did it. As soon as I heard, I ran all the way to the top of the road hoping that it had 
not all gone. I was told it was a gift from Canada. 

I knew nothing about Canada.  In fact, none of the local children had any knowledge of the outside world except for 
Germany, of course. there were no maps at school and I did not even know where Canada was or how big a country.  
Although I did know Canadians lived in igloos as I had read a series of books from our local library on twins from around 
the world, one entitled the Eskimo twins. trade was a complete blank to me, but considering myself bright, I began 
to wonder if Canada grew cocoa.  During the bombing years of the war, we had gas mask practice almost every day at 
school.  when we had the gas masks on, we were told to hold a piece of paper underneath without touching it and taking 
in a breath.  I was successful every time. It was an essential lesson, and today I wonder how it would look on a C.V. 

Mr. walton gave me my sweet chocolate powder and, strolling back home, I opened the bag.  out wafted the most beau-
tiful and intoxicating smell of chocolate.  I wetted my finger dipped it in and kept eating the powder.  It was so delicious I 
could not eat it fast enough, and I didn’t care that it was getting on my dress. we were supposed to make hot chocolate 
drinks with it— what a waste that would have been.  when I got home, I stood by the kitchen table and spooned the rest 
of it into my mouth.  It was the best thing I had ever tasted and I was in ecstasy. 

I will always remember that special day in my young life, and I suspect the Canadians responsible for such a gift could 
never have imagined just how much joy the sweet chocolate powder would bring to the children of England. thank you 
Canada.

norma Foulis 
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tHE GIFt oF lIFE

I drowned when I was ten. 

It was apparently the second time I almost met a watery death.  According to family lore, I crawled off the end of a dock 
at St. Donat while still in diapers and was immediately saved by my father, a non-swimmer.

I had no recollection of that first incident, whereas the time when I was ten, I was ultra-aware and totally involved with 
what was unfolding. 

Each time I surfaced, yelling “Help!” my panic increased as I could see the adults still lolling in the sun on their lounge 
chairs.

“Ignore her, she’s just fooling around,” my aunt reportedly told my grandmother.

the last time I went down, I knew my struggling was over and, surrendering to the deep, was only vaguely aware of hands 
grabbing me.

Sputtering awake on the beach, I saw Grandma’s relieved face. “I just knew you wouldn’t dare pretend to be drowning in 
front of me,” she said.

It was the end of a perfect summer and we had stopped in for a swim at St. Adolphe d’Howard on our way down from my 
grandfather’s fishing camp in the bush.  It was a year after I had learned to swim.

You had to be able to swim to be allowed the privilege of a holiday with Grandma and Grandpa at the upper camp where, 
way up on crown land in the laurentian Mountains, Grandpa had built a two-room log cabin on a deep trout-filled lake.  
non-swimming siblings and cousins got only as far as the lower camp, a one-room affair near the trail head, with a 
sandy beach and safe shallow lake front for splashing and wading.  

our first night was always passed at the lower camp so as to get an early start.  After loading up a local horse with dry 
goods and supplies, then signing in with the ranger, we would navigate the trail through the forest and over streams 
passing lac Durocher and finally arriving at lac Raquette.  Unchaining the rowboat from its tree, it would take a few trips 
to get all the food and all of us across to the upper camp.

Away from other people, electricity and plumbing, our days took on a rhythm guided by needs and the elements.  Gran-
dpa often rowed us over to the beaver dam where we removed enough sticks to keep the lake from getting too high. He 
chopped wood, cleared brush, smoked his pipe and sang opera when he shaved. But mainly, he fished.  Grandma ran 
the house, supervised swimming, and assigned the chores such as spreading lime in the outhouse, hauling water from 
the spring, collecting kindling for the cook stove, sweeping, cleaning and tidying. Hikes inevitably led to fields of wild 
blueberries and raspberries.  I used to complain that we were mere slaves to Grandma’s prolific jam making:  the berry-
picking chain gang!   Rainy days were devoted to arts and craft projects, journal writing, reading and all sorts of perfor-
mances.  on special occasions, the wind-up gramophone would be uncovered to provide dancing music and opera.

Swimming was an integral part of each day, the punctuation points between activities.  

Horsing around in the water one day, I started pretending to drown, yelling “Help!” and then going under.  In a flash, 
Grandma had me on the dock where she delivered a scathing lecture about the boy who cried wolf and the total inappro-
priateness of my behaviour.  I was grounded for the rest of the day to allow the lesson to sink in, and watched with envy 
as my cousin enjoyed numerous refreshing dips.

As my breathing returned to normal and my heart stopped pounding, Grandma explained to the others why she had plun-
ged into the lake at the last minute and saved me. “After the dressing down I gave her she wouldn’t dare play around.”  
then turning to me she said, “You owe being alive to me.  now you have to get back in the water and get over it.”

Placed on a surfboard attached to the motor boat, with my uncle propping me up from behind, I embarked on a wildly 
exciting and terrifying tour du lac followed by a swim surrounded by family.   I am forever grateful that they did not allow 
me any time for the fear of water to take hold in my impressionable psyche. 
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over the years, Grandma never missed a chance to tell the story of my drowning, especially when she moved to a seniors’ 
residence, which provided so many new friends to tell it to. She always ended with the reminder that I owed my life to her, 
and I would heartily agree. It was our special, truly unique bond.

when she reached 89, she called me on it. A gentleman friend had helped her clean up her paperwork and found that 
all bases had not been covered.  She summoned me and made an appointment with a lawyer to have papers drawn up 
making me her power of attorney, health care surrogate and the executrix of her will. Having recently served in this 
capacity twice, I knew the heavy responsibility it entailed. I suggested that maybe there was somebody who lived closer, 
was more knowledgeable, in essence, more willing.

with one of her inimitable penetrating looks, she gazed at me and said, “no one else owes me their life.  You have expe-
rience doing this and I know you’ll take good care of me.”

And so it was, and so I did.

Ruth Salmon 
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tHE GREAt wAKEFIElD FIRE oF 1976

PART 1: The Event

the morning of April 30, 1976 was glorious. the sun shone from a clear blue sky as my wife Shelagh and I prepared to 
depart for ottawa from wakefield; me to my job at the University of ottawa and Shelagh to a  field placement for the 
degree course she was enrolled in. She would keep the car. 

At over 100 years, the house next door to us was one of the oldest in wakefield. It was owned, and, until recently, had 
been occupied by old Cecil, an octogenarian who had lived in the place for most of his long life. only a short time before, 
however, he  had moved to a retirement home and the place had been rented to a young family from town. we were lea-
ving our three children, Roland aged 14, louise 13 and Andrea 9 at home as there was no school that day. the teachers 
were on strike and we passed them on our way to town waving their placards and looking—if you don't mind me saying 
so—ridiculous! there had been little warning of this strike, it being of the rotating variety. Shelagh and I  had talked it 
over and decided that the two older ones were responsible enough to look after themselves and little Andrea without a 
babysitter for just the one day. we had no inkling of what lay ahead.

Soon after arriving to work, I had a phone call from home.  It was my daughter louise. 

“Dad, the next door house is on fire and the flames are coming over onto our house! Roland wants to know where the 
hose is.” 

“never mind the hose”, I exclaimed. “Just get out of the house now, all of you—and make sure Andrea is with you. I’ll call 
the fire department and I’ll be home as soon as I can.” 

I called the fire department and learned that they had already received a call and that the trucks were on their way. that 
was a relief. I was a volunteer fireman myself and had great faith in them. the next problem was how to get home. She-
lagh was in the east end of ottawa with the car and I had no idea where. So I grabbed the first person I could find whom 
I knew had a car. 

“Drive me home, my house is on fire!” I yelled.

He readily obliged, for which I was grateful.  we ran out to the parking lot. My friend Bob came too— he wasn’t one to 
miss out on a good fire—and off we went. As we breasted the hill past Philemon wright High School, just north of Hull* 
we could see a smudge of smoke on the horizon. 

“there’s the fire!” exclaimed Bob. 

“Don’t be ridiculous,” I scoffed. “we’re twenty miles away!" 

But as we wended our way northward, I began to have my doubts. the smudge of smoke grew steadily larger. From Farm 
Point, a distance of some five kilometres, one would have thought that the whole of wakefield was alight. From the top of 
the wakefield hill, you couldn't see the village at all! It was completely hidden by a gigantic pall of dense black smoke. As 
we drove down and into the village, I despaired of finding any house left to come home to. Burnside Avenue was blocked 
off so I leaped from the car and ran up the road, expecting to find nothing but a smouldering  basement. As a volunteer 
fireman, I had helped to save many a basement. Imagine my surprise when I found the house still standing! 

the insulbrick siding on the main house and the roof of the new extension built just the year before had burned off, pro-
viding most of the black smoke. the intense heat of the burning house next door had driven this smoke straight up. In 
the absence of any wind, this smoke, so dense and heavy, had spread horizontally and covered the village. the aluminum 
siding on the new extension, which I had laboriously installed up a ladder all the previous fall and which had given  me 
permanent bursitis from which I still suffer, had melted and run off the wall.  Huge holes were burned in the underlying 
chipboard sheathing and the new roof had collapsed. But the fire in our house was almost out and had not, mercifully, 
penetrated to the interior, although it came close. the lads from the fire department had done a sterling job in saving the 
main part of the house. this was helped by the heavy two-inch planking which covered the walls and roof. It was built to 
last, for which I am eternally thankful.
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the house next door was a different matter. I have already said that it was over a hundred years old. It was large and the 
front and both sides were sturdily sheathed in brick, topped by a high Mansard-style roof—quite an imposing looking 
building. However, the back wall was sheathed in metal and the cavities within were filled with sawdust for insulation, 
a recipe for disaster if ever there was one. Furthermore, a wood shed had been built against this wall some time in the 
distant past. located in this wood shed, also attached to the wall, was the electrical panel, festooned with obsolete and 
exposed wiring. the woodshed and attic were home to every critter known to man, including vast numbers of bats and 
squirrels. later investigation indicated that chewed wiring shorted out and started a fire in the woodshed which spread 
to the sawdust insulation in the wall.

the young family next door consisted of Geoff, his wife Pat, a toddler and a baby which had been born only two weeks 
before. Pat’s mother, who lived in Guelph and had been staying with them since the birth to help out with the baby, was 
due to return home on the morning of the fire; Geoff was to drive her in his new car.  At around 9 a.m. they were all seated 
around the kitchen table, having just finished breakfast. Mother-in-law’s bags were packed and they were ready to go. 
Geoff picked up the bags and headed out to the back porch. 

He smelled smoke and turning, saw that the entire woodshed was engulfed in flames. He dropped the bags, flew back 
into the kitchen and yelled "the place is on fire; everybody out—and use the front door!"  

no time was lost;  the children were picked up and the whole family ran down the passageway to the front door. Geoff 
was last to leave the kitchen, closing the door behind him. However, as he reached the front door, he realized that the 
keys to his new car were still sitting on the 'fridge. He turned back and reopened the door to the kitchen, which promptly 
exploded in his face. He was hurled back down the passageway to the front door. He dragged himself through, shutting 
the door behind him and was helped to safety by neighbours. 

He was unhurt but for the loss of eyebrows and some hair but the scary thing was that three minutes before, the whole 
family was sitting at the kitchen table, completely unaware of any danger. the only things salvaged were their vehicles. 
As their new car was locked up and Geoff had lost the keys, he had to batter it across the road with his old car which did 
it no good at all. the godsend was that none of them were hurt. the fire rapidly engulfed the whole house.

Many lasting impressions remain. I mentioned that a new extension to our house had been built the previous year. this 
project was still not finished and there were no steps leading to the back door—only a plank spanning a six-foot trench 
down to the footings which had not yet been filled in. A deck was planned outside the door with steps leading down to 
the garden; this was to be built that spring. Before leaving the burning house, louise, small for her age, carefully car-
ried the television set down the plank, across the garden and set it down against the wall of our neighbour on the other 
side. She said later that it was rented and her mother would kill her if she didn’t rescue it. when all the excitement was 
over and she was asked to move it she couldn’t lift it! Also, at about the same time, my son Roland and Geoff from next 
door who had just been blown out of his house and would lose everything, picked up our old upright piano and ran out 
the front door. the power of adrenaline on these occasions is extraordinary. Another lasting impression was that of all 
the wakefield school teachers, still with their placards, standing in a semi-circle at the back by the trees, watching the 
proceedings with interest. And then there was the idiot neighbour on the other side of the burning building who made 
the mistake of trying to tell Butch, one of our firemen noted for his short temper, to get off his lawn. He was blasted with 
a two-inch hose for his pains! little Andrea, nine years, was told by one of the firemen that she was in the way, so she 
took herself off to meet her mother. Shelagh found her on her way home, halfway up the wakefield hill. “I knew you’d 
find me”, she declared nonchalantly as she climbed into the car.

I was immensely proud of my family that day. none of the children panicked and all acted responsibly, more so than 
many adults would do in similar circumstances. thankfully nobody was hurt. Even our two cats crept out from under the 
front porch when everything was over, quite outraged but otherwise fine. As the firemen collected up their equipment, 
said goodbye to us and departed, we all gathered in our neighbour’s house across the road to regroup and assess our 
losses.
 
It is here that the second part of this story begins. 

Michael E. Simmons
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tHE InnKEEPER’S DAUGHtER 

I was raised in a small village called wakefield, in a small country hotel called the wakefield Inn.  My mother was raised 
in a small French village called lac Ste. Marie (a few villages north of wakefield) in a small country hotel called Hotel du 
lac.  My father was raised in a small English village called Kazabazua (a few villages north of wakefield) and was raised 
as a lumberjack.  My mother’s family is all French; my father’s family was a blend. My grandfather was English but spoke 
French; my grandmother was French and spoke English with difficulty.  what a pot au feu, as you would say in French.  

the small villages that have been established along the Gatineau River are a mix of French and English.  to me that has 
always been the charm of the Gatineau.  we are all Quebecers, not French, not English, just Quebecers, a blended family.  
However, I digress.  My story is about this young French girl, me, raised in an English community alongside the beautiful 
Gatineau River which has connected all of us who live along its meandering route.

My first memories are of a very large house (actually, a hotel) and all the many and varied characters that came through 
my life.  there were chefs, waiters, waitresses, bartenders, chambermaids, and the list goes on.  My parent’s hotel was 
busy with weddings, special parties and just the day-to-day running of this type of property.  

when visiting my maternal grandmother, it was no different.  As I said, she also owned a small hotel, which was also very 
busy, not only with guests, but with family.  Did I consider it different that all conversations there were in French, whereas 
in my village all were in English?  no. this was my life.

In my growing up years did I consider myself different?  Did not everyone have a chef, sleep in a hotel room and have 
staff as extended family?  Did not everyone visit a grandmother who also had a hotel?  to me, a young girl still not having 
started school, didn’t all people live like this?  Did families not speak both English and French at the same time?

Until I started school, my language was French.  As we were in an English community and the only school was English 
(Protestant) that is where my younger brother and I were sent.  Also important to this story is the fact that this is where I 
met my best friend.  we could not have been any more different. She was raised on a farm and I was raised in the village 
(which in our growing up years was like the city).

My friend grew up on a small farm just outside of the village.  In her home, there was no electricity and no indoor 
bathroom. Food was cooked on a wood stove, and there were chores that needed to be done before going to school.  Her 
parents worked from morning to night, ensuring their family was taken care of.  this Quebec family spoke no French.

on the other hand, my home had electricity, many bathrooms, a chef who cooked my meals, and a chambermaid who 
cleaned and made up my bedroom.  However, as my friend’s parents both worked morning to night, so did mine (they 
had a hotel to run).  In the village, I could run down the road and in every single house on the street I was known as the 
young daughter of those new hotel owners.  I imagine many of them may have questioned what my life was like in that 
hotel with so many strangers that came to stay whether for a drink, some food or a place to sleep.

In my world, my brother and I could run to the blacksmith shop next door to watch the horses being brought in and out, 
the hot fire roaring all the time, and the blacksmith forging and clanging all sorts of things.  we could run to the shoe-
maker’s house, which was also close to the hotel. He always had a kind word for us and allowed us to watch him making 
boots and shoes.  Another place we loved to visit was the telephone operator’s house.  Put your imagination to work here 
visualizing something from an old 1930s movie where you see someone answering lines and plugging them into a circuit 
board and saying “You are connected, please go ahead.” that is exactly how it was.  How fun was that!  our number was 
5 and at our house (hotel) you listened for one short and one long ring.  Another favourite spot was Cross’s store.  You 
could buy black balls which were lined up in the case with other candies, look up on the wall and check out the harness 
and reins, watch Mr. Cross cut meat, or have Gladys find you thread that your grandmother needed to sew something.  
one-stop shopping— before its time.

once I started school, however, things changed.  looking back in time, I understand now why friends could not come to 
my home to play, why I was not invited to certain parties.  looking back now I believe there were acceptance issues be-
cause my family was French Catholic in a small English protestant village, a “dry town” (no alcohol) that was changed fo-
rever by a liquor licence for their small hotel. Maybe they questioned the fact that a young girl and her brother were being 
raised inside an establishment that provided anyone coming through the door a bed to sleep, a meal, and alcohol.
In fact, it was a very family-friendly environment.  A lot of my parents’ family worked there and lived in small houses that 
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were on hotel property.  I grew up with cousins and aunts and uncles all around me.  I was very sheltered and protected 
and felt surrounded by the love of my family.

were we considered affluent?  I guess so.  Did I find it strange when visiting my friend on the farm that she had no elec-
tricity?  no, this was my friend and that was how she lived.  was she poor?  Absolutely not.  As much as my home was 
different, her home was different.  we played in the barn, we were sent to bring home the cows, we picked up the eggs 
and had a grand old time no matter what we were doing.  My friend’s Dad even showed a six-year-old how to milk a 
“bull.”  that is a story that always evokes great laughter and memories of a simpler time.

we grew up and our lives changed as did the village and our families.  My friend’s dad passed away when she was only 
twelve and she and her remaining family, mother, sister and brother moved into the village.  was I sad her dad was gone, 
yes. was I happy my friend was close?  Yes.  

You wonder how and why things occur.  It just so happened that shortly before that my mother had taken me out of the 
wakefield School and enrolled me in another school in Farrelton, another small village along the Gatineau River to en-
sure that I got my Catholic education.  there was devastation on my part as I no longer would be able to see my friend 
at school; devastation on my friend’s part, as she had lost her dad – but happiness on both our parts as we were now 
both living in the village.  As much as we did not attend the same school, we could see each other on the weekend.  She 
moved into a house on Burnside Avenue (now called chemin Burnside).  we paced out the steps from my house (hotel) to 
hers and divided the number to realize our halfway point was the rock cut just by the school hill.  on weekends we would 
meet halfway to catch up on our week apart.  My friend also made sure I was always invited to all the school events and 
most of the parties as I would have been isolated since I no longer attended the village school.

My time in the village was spent visiting with my friend’s family who lived up the road.  She and I would run in the fields 
surrounding the village. we would put a penny on the tracks and watch very closely when the logging train came chug-
ging through, then once gone by, run over to the tracks and pick up our prized squashed penny.  It would be admired for 
a minute or two then thrown into the river as it no longer was of any use.  then we would again beg for another penny in 
a few weeks’ time to repeat the whole exciting adventure.  

to think these two different people grew up together in two different worlds and yet the same world in a very small Que-
bec village. one young girl was French, Catholic, with a strong family base, loved and nurtured.  the other was raised 
English, Protestant, with a strong family base, loved and nurtured. one girl was raised in a hotel with staff and parties 
and excitement happening all the time and all the amenities one could want.  the other was raised on a farm with no 
amenities but still having to feed farm hands for the harvest season and tree cutters in the winter season.  one was sent 
to school outside the village.  the other stayed in the village school until it was time to go to the one in town. You could 
wonder what kept these two friends, of very different backgrounds, together. 

However we are forever friends.  As for my family, we still speak French and English without a thought of actually which 
language we are speaking. I consider myself very lucky to have grown up in this wonderful community of diverse fami-
lies that made up the Gatineau Hills.  I am very proud of my French and English heritage which I have passed on to my 
children.  where can you have a name like newton or Kelly where the family is French, and someone named Émond who 
speaks only English?

Fae newton





The End
well, not quite. Blue Metropolis Foundation wishes to thank its par-
tners, Canadian Heritage, and the Quebec writers’ Federation, as 
well as Kate wisdom, Peter MacGibbon, Simon Jacobs, Josée Bra-
bant, and Mary linard who collaborated enthusiastically to bring 
the workshops into their communities. A special thanks also to the 
storytelling professionals, laura teasdale and taylor tower, who 
created a supportive creative environment for the participants, and 
to lori Schubert of the QwF, who shared her expertise to connect 
us with some of the communities.

http://www.qwf.org/
http://www.qwf.org/
http://www.qwf.org/
http://www.theatrewakefield.ca/
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